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THE BG NEWS 
Friday, October 25,1985 
Cheap Trick steals show 
by Greg Klcrltx 
Friday editor 
Cheap Trick may have re- 
ceived second billing to John 
Watte in last night's Homecom- 
ing concert, but chances are that 
if the crowd in Anderson Arena 
had their way, the billing would 
have been reversed. 
Both bands rocked through a 
three-hour show that left thou- 
sands of fans stomping in the 
bleachers and screaming for 
mote - more of Cheap Trick, 
that is. While Trick turned in a 
performance brimming with vi- 
tality and humor, Waite's set 
seemed mechanical and redun- 
dant. 
Review 
Cheap Trick opened the con- 
cert with the appropriately-ti- 
tled "Hello There" from their 
early In Color album. From 
there the four-man band blasted 
through a variety of hits from 
their 10 albums, including seve- 
ral cuts from their most recent 
LP, Standing On The Edge. 
GUITARIST RICK Nielson 
proved to be a crowd-pleaser, 
leading the audience through 
chants and song verses while 
bouncing around the stage like a 
hyperactive schoolboy. Nielson 
was also noteworthy for his in- 
credible arsenal of guitars - he 
played more than a dozen during 
the 45-minute set -including a 
mammoth five-necked guitar 
and "Uncle Dick," a double- 
necked guitar shaped in Niel- 
son's likeness. 
Vocalist Robin Zander, the 
band's resident heart-throb, pre- 
ened and posed to the delight of 
female fans and provided an 
interesting contrast to Nielson's 
antics. Despite his pretty-boy 
persona, Zander turned in a 
powerful and expressive perfor- 
mance, handling difficult vocal 
chores on songs like "Tonight 
It's You," Cheap Trick's current 
single, with style and ease. 
• See Concert, page 4. 
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Thefts reported 
Drugs, camera among stolen items 
Senate blocks Jordan arm sales 
by Jim Nlcman 
staff reporter 
The offices of Armstrong Cir- 
cuit Inc. (ACI), 135*4 NTMain 
St, were broken into Tuesday 
night, apparently to try to gain 
access to Rogers Drugs Inc., 135 
N. Main St., according to Bowl- 
a Green Police Chief Galen 
Although the ACI offices, lo- 
cated above the Cla-Zel Theater, 
bad been rummaged through, 
the only things missing were a 
stapler, later found in Rogers, 
and the contents of a bottle of 
Coca-Cola. 
However, an undetermined 
quantity of schedule two-type 
drugs, a Ricoh 35 mm. camera, 
$20 and a five-meed bicycle 
were taken from Rogers, police 
said. 
Schedule two-type drugs in- 
clude mainly prescription 
drugs, including methodone, co- 
deine, morphine and opium de- 
rivatives, police said. 
"(The person or persons') in- 
tent to break in there (ACT) was 
to get into Rogers Drug Store, 
and their intent to get into Rog- 
ers Drug Store was to get sched- 
ule two-type drugs-and they 
did," Ash said. 
THE ACI door that opens to 
the alley behind the buildings on 
the west side of Main Street had 
been pried open. Another office 
door was pried open once inside, 
he said. 
Police said they think that 
when the person(s) couldn't find 
a door in ACT that opened into 
Rogers, they found a hacksaw in 
one of the office desks, went up a 
flight of stairs into the attic, then 
pried loose some of the attic's 
floorboards. 
With the hacksaw, the per- 
son(s) cut an lB-by-24-inch hole 
in the floor of the attic, hoping 
that it would open into Rogers, 
police said. However, the hole 
opened into one of ACT's offices. 
There is a firewall between the 
two buildings, police said. 
At some point, while in the 
ACT offices, the thief drank a 
bottle of Coca-Cola, police said. 
The bottle, bottle opener and 
stapler are being processed for 
fingerprints. 
After the person(s) left the 
ACT, police said they evidently 
entered Rogers through a sec- 
ond story window. The window 
may have been broken with the 
stapler that was taken from 
ACI. 
Police said they think one pos- 
sibility is that the thief (s) loaded 
everything they stole from Rog- 
ers into the basket of the stolen 
bicycle and left through a ga- 
rage door in the rear of the 
Car accidents result 
in minor injuries 
Three automobile accidents 
caused two minor injuries to 
Bowling Green residents yester- 
day, according to Bowling 
Green police. 
Injured were Michael Rapsc- 
wich. 506 Dough St., who suf- 
fered a back injury when the car 
he was riding in ran into the rear 
of another vehicle; and Helen 
Rathbun, 1032 Varsity Square 
Apartments west, who struck 
her head and left knee when her 
car collided with another car in 
Big Lots parking lot, 818 S. Main 
St. 
Rapscwich was a passenger in 
a car driven by David Black- 
wood, freshman radio-tele- 
vision-film major, whose 
automobile hit the vehicle 
driven by Rebecca Johnson, Ju- 
nior education major, who bad 
stopped when a bicyclist rode off 
the curb in front of her. 
Police determined Blackwood 
was not following Johnson at a 
safe distance. 
Rapscwich was taken to the 
hospital by friends. 
Rathbun was injured in an 
accident with John Dunipace, 
224 Western Ave., who struck 
her vehicle broadside, police 
said. 
Rathbun and Dunipace both 
said they couldn't see the other 
because a van was blocking 
their view. Rathbun sought her 
own treatment for her injuries. 
In the third accident, Clifford 
Tallman, 21083 Euler Rd., 
Weston, was cited for improp- 
erly passing and causing an 
accident with Greg Hoverson, 
811W. Wooster Si The accident 
occurred in front of 425 E. Woos- 
ter a 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Republican-controlled Senate, 
moving to sidetrack President 
Reagan's unpopular $1.9 billion 
arms sale to Jordan, voted 97-1 
yesterday to ban the deal until 
March 1 unless King Hussein 
begins "direct and meaningful" 
peace talks with the Israelis. 
GOP leaders said Reagan 
agreed reluctantly to accept the 
restriction, and several senators 
said his only other alternative 
was to have his sale of sophisti- 
cated aircraft, air defense mis- 
siles and other weapons shot 
down altogether. 
But Hussein, speaking in an 
interview in Amman, said the 
Senate's action amounted to 
"reneging" by the United 
States. "One wouldn't like to use 
the word blackmail, but it's to- 
tally unacceptable. Obviously 
it's not a way to deal with prob- 
lems among friends. 
"I have made it abundantly 
clear to our friends in Washing- 
ton that unless the agreement 
between us and the United 
States is implemented in the 
manner agreed upon ... this 
(peace talks) is the last we 
would do to try to secure this 
particular package," Hussein 
said. 
MORE THAN 70 senators had 
lined up to oppose the sale of F- 
20 or F-16 aircraft as well as 
other weapons, which Reagan 
proposed to bolster Jordan's 
own defenses and reward Hus- 
sein for his movement toward 
Joining the Middle East peace 
process. 
Opponents said Hussein 
should not receive U.S. arms as 
long as he was technically still in 
a state of war with Israel and 
until he sat down for direct 
peace talks with the Jewish 
state, but made clear at the 
same time that they wanted to 
encourage the king's peace ef- 
forts. 
The sale also has drawn the 
opposition of more than 270 
House members, and legislation 
rejecting the sale was formally 
introduced in the House cham- 
ber a few hours before the Sen- 
ate vote. 
The measure approved over- 
whelmingly in the Senate was a 
hastily crafted attempt by GOP 
leaders to avert an outright ma- jor foreign policy defeat tor Rea- 
gan at a sensitive time in the 
Middle East peace process, and 
less than a month before his 
summit with Soviet leader Mik- 
hail Gorbachev. 
Sen. Christopher Dodd, D- 
Conn., cast the sole vote against 
the measure, saying it did not go 
far enough because it did not 
guarantee opponents a vote any 
time before March 1 in case they 
want to block the sale perma- 
nently. 
SENATE MAJORITY Leader 
Robert Dole of Kansas said the 
measure met "needs of all the 
parties" - including Reagan and 
congressional opponents who 
fear the effects of a sale at the 
current time. 
Name change honors donors 
Thousands of books given by Patti Boerger reporter 
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Courtesy of/University news service 
Ray and Pat Browne 
The Popular Culture Li- 
brary's research collections 
will be named after Ray and 
Pat Browne, who have trav- 
eled the Midwest collecting 
and donating books to the 
library for almost 20 years, 
according to William Miller, 
acting dean of libraries and 
learning resources. 
"The Brownes have do- 
nated many thousands of 
books," Miller said. He said a 
date has not been set for the 
renaming, but there will be a 
formal ceremony sometime 
next spring. 
Ray Browne is professor 
and chairman of the Popular 
Culture Library and founder 
of the Popular Culture Asso- 
ciation. His wife Pat is editor 
and business manager of the 
University's Popular Press. 
"The Brownes have demon- 
strated a dedication to popu- 
lar culture studies which 
makes them most deserving 
of this honor," Miller 
said. "We are delighted and 
proud to be able to name our 
Popular Culture Research 
Collections after two people 
who have been so instrumen- 
tal in the development of the 
popular culture movement on 
an international level." 
THE BROWNES started 
donating books to the library 
in 1967. They travel in their 
spare time and buy the books 
with their own money. 
"My wife and I would 
travel in our station wagon to 
pick up books," Ray said. 
''Wherever we are we pick up 
books because we both love 
books." 
At a booksale in Toledo, the 
Brownes bought a tent full of 
books and had to use a truck 
to transport all the books 
back to Bowling Green. 
"Pat has a great memory 
and can tell out of hundreds of 
titles whether or not we have 
or need the book," Ray 
Browne said. 
The Brownes have contacts 
all over the country. Ray 
Browne said he receives calls 
from people wanting him to 
look at books in their attics or 
barns. 
He started donating books 
to the library because his 
students were always borrow- 
ing his books and be wanted 
them to have easier access to 
them. 
WILL HANDLE, a Cleve- 
land disc jockey, donated the 
first major collection to the 
Popular Culture Library 
worth $75,000. The collection 
consisted of books Randle 
used while studying for his 
doctorate degree in American 
Studies. 
Ray Browne is proudest of 
the detective and science fic- 
tion collections at the library. 
Detective fiction is his favor- 
ite. 
Recently, the Brownes re- 
ceived the "Ned Guyman" 
detective fiction series, worth 
$100,000 which they donated 
to the library. 
"We're honored; we've 
worked hard and spent an 
ocean of time collecting 
books," Ray Browne said of 
the renaming. 
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Stop school spanking 
A hearty pat on the back to some Ohio parents, 
who   voted   recently   to  discourage   not-so- 
friendly pats on their children by teachers. 
By a voice vote, more than two-thirds of the Ohio 
Parent-Teacher Association conference passed a 
resolution Tuesday for a ban on corporal punish- 
ment in schools. The vote affirmed a national PTA 
vote in June. 
Although the PTA influences many schools, it 
only hasthe power to make suggestions. Under an 
Ohio law that took effect in April, local school 
boards can set their own policies on corporal 
punishment. 
We urge school boards - including Bowling 
Green city schools - to follow parents' advice and 
ban corporal punishment in schools. According to 
Charles Mayers, assistant superintendent, Bowling 
Green city schools permit corporal punishment, 
but only as a last resort. 
But it should be banned in all cases. 
Determining what is an acceptable spanking is 
impossible, and the well-being of a child is too 
important to risk cruel punishment. 
Some teachers have certainly been known to go 
overboard in physical discipline, and spanking is a 
Eroblem both at the elementary level, where stu- 
ents can be seriously hurt, and at the junior high 
and high school level, where students might fight 
back. 
Our schools should teach, both in words and in 
practice, that hitting is never the intelligent an- 
swer. 
There are so many preferable alternatives: extra 
assignments, lower grades, suspensions and expul- 
sions in serious cases, to name a few. 
Parents should have the right to raise their 
children free of spanking, and they should be able 
to trust schools to follow these wishes. 
Ohio PTA spokeswoman Barbara Sprague has 
predicted the organization's position would have a 
considerable influence" with local school boards 
and at the state level. Let's hope so, for the sake of 
Ohio's children. 
Great Ideas course a great idea 
by Cralg Hergert 
One of my current instructors, 
Tom Klein, has been planning a 
new course, and he's been 
asking my opinion of it almost 
hourly. 
I don't mind because I know 
what I'm like when I'm planning 
a new course. I ask everyone 
what they think - my teachers, 
my peers, my mailman, my 
butcher, Dear Abby, everybody. 
Anyway, Tom's planning a 
Great Ideas course which would 
involve faculty members from 
across the curriculum and 
would present classic works by 
such authors as Plato. Sopho- 
cles, Machiavelll, Freud, Orwell 
and Shakespeare. 
Now I know how a lot of stu- 
dents will react to this course - 
BORING! I realize that the 
great thinkers are not the center 
of conversation at campus par- 
ties. I haven't been to a party yet 
where there's been a scene like 
this: 
Party-goer #1: Hey, Bob, glad 
you could make it!  Whatcha 
drinkin'? 
Party-goer H2: Gin and tonic if 
Jou've got it. 
1: No problem. And whatcha 
discussin'? 
#2: Uh, I'm in the mood for 
existentialism tonight. Got any 
Kierkegaard? 
HI: You came to the right place! 
There's a big discussion going 
on right now in the kitchen about 
The Sickness Unto Death. Need 
any angsf! 
H2: Uh, no thanks, I brought my 
own. 
The truth is I wouldn't seek 
out a party like that myself, 
unless they had a really great 
clam dip. It's just possible, 
though, that the importance of 
something can't be measured by 
whether it's the topic of con- 
Letters 
A truly cold war 
I commend the United States 
Military for the keen strategy it 
employs by sending people to 
Alaska in order to educate them 
to fight a northern war. 
I certainly foresee the next 
conflict the United States be- 
comes involved in being fought 
in the Arctic Region. Then we 
could really call it a cold war. 
Training for the Arctic war 
could not nave come at a more 
appropriate time either; hostili- 
ties are really flaring up be- 
tween the Soviet icebergs and 
our shimmering U.S. icebergs. 
Preparing our men to defend 
the Arctic is a worthwhile cause, 
but I just wonder how much the 
ice picks cost. 
BradPhaUn 
519 Leroy 
Hudson ignorant 
I am writing in reply to the 
"Christ's believers can't easily 
be gay," which ran in the News 
on Oct. 15. Upon reading the 
column, my stomach turned. I 
find it hard to accept the fact 
that such ignorance and closed- 
mindedness was actually put 
into print. 
Obviously, Cheryl, from your 
long-winded Biblical quotes, you 
have merely memorized the 
book and not yet learned to 
apply it. Your quotes suggest 
that homosexuality is a sin that 
required confession and re- 
demption. Homosexuality is 
merely a different way of life 
that some people are more com- 
fortable with. 
Why are the "sinful desires" 
and "sexual impurities" you 
refer to limited to homosexual- 
ity? The practicers of the many 
variations of heterosexual en- 
counters are not shunned from 
society. What a person does be- 
hind his or her own closed door 
is that person's own business. 
The God I know would never 
punish a person for being honest 
with himself. 
As far as the religious aspects 
of your column, I am just plain 
offended. You stated that "un- 
less a man is born again, he 
cannot see the kingdom of God." 
Well, Cheryl, believe it or not, 
there are some people who are 
not "born again." Some of us 
are not even Christian, but do 
believe in God. You're implying 
that I am destined for some 
hellish future because I am not 
born again. I suppose that 
means my Rabbi has taught me 
wrong. He taught me to be the 
best person I can, and to accept 
others for what they are, no 
matter how they differ from me. 
my beliefs, and my personal 
values. 
My knowledge of the group 
Dignity is somewhat small and I 
am by no means an expert on 
homosexuality, but I am a good- 
hearted person who tries to pass 
no Judgements on others. I wish, 
Cheryl, that you could have 
learned from my Rabbi, too!! 
BeckResnlck 
347 Darrow Hall 
I could use a ride! 
This letter is in response to the 
article on why hometown ad- 
dresses were left out of this 
year's campus phone books. 
Why doesn't public relations 
publish the phone book with just 
campus addresses and home- 
towns and leave out hometown 
addresses? That way, outside 
organizations couldn't bother 
parents through the mail and 
students like myself could find a 
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ride home by locating the home- 
town. 
I know that letters to the edi- 
tor shouldn't be used to get 
rides, but this is my last shot. I 
need a ride home for Thanksgiv- 
ing. I would greatly appreciate 
any. 
Tim Potts 
m Delta Upsilon 
Hudson correct 
This letter is in response to the 
column written by Cheryl Hud- 
son that was in tine Oct. 15 issue 
of the BG News. Hudson pointed 
out (and very well I might add) 
some of the basic problems I had 
in believing that a homosexual 
organization could condone their 
actions with the word of God. 
I cannot quote Bible verse, nor 
am I holier than thou; yet, I am 
offended by the use of religion as 
a justification for immoral be- 
havior. After all, God took a rib 
from man and made a woman; 
not a man to live with happily 
ever after. 
Again, I am no understudy of 
Christ, but I certainly do not 
approve of homosexuality and I 
wish that religious organizations 
and institutions would stop sup- 
porting it. This is not to say that 
gays should be banned or cast 
out without forgiveness. After 
all, we are all sinners and the 
church does help us realize that 
those who believe will be for- 
given. However, the church cer- 
tainly does not approve of 
deviant behavior and/or make it 
acceptable or easy to live with. 
It seems that since the recent 
coming of age of homosexuality, 
society has been plagued with 
confusion, dissent, and now a 
terrible disease that kills. This 
perhaps angers me the most. I 
am distressed when I hear news 
of a cliild who has AIDS from a 
contaminated blood transfusion. 
It seems that now all society 
must shoulder the burden of 
those who chose to accept this 
behavior. No one ever said that 
life would be fair or simple, but I 
certainly do not want to pay the 
price for someone else's indis- 
cretion. 
Thorn Rube 
111 Anderson 
Correction 
An article on Homecoming 
which appeared in yesterday's 
News incorrectly identified 
Mark Zimmerman as general 
manager of WFAL. Zimmerman 
is program director of WBGU. 
The News regrets the error. 
I think that the very least a student 
should demand of a college education 
Is that it enable him to understand half 
of what Vin Scully says.   
venation or even whether It's 
directly applicable to one's ca- 
reer goals. 
What I'm getting close to say- 
ing here is that knowledge is a 
desirable end in itself. Be pa- 
tient with me: as a teacher, I 
suffer from this delusion from 
time to time. 
I've been reading a lot of 
newspaper articles lately de- 
scribing today's college students 
as being concerned only about 
getting Jobs. The way these arti- 
cles tell it, these students would 
put up with any course that 
leads them to a high paying job. 
It wouldn't matter if the course 
were Peanut Shucking 101 or 
Mel Farr Auto Commercial 
Watching 207-they'd put up 
with it. 
The implication is that if a 
class isn't directly related to 
their career plans, today's stu- 
dents don't want anything to do 
with it. 
As a graduate student in En- 
glish, I doubt if I'm the kind of 
student these articles are talk- 
ing about. But if I were, I'd be 
more than a little annoyed. To 
hear these accounts of the mod- 
ern students, you'd think that 
they are absolute ignoramuses, 
hardly able to write a grocery 
list. You'd think they shunned 
learning the way Tina Turner 
avoids a styling comb. 
In short, you'd think they 
couldn't think. Now, as a tea- 
cher myself who currently has 
forty-four students under his 
charge, I can vouch for my 
students' thinking abilities. 
Time and time again, they think 
up reasons why they shouldn't 
have to write the papers I assign 
them. The creativity they show 
with these reasons would be the 
envy of Steven Spielberg, so let's 
not hear anything about today's 
students not being able to think. 
I would have to agree that 
today's students are concerned 
with getting jobs, and I certainly 
don't think less of them for that. 
But I do get a little discouraged 
when students denounce 
courses, like writing courses, for 
example, that aren't directly 
related to their particular ca- 
reer choices. 
It just so happens that I know 
the cause of this particular prob- 
lem. 
While you're in college, the 
things that seem most important 
are never the things that go on in 
the classroom. I'm speaking 
from personal experience here. 
When I was an undergrad, the 
most important thing to me was 
catching a glimpse of Don Hess. 
See, Dori Hess was the kind of 
S'rl who was so beautiful you 
dn't mind at all that her name 
was Dori Hess. 
During the three years we 
were on campus together, I 
probably talked to Dori for a 
grand total of an hour and a half, 
but that time was more exciting 
than all the hours I spent read- 
ing Thoreau, John Stuart Mill or 
even Shakespeare. 
So if Shakespeare and com- 
pany can't hold a candle to Dori 
Hess and company, why should I 
have bothered with them? Why 
should anybody bother with 
them? Why do we need to de- 
velop a sense of what Tom Klein 
calls cultural literacy - a census 
of cultural and natural informa- 
tion that is often alluded to with- 
out explanation? 
I have an answer. I think that 
the very least a student should 
demand of a college education is 
that it enable him to understand 
half of what Vin Scully says. You 
know Vin Scully. He's the NBC 
baseball commentator who calls 
Busch Stadium the House,of 
Tudor and says, after a heart- 
breaking loss, "Of all the words 
of tongue or pen, the saddest 
these: it might have been." Hav- 
Xa well-rounded education 
's a person to know what 
Vin is babbling about. 
OK. So I think there's a more 
important reason than that. I 
think that a Great Ideas course, 
by challenging students and 
forcing them to wrestle with 
issues that have long been of 
concern to the human species, 
would help students become bet- 
ter thinkers. Understand me, 
they're not mindless now. But by 
being stretched and exercised, 
their minds will become 
stronger. 
I think a Great Ideas course 
could become the weight room 
of the curriculum. You know 
about the weight room at the 
Rec Center. That's where stu- 
dents go to work out, even 
though there's no requirement 
for it in their major. They don't 
even go because they like what 
the workout does for them in the 
long run, even if, in the short 
run, it's painful. 
The Great Ideas course might 
be painful too, at first. There 
might be a little pain in the form 
of frustration and initial confu- 
sion. But any weight lifter will 
tell you, no pain, no gain. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slavton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the News. 
I PINO 6*YS 
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Weight club explained 
by Randall Wilson  
Recently, the BG News 
printed an editorial on the Bowl- 
ine Green Weight Club. Appar- 
ently a lot of people have been 
misled about the use of the 
Eppler South weight room. So 
maybe I can clear things up for 
everyone. 
Since Eppler is not a recre- 
ation center, you can't just drop 
in at will. However, you can use 
the weights there if you either 
take a class in weight lifting, are 
a weight club member, or are a 
member of the auxiliary to the 
weight club. 
Only the members of the 
weight club have to pass the 
requirements referred to in the 
editorial. Others who were truly 
interested in using the facility 
were given until Oct. 7 to sign 
up. we figured that 70 people 
would be the safe and functional 
limit for membership, but it 
turned out that fewer than 70 
BLOOM COUNTY 
people were interested enough 
to sign up. 
I'm not denying that there are 
complaints. Believe me, I've 
heard them all. People can't get 
into the club because of injuries, 
or fear of injury, or they just 
can't pass the requirements. 
Some of these people are our 
friends, but without require- 
ments and rules there is no club. 
A few years ago, weight lifting 
began to get more and more 
popular. As a result, the Eppler 
weight room saw larger crowds. 
The room can hold only so many 
people. The result was that more 
and more people were being 
denied membership. Not fewer 
people in the club - more people 
excluded. 
Although we're not responsi- 
ble for everyone in Bowling 
Green, we felt that, since there 
really is no adequate free weight 
gym in the area, we should do 
our best to provide for those 
people who would like to lift 
weights, but can't pass require- 
mm mo*? Mufm' 
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ments. So, for the first time, 
under Bob Everhart's adminis- 
tration, an auxiliary club was 
established. 
Pertaining to the question of 
theft, perhaps there was misuse 
of funds in a previous adminis- 
tration. I wouldn't know, and 
couldn't comment on that, since 
I've only been in the weight club 
for the past two years. But if 
there was, it should have no 
bearing on the present officers. 
The recent complaints probably 
stem from rumors about the 
past administrations, or maybe 
It's a personal problem. 
As tor a solution to the in- 
creasing demand on the free 
weight facilities, I agree with 
Dr. Greaser. We need to ask for, 
and push for, a free weight room 
at the Student Recreation Cen- 
ter. There, everyone will be al- 
lowed to lift whenever they 
want, freeing us to run a club. 
Wilson is vice president of the 
Bowling Green Weight Club. 
by Berke Breathed 
OH. 
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HaH'OCTween fest set 
Students, police prepare for annual invasion 
by Beth Thomas 
reporter 
Imagine a small, quiet Mid- 
western town suddenly being 
invaded by 15,000 people dressed 
in outfits ranging from the Fruit 
of the Loom guys to crayon 
boxes. As bizarre as this may 
sound, it is a yearly occurrence 
in Athens, Ohio, and the annual 
invasion is slated for this week- 
end. 
Halloween in Athens has be- 
come a tradition with college 
students, although no one seems 
to know how it started. The 
streets of the town, home to Ohio 
University, literally fill up this 
time every year as thousands of 
students invade the city, ready 
to party. 
"It was one of the best times in 
my whole college career," said 
Bob Brett, senior construction 
technology major, who spent 
two Hahoweens in Athens. He 
said   he   highly   recommends 
going "at least once." 
"Ifs a great time because 
everyone's there for the same 
reason - to party and to have 
fun," said Jody Renaux, sopho- 
more elementary education ma- jor. 
"EVERYONE'S FRIENDLY 
because it's their school, and 
they want to show you a good 
time. People from schools all 
over are there. Besides, why 
stay here when everyone's going 
there?" she said. 
Matt Donofrio, sophomore ac- 
counting and management in- 
formation systems major, 
described it as "something 
you'll never see again." He said 
that people who started out 
dressed like crayon boxes ended 
up looking like something "en- 
tirely different," and compared 
the crowds to those seen at the 
Ohio State/Michigan game. 
While the weekend is fun for 
students, Athens Police Chief 
Ted Jones said he wishes that 
students wouldn't come to the 
city. 
He said that this is not an 
organized Halloween event, and 
the street occupation is not ap- 
proved by the city. Last year s 
drunken brawl" left the streets 
trashed and full of broken glass, 
he said. 
"We take pride in our commu- 
nity. Unfortunately, other peo- 
ple don't take the same pride. 
They don't care about our ap- 
pearance," he said. "We can 
only hope a responsible attitude 
will develop on the part of the 
students." 
Director of Ohio University's 
campus police, Bill Kane, 
agrees with Jones. He said he is 
planning on having his officers 
working 12-hour shifts this week- 
end in an attempt to control the 
crowds. Most heavily staffed 
shifts will be between 7 p.m. and 
7 a.m. 
Prof honored for service 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
A University professor re- 
ceived a special award yester- 
day for his 13 years of volunteer 
work at the local and state levels 
for the Amer- 
ican Lung 
Association 
(ALA) of 
Northwest 
Ohio. 
William 
Hann, asso- 
ciate profes- 
s o r of 
biology, was Hann 
presented the 
award for his services on the 
ALA Board of Directors from 
1972 to 1985. 
Hann has been active at both 
the local and state levels. Lo- 
cally he had served as first vice 
president in 1972 and president 
from 1973 to 1975. He also has 
worked on several committees. 
At the state level, Hann was 
selected as a representative di- 
rector to the Ohio Association 
from 1976 to 1985 and treasurer 
from 1984 to 1985. 
"I appreciate the fact that the 
board lias recognized what little 
effort I've done," he said. "I feel 
honored." 
HANN'S INITIAL interest in 
the ALA stemmed from his work 
in microbiolgy and the Lung 
Association's program to detect 
tuberculosis cases. 
"The Lung Association's pro- 
gram of work is devoted to an 
area in which people can rea- 
sonably extend the life of them- 
selves and their loved ones. 
Every one of the program el- 
ements, from smoking to envi- 
ronmental health, is 
achievable," he said. 
Hann has been at the Univer- 
sity for 18 years and directs the 
applied microbiology program. 
While Hann will no longer 
serve on the board because of 
restrictions on the lengUi mem- 
bers can serve, he said he ex- 
pects to help out occasionally 
and would like to get back on the 
board. 
Hann said he is busy now as 
director of the Wood District of 
the Boy Scouts. 
The northwest Ohio chapter 
serves the six counties of north- 
west Ohio, including Defiance, 
Fulton, Henry, Williams, Lucas 
(Toledo) and Wood counties. 
Picking pumpkins Photo/Jacqule Pearson 
Joan Brodie, sophomore procurement and materials management, and Kathy Wank, sophomore 
elementary education major, choose pumpkins for their secret pumpkins In Offenhauer Towers. 
The pumpkin sale, sponsored by Volunteers in Progress, was held in the Student Services Building. 
Drive Safely 
V WORLD RECORD 
SNAKE DANCE 
TONIGHT 
STARTS 6:15 AT THE INTRAMURAL FIELDS AND 
WILL WIND ITS WAY THROUGH CAMPUS AND 
END IN COLLEGE PARK. 
CURRENT RECORD HOLDS AT 8,659. 
LET'S PUT BGSU IN THE BOOKS AT  10,000 
SPONSORED BY 
BE A PART OF 
HOMECOMING 
1985 Association 
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Homecoming competition shows off fashions 
by Caroline Longer 
staff reporter 
The annual Homecoming Fashion 
Affair gave contestants a chance to 
show off their wardrobes and earn 
prizes Wednesday night. 
The affair, sponsored by Minority 
Student Activities, was a competition 
as well as a fashion show. Tara War- 
ren, senior radio-television-film major 
won in the categories of Jeans N' 
Things, for casual everyday wear; and 
Fun in the Sun, which showed summer 
swim and sportswear. She also split the 
prize with Kelby Knight, sophomore in 
RTVF, in the Dress for Success seg- 
ment, which featured professional 
wear. Chet Cunningham RTVF major, 
won in After-Five Wear, in which con- 
testants wore formal and semi-formal 
evening dotties. 
The models were judged on a scale of 
one to three, with one being poor and 
three being excellent; on poise, versati- 
lity/creativity, color coordination, 
fashion content and overall appear- 
ance. Models could receive a maxi- 
mum of 15 points per judge per 
category. Winners were awarded a 
trophyand $25. 
UNDA RUDOLPH, coordinator of 
the Fashion Affair, said she picked 
common clothing categories since the 
contestants modeled their own clothes. 
Letters publicizing the need for mod- 
els were circulated in the sororities and 
fraternities. Twenty four black, white 
and Mexican male and female models 
responded, Crafter said. At the last 
minute many potential models dropped 
out for personal reasons and only one 
white person participated 
The other models were Jackie Ar- 
nold, freshman in RTVF; Johnice 
Cody, freshman in fashion merchandis- 
ing; Bemadette Dunn, sophomore in 
marketing; Kevin Carlisle, sophomore 
In interpersonal and public commu- 
nication: Leroy Matthews, whose year 
and major was unavailable: Rita Ste- 
vens, senior in fashion merchandising; 
Michelle Turner, sophomore in com- 
puter science; and Lenora Vlnsor., se- 
nior, whose major was unavailable. 
The affair was judged by Judy Biggs, 
assistant director of small group hous- 
ing and greek life; Pauletto Flamming, 
assistant professor of art; Garret Hud- 
son, graduate student in retailing; Bar- 
bara Stevenson, unit director of Phi 
Beta Sigma; and Yvonne Woods, doc- 
toral candidate in sociology. 
THE THEME for the Homecoming 
events scheduled by minority organiza- 
tions is "A New Attitude," which was 
chosen through a survey given mostly 
tn mhwiriHr »fr |«fr»f ^n RiyMpfi ffatf) The 
"new attitude" is up to interpretation. 
Warren interprets it as "being posi- 
tive and feeling good about yourself 
and projecting mat attitude." 
"I don't think there needs to be 
separate activities (for minority and 
majority students), and this was open 
to anyone, but it was also planned to get 
more minority students involved In 
campus activities," said Lori Crafter, 
assistant coordinator of the affair. 
Leaders sought 
for new students 
by Meg Tiemey 
staff reporter    ■ 
For new students in the fall, 
a student orientation leader is 
often the first to make them 
feel at ease at the University. 
Eighty-five percent of the 
freshman class usually at- 
tends the orientation pro- 
gramming about two days 
before classes begin, said Da- 
vid Weinandy, director of 
orientation. 
The Orientation Board is 
accepting applications for 
student orientation leaders 
until the end of next week. 
"We are looking for stu- 
dents who have had a positive 
experience at the University 
and are willing to share this 
experience with new stu- 
dents," Weinandy said. 
Other qualifications the 
orientation board are looking 
for include knowledge of the 
University, good communica- 
tion skills, maturity and the 
desire to help other people. 
Last year there were 350 
applications  for  orientation 
leader positions and 170 stu- 
dents were accepted as lead- 
ers, Weinandy said. 
"There is no cut off on how 
many leaders we can accept; 
we can accommodate up to 
200 volunteers, but 170 to 175 
seems to be a good amount 
for us," Weinandy added. 
After volunteers are ac- 
cepted by the Orientation 
Board, they begin training to 
help them learn to handle 
their own orientation group in 
the fall. 
"(The University) has a 
good reputation for our orien- 
tation program," Weinandy 
said. 
Weinandy said the program 
is successful because the vol- 
unteers are so enthused that 
they promote it. 
At a recent meeting for 
orientation directors, Wei- 
nandy said other schools 
could not believe the Univer- 
sity could keep orientation a 
volunteer program. 
"Our volunteers are very 
dedicated and very responsi- 
ble," Weinandy said. 
WELCOME ALUMNI! 
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Damaged desks ready for retirement 
by Nancy Bortwick 
staff reporter 
Their surfaces reflect times of 
Vietnam protest, Watergate and 
terrorism. They've harbored 
miniskirts, bell-bottom pants 
and Bermuda shorts. 
And after about 20 years of 
accommodating every size of 
student, many of the classroom 
desks at the University are re- 
ady to retire. 
"Up until about four years 
ago, there was a surplus of tab- 
let arm chairs (student desks)," 
said Robert McGeein, director 
of capital planning. He added 
that since that time, the surplus 
has been used to replace chairs 
that couldn't be repaired. 
Due to reliance on the surplus 
and the ability to repair many 
student desks during each 
school year, the University has 
not purchased any in the last 15 
to 20 years, he said. 
But the surplus has been de- 
pleted and many student desks 
are beyond repair. 
SO, WITHIN the next two to 
three weeks McGeein will be 
Hunt ends in 'good meal' 
Two University students are sharing a $30 gift certificate from 
Aspen Grill and Cafe, 107 State St., because they found the Home- 
coming button. 
Phil Hinds, senior geology major, and Steve Iwanicki, junior 
emrironmental science maior, found the button in the fountain at St. 
Thomas More church, 425 Thurstin Street, at 8 a.m. yesterday, said 
Greg DeCrane, assistant vice president for Student Activities. 
The button was turned in to the Student Activities Office at about 
1:20 p.m. yesterday, DeCrane said. 
Iwanicki, a production supervisor for The BG News, said he and 
Hinds found the button after seeing the fifth clue in the classified 
section of yesterday's News, which stated, "Pray for an answer/At 
St Thomas Moore (sic)/Then look in the well/and you'll soon know 
the score." 
Iwanicki said he and Hinds, who works for University Food 
Services, planned to take their certificate to Aspen last night and 
"have a good meal for a change." 
ATTENTION • ATTENTION • ATTENTION • ATTENTION 
ATTENTION 
SENIORS! 
Pick Up Nominations Forms 
for 
WHO'S WHO 
AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES 
Now Available At: 
405 Student Services 
Nominate Yourself or a Friend!!! 
NOMINATION DEADLINE: 
Tues. 10-29-85 
ATTENTION • ATTENTION • ATTENTION • ATTENTION 
making a request to the state for 
funds to purchase new instruc- 
tional equipment, he said. His 
request will go to University 
administration who will then 
forward it to the Ohio Board of 
Regents for final approval. 
Replacement of furniture in 
academic buildings is not done 
on a regular basis, McGeein 
said. Usually, new classroom 
desks are purchased if a new 
building is constructed or if 
there is major renovation of a 
building, he said. 
"In terms of construction, 
they (tablet arm chairs) hold up 
Concert 
• Continued from page 1. 
Cheap Trick's older songs 
turned out to be the favorites of 
the crowd, including spirited 
renditions of "I Want You To 
Want Me" and Buddy Holly's 
"Ain't That A Shame" from the 
popular Live At Budokan album. 
There were a few problems 
with Cheap Trick's set, none of 
them the fault of the band. An- 
derson Arena's poor acoustics 
occasionally left Nielsen's gui- 
tar solos screeching Just out of 
pitch, and the efforts of bassist 
Jon Brant often disappeared 
completely. But overall Cheap 
Trick presented an energetic 
and satisfying show. 
ON THE OTHER hand, the 
performance by beadliner John 
waite was lackluster and, too 
often, Inaudible under the re- 
lentless stomp of guitar, bass 
and drums. Waite opened his set 
with the title track from bis 
second solo album. No Brakes, 
quite well. But, between the 
graffiti and shoe marks, their 
appearance can suffer," he said. 
The University is in need of 
100 to 150 desks at a cost of $125 
each, to supply the needed class- 
rooms and provide for a surplus 
inventory, be said. 
If the Board of Regents ap- 
proves the funding, it may still 
be about a year before the tablet 
arm chairs are delivered to the 
classrooms, he said, because the 
money will not be received until 
then. Buildings that will house 
the student desks have not been 
determined, McGeein said. 
which came off as a loud wall of 
electronic mush. 
Fortunately for Waite and the 
audience, things got somewhat 
better. The hits brought the 
crowd back to life, particularly 
"Every Step Of The Way/' 
Wane's current single, and his 
1964 smash "Missing You," 
which he saved for his encore. 
Unfortunately, the majority of 
Waite's material was redundant 
and lifeless. 
To Waite's credit, he managed 
to establish a friendly rapport 
with the audience. But his rap- 
port couldn't save his show, and 
many members of the audience 
could be heard chanting for 
Cheap Trick to return. 
But last night's concert crowd 
was relatively tame, confining 
their enthusiasm to dancing and 
occasionally flicking their Bics. 
UAO sources said the show 
was several hundred tickets 
away from being sold out An- 
derson Arena seats 5,400 people. 
To Our | 
Outstanding Homecoming Queen 
Candidates 
LAURA 
8CHNITZER »nd 
JENNIE 
ANDERSON 
Congratulations and Good Luck! 
We're Very Proud of You Both! 
Love Your 
Delta Zeta Sisters 
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TKEPT 
CAMPUS 
The ASPI£iVPrime Rib & Champagne Brunch 
SATURDAY 
10:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. 
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT BUFFET 
ONLY $6.95 including beverage 
<b Prime Rib <S> Fresh Coffee Cake & Rolls 
O Champagne OCream Cheese & Mousse 
® Eggs Benedict O Bagels 
<S> Quiche Lorraine <^> Fruit & Juices 
«S> Deep Fried French Toast 
>WF ^TOTTi ii9 
"Enjoy an incredible Brunch before the 
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Students predict technological advances in competition 
by Laura Gorman 
reporter 
Tourists on the space shuttle, 
computers implanted in the hu- 
man brain ana ocean harvesting 
are some students' predictions 
for technological advances that 
will be made in the next 25 
years. 
Such predictions are a part of 
the Honeywell Inc. fourth an- 
nual Futuristic Awards competi- 
tion that will award a $10,000 
grand prize to the top essay 
writer. Ten winners will be of- 
fered $2,000 and the chance to 
work for Honeywell Inc. next 
summer. For the first time, the 
top winner will receive an addi- 
tional 18,000. 
The contest asks college stu- 
dents to write essays pertaining 
to technological advancements 
that they foresee in the year 
2010. 
Last year, 600 students rep- 
resenting 225 colleges and unl- 
versitles entered the 
competition. 
DEBBIE SCINTO and Mari- 
lyn Meisch of Honeywell Inc. 
compiled a synopsis of last 
years predictions. Some of 
them are: 
• In the area of marine sys- 
tems, we will take advantage of 
the riches of the sea by using 
ocean harvesting to feed the 
world's population. 
• Within the next 25 years, 
computers will be implanted in 
the human brain as a memory, 
as well as aiding in the devel- 
opment of fully prosthetic limbs. 
• Various products will be 
"made in space," while space 
shuttles will carry tourists into 
space. 
•Through electronic commu- 
nications, appliances will be 
able to transmit messages to us 
while controlling all the func- 
tions of the home with a "house 
brain." 
• Genetic engineering will 
cure diseases, increase life ex- 
pectancy to 140 years, and im- 
prove production. 
Lynne Meany, Corporate Pub- 
lic Relations Intern, said that in 
the past most entries that the 
company received have been 
conservative because the stu- 
dents want to win and don't want 
to submit anything too impracti- 
cal. But so far, none of the 
Cctions have come true, 
ley said. 
THREE 5M-TO-750 word es- 
says are expected of each entry. 
Essays predict developments in 
two of the following technologi- 
cal areas: electronic commu- 
nication, energy, aerospace, 
computer science, manufactur- 
ing automation or office auto- 
mation. The third essay will 
address the societal impact of 
University attractive to foreigners 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
Foreign students come to 
the University because of its 
solid academics, certain pro- 
grams, moderate cost and 
general reputation, according 
to Douglas Daye, director of 
the Center for International 
Ve take good care of 
them; Bowling Green is a 
safe place to live and a com- 
fortable place to go to 
school," Daye said. He said 
the University's 418 interna- 
tional students make up 2 
percent of the school's pop- 
ulation. 
Foreign students experi- 
ence some degree of culture 
shock and there is an orienta- 
tion program and a handbook 
designed to help them cope 
with things Americans take 
for granted, such as dating 
customs or using a checking 
account, Daye said. 
There is a sequence of cul- 
ture shock that begins with an 
anticipatory stage - an excit- 
ement about coming when the 
student forms expectations 
about America, Daye said. 
Often the visitors envision the 
United States to be like "Dy- 
nasty" or "Hill Street Blues." 
AFTER THEIR arrival, 
when everything is new and 
different, students begin set- 
tling in and working out the 
details of daily living, Daye 
said. Settling in is at times 
followed by a period of lone- 
liness, alienation and home- 
sickness for family, friends, 
cultural traditions and food, 
and a general fatigue from 
working with a foreign lan- 
guage, tie added. 
This period can be over- 
come with the help of friends 
and support groups such as 
the World Student Associa- 
tion, which sponsors interna- 
tional coffee hours Monday 
and Thursday, events, dances 
and an annual international 
dinner, Daye said. There are 
also host families in town for 
those who request them. 
Daye said the final period 
of culture shock occurs when 
the student readjusts to his 
home country and finds he 
has changed in many ways as 
a result of studying abroad. 
Daye said that many for- 
eign students find out about 
the University through for- 
mer Bowling Green students 
and acquaintances from their 
home country. 
Sean Holmes, a graduate 
student in history from En- 
gland, said he wanted to 
study in America and his pro- 
fessors at Durham University 
recommended that he come 
here. 
DAYE SAID he recently 
spent six days in Hong Kong 
and Malaysia recruiting stu- 
dents. Other faculty mem- 
bers also recruit in foreign 
countries, Daye said. Ronald 
Stoner, professor of physics 
and astronomy, has been in 
Sri Lanka, which has resulted 
in a small steady stream of 
graduate students coming to 
the University, Daye saidT 
The College of Business at- 
tracts the most foreign under- 
graduates, followed by the 
College of Arts and Sciences, 
Daye said. The most popular 
programs in graduate school, 
which has 207 international 
students, are business admin- 
istration, math, statistics, 
English, music, chemistry 
and sociology. 
The center sends out about 
4,000 admission and informa- 
tion packets all over the 
world each year, Daye said. 
Of the 3,900 packets sent in 
1984-85, 650 people applied, 
345 were fully admitted and 
140 students arrived on cam- 
pus for fall 1985. 
Daye said 53 percent of the 
foreign students come from 
Malaysia, Canada, Sri Lanka, 
China, Nigeria and India and 
the rest from Lebanon, Ko- 
rea, Taiwan, England, Cy- 
prus, West Germany, Japan, 
Aruba and Austria. 
Dateline  
Friday, Oct. 25 
HPER  Open  House  - The 
School of Health, Physical Edu- 
cation and Recreation will spon- 
sor a laboratory open house 
featuring the exercise physiol- 
ogy lab, first aid lab, human 
performance lab. kinesiology- 
/biomechanics lab and weight 
room. 3-5 p.m. in the Eppler 
Center. 
Visiting Writers Series -Sue 
Neville, a 1976 graduate of the 
University, will read from her 
fiction. Sponsored by the Crea- 
tive Writing Program and the 
Office of Student Activities. 
Free and open to all. 1:30 p.m. in 
the Faculty Lounge, Union. 
Artist Series Workshop -The 
BGSU Artist Series presents the 
Special Consensus bluegrass 
band at 9 p.m. in Kobacker Hall 
of the Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
ter. Tickets are $2 and $4. (Free 
for University students.) The 
group also will present a free 
traditional American music 
workshop at 2:30 p.m. on the 
second floor of the Student Serv- 
ices Building. 
Saturday, Oct. 26 
Concert - "An Evening of 
Jazz" will be held at 8 p.m. in 
Bryan Recital Hall of Moore 
Musical Arts Center. The show 
will feature the Tyrone Vernon 
Quartet, along with work of the 
Nia Kumba Dancers. Free and 
open to all. Sponsored by the 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program. 
Sunday, Oct. 27 
Concert - The Fall Wind En- 
semble and Concert Band, di- 
rected by Mark Kelly, will give a 
free concert at 3 p.m. in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
Concert - "Octubafest," a pro- 
gram of ensemble tuba pieces 
performed by the Tuba Ensem- 
ble, will be presented at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Mu 
sical Arts Center. Admission is 
free. 
Concert - Guest artist Richard 
Chenoweth will give a free horn 
recital at 8 p.m. in Bryan Reci- 
tal Hall of the Musical Arts 
Center. 
Choir Concert - The BGSU 
Gospel Choir will give a free 
concert at 4 p.m. in Prout Cha- 
pel on campus. 
Monday, Oct. 28 
Film - "The Red Stocking " a 
1981 German film with English 
subtitles about the relationship 
between a confused, 70-year-old 
woman and a 9-year-old girl, 
will be shown at 8 p.m. in Gish 
Film Theater. Admission is free. 
Concert - The Tuba Ensemble 
Eresents the second part of "Oc- 
ibafest," a program of solo 
tuba pieces, at 8 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall. Admission is free. 
Dateline, a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be turned in typed and 
double-spaced one week prior to 
the event. 
IN ARMY NURSING.YOUR BSN 
GETS SPECIAL ATTENTION. 
The Army would like to salute .ill the men and women 
who work so hard for their decrees in nursing 
But the truth is, we can salute onlv the ones who join 
the Army 
They're the ones who get a commission—along with the 
respect and responsibility that come with being an officer. In 
addition toasalarvequ.il to civilian nursing pay, Armv Nurses 
get cash allowances for food and housing and their medical 
expenses paid. Thev also have an opportunity to work in 
some of the nation's hnest hospitals. To continue their educa- 
tion And to grow 
If you think your BSN rates special attention, therv is 
someone you ought to talk to—the local Armv Recruiter 
SSG Pitrick J. Dte. SFC Dtvid Mitlbtws. SFC Robert W. Tschody 
449-0464 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
SPECIAL 
CONSENSUS 
BLUEGRASS 
OCTOBER 25, 1985 
2:30 p.m. Traditional American Music Workshop 
FREE    Mloor lounge. Student Services 
WO p.m. Special Consensus Bluegrass Concert 
Kobacker Hall; Moore Musical Arts Center 
Tickets only $2." 4 $4." 
Mm m, U pkM m « Kobxte km orb bfMa lfrJO md IX or cJ J7M17I 
NEW OLD 
ACTIVE 
THE POWER OF IIK$ 
THE HOMECOMING 
1985 
entrants' technological predic- 
tions. 
The Futuristic Awards compe- 
tition is open to all full-time 
students in any accredited col- 
lege in the United States. 
Completed essays must be 
postmarked no later than Dec. 
31, 1985. In January, a panel of 
top Honeywell scientists and en- 
gineers will Judge the essays on 
the basis of creativity, feasibil- 
ity, clarity of expression and 
legibility. 
The 10 winners will be an- 
nounced in February and each 
will receive a two-day, all ex- 
pense paid trip to Honeywell's 
headquarters   in   Minneapolis. 
The $10,000 grand prize winner 
will be announced at that time. 
Honeywell Inc., a national 
business with more than 94,000 
employees nationwide, is com- 
posed of four major businesses. 
Included in the business are 
Aerospace Defense, Control Sys- 
tems, a protection service, Con- 
trol Products, which makes 
thermostats and related arti- 
cles, and Information Systems. 
Newsweek's November cam- 
pus edition contained a poster 
with details about the contest's 
registration procedures and 
rules. For additional posters 
write: Futuristic Rules, P.O. 
Box 2010, 600 S. County Road II, 
Minneapolis, MN 55426; or call 
toll free 1-800-328-5111, ext. 1523. 
Research funded 
Grants available to undergrads 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Graduate students with de- 
tailed, involved research pro- 
jects aren't the only ones who 
can get grants from the Univer- 
sity. Funds are also available 
for undergraduate research. 
The Alumni Association re- 
search grants, now in their third 
year, are administered by the 
University's Research Services 
office ana are available to any 
undergraduate who has com- 
pleted at least 30 semester hours 
of course work and has a grade 
point average of 3.0 or higher, 
said Barbara Ott, clerical spe- 
cialist in the office. 
Students can get as much as 
(500 for their research. The 
Alumni Association makes $3,- 
000 available each year for un- 
dergraduate research grants, 
Ott said. 
The deadline to apply for the 
Aluromi Association grant is 
Nov. 7. Students must submit a 
proposal for the research they 
intend to do, including a budget 
outlining projected costs, and 
must identify a faculty adviser 
who will help them research. 
APPLICATIONS ARE eval- 
uated by a review committee of 
faculty members from various 
academic areas. Paul Haas, 
professor of economics and di- 
rector of the University Honors 
Program, said the proposals 
were evaluated on clarity of 
purpose for the research and the 
etential for new knowledge to 
gained from the research. 
"We don't expect undergrads 
to come up with Ph.D. disserta- 
tions but we shouldn't spend 
University money for rehashing 
something everybody already 
knows," Haas said. 
Past projects have included 
silversmithing projects by an 
art student (the grant money 
paid for the silver), work with 
mentally retarded adults and 
experimenting with solar panels 
on top of the information booth 
near the football stadium, Ott 
said. 
KEYSTONE 
from ^Wm ^r 
Includes Air. Lodging. Lift Tickets and Rental Car. 
November 1. 1985 thru April 30. 1986 
VAIL 
!534 
Includes Air. Lodging. Lift Tickets and Rental Car. 
November 27. 1985. thru April 20. 1986 
From Dayton or Toledo 
via 
Call AAA TRAVEL AGENCY Today 
352-5276 
ASK FOR 
FUNWAY 
^^ TRAVEL AGENCY 
414 E. Wooster St   • Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Ph. 352-5276 
TA0083 
We make travel easier. For everybody. 
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Interviewer shares trade secrets 
by Jim Nieman 
staff reporter 
After conducting 50,000 in- 
terviews, you would think 
number 50,001 would be old 
bat. It isn't, said Phyllis Mar- 
tin who, as an employment 
counselor for Procter and 
Gamble Co. in Cincinnati, had 
the job of turning down most 
of the people she interviewed. 
"They (the interviewees) 
often think they are in the 
catbird seat," Martin said. 
She said that this is not true, 
and added that both persons 
are generally ill-at-ease, es- 
pecially since it has become 
more common that compa- 
nies are sued for things their 
representatives say in an in- 
terview. 
Martin, who recently spoke 
to the Professional Network 
at Heatherdowns Country 
Club in Toledo, said there are 
several things you should and 
shouldn't do in an interview. 
For example, Martin said, 
"Don't ask if there is an open- 
ing unless it is advertised. 
That is the one thing that puts 
the interviewer on the spot. 
The interviewer can't level - 
(he) is thinking, 'I can be 
sued.'" 
MARTIN HAS worked for 
Procter and Gamble for a 
total of 11 years, presently 
writes a question-and-answer 
column tor The Cincinnati 
Post, has been syndicated in 
the The New York Times, has 
had many articles appear in 
national magazines and has 
written three books. 
Martin's literary career 
evolved from the informal 
chats that occurred after 
turning down many of the 
Procter and Gamble appli- 
cants. These discussions 
usually involved answering 
Si-sons' questions as to how 
;ir interviewing skills could 
be improved. 
"I liked that part better 
than the actual interviews," 
she said. 
Drawing on her interview- 
ing experiences, Martin origi- 
nally prepared a pamphlet of 
her lnterviewine tips tor peo- 
ple who  asked  what they 
could do to improve their 
chances. Persons that she 
distributed it to began to call 
it the "Magic Formula," she 
said. The pamphlet contains 
elements of all three of her 
books. 
Of her three books, Mar- 
tin's Magic Formula for Get- 
ting theRight Job deals with 
how to find and interview for 
a Job; Word Watcher's Hand- 
book, A Deletionary of the 
Most Abused and Misused 
Words concerns the words, 
non-words and phrases to 
avoid in conversation and in- 
terviews; and Martin's Magic 
Motivation Book is about how 
to move up the ranks within 
an organization. 
MARTIN SAID a mistake 
many people make is consid- 
ering ana interviewing with 
only the largest companies. 
,rEighty percent of the new 
jobs are in the smaller com- 
panies (and) they aren't the 
ones going to the campuses," 
she said. Martin added that 
"30 to 40 percent of the jobs 
are acquired through friends 
or the friends of friends. 
(People) don't use the net- 
works they have." 
One way to find a company 
to interview with is to get a 
Chamber of Commerce publi- 
cation from the city where 
you want to work, she said. 
Then, send a resume and a 
letter to the company you are 
interested in, but make it 
interesting or different. 
After a week or two, visit 
the employer's office. Martin 
said that odds are you will get 
an interview on the spot. 
If you are applying at a 
company far from your resi- 
dence, Martin advises that 
you get a local telephone 
number or a mailing address. 
Companies hire local people 
about 70 percent of the time, 
she said. 
TO FURTHER increase the 
probability that you will re- 
ceive a job, Martin says you 
should practice filling out an 
application (using black ink), 
always put a further com- 
ment in the space that asks 
for further comments, and 
always put a telephone num- 
Phyllis Martin 
ber on the application. 
"This is a sales campaign, 
the most important one you 
will ever be involved in," 
Martin said. 
An important part of any 
job is knowing how to speak, 
Martin said. She added that 
many times people might be 
as qualified as another per- 
son, but the other person is 
hired because he or she 
speaks better. 
Martin cited such examples 
as using irregardless, instead 
of regardless; heighth, in 
place of height; and realator, 
instead of the correct realtor. 
She also said that after 
many people have jobs, they 
don't move up within their 
company or with another 
company because they don't 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
know how to speak correctly. 
"So many times I saw peo- 
ple passed over because of 
speech, but people never told 
them," she said. 
To correct this. Martin rec- 
ommends you ask some close 
friends to monitor your con- 
versations and make notes of 
any incorrect usages. 
Another way of moving up 
the ladder is to volunteer for 
several of the public relations 
activities within your cor- 
poration, she said. In this 
way, your name is spread to 
different parts of the organi- 
zation in a positive way. 
"I volunteered to meet any- 
one at the airport," she said, 
because in this way your net- 
work can be expanded. 
Pop library resumes 
closed access rule 
by Patti Booger 
reporter 
The Popular Culture Library 
will again become a closed ac- 
cess research library because of 
the value and rarity of the 
materials, according to William 
Miller, acting dean of libraries 
and learning resources. 
Closed access means students 
and faculty tell the staff the 
materials they need and the 
staff will bring it to them. No 
students will be able to wander 
in the aisles and check out 
books. 
The Popular Culture Library 
used to be a closed access li- 
brary and two years ago it be- 
came an open access. But Miller 
said the collection has suffered 
since that time. 
"There has been too much 
theft, mutilation and destructive 
activity to the library materi- 
als," Miller said. 
For example, the library has 
original TV scripts with hand- 
written annotations by the au- 
thor. Miller said students will 
write on the scripts making it 
difficult to determine the origi- 
nal handwriting. 
"THE NEW system should 
protect books for research pur- 
poses," said Jean Geist head of 
public services at the library. 
"An archival consultant vis- 
ited the Popular Culture Library 
during the summer and was 
very concerned with the accessi- 
bility of some of the rare and 
valuable books," Geist said. 
The consultant also noticed 
several stair doors were out of 
view of the staff, which makes it 
easy for the public to take li- 
brary materials. 
Miller plans to duplicate some 
of the stack material and dis- 
tribute it to the Jerome Library 
for easier access for the stu- 
dents. 
"Some of the library's rare 
books presently in the Center for 
Archival Collections could be 
moved to the Popular Culture 
Library with the new system," 
Geist said. 
Miller said he wants to make 
the Popular Culture Library 
more useful for scholars be- 
cause of the growing importance 
of the collection as a national 
resource. 
The library has all the Harle- 
quin Romances and "DC" com- 
ics. 
"The new system should keep 
these and other materials from 
being mutilated," Miller said. 
Miller said he hopes the new 
system will be in effect by 
spring and will probably be set 
up similar to the system in the 
Center for Archival Collections. 
Ray Browne, who has donated 
much of the material to the 
Popular Culture Library, said, 
"Books are irreplaceable and 
we can't afford to let them walk 
off." 
Man killed in collision 
A Perrysburg man was killed yesterday morning on Route 20 at I- 
75 when the automobile he was driving collided with a tractor-trailer 
mat was turning left in front of him, according to State Highway 
Patrol in Walbridge. 
Dead at the scene was Glenn Lemle, 25, of 548 W. Sixth St. He was 
taken to Witzler-Shank-Heilman Funeral Home in Perrysburg. 
The driver of the tractor-trailer, Chris Zytowski, 28, of Mt. 
Clemens, Mich., was treated and released at St. Luke's Hospital. 
Zytowski was charged with vehicular homicide, a spokesperson 
Lemle was east bound on Route 20 when Zytowski turned In front of 
him. The vehicles collided in the intersection and Lemle's car went 
off the edge of the roadway and collided with a light pole. 
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PI22A   $i  OFF BROTHERS, inc.       %|#    I       ^^ I 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
ANY SIZE FOLDOVER 
PIZZA AT REGULAR 
PRICE! 
(Not good with any other offer) BG 
PI2ZA 
BROTHERS, inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 11/17/85 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc. 
2 Small Chef Salads | 
1 Garlic Bread 
2 16 oz. Pepsi        | 
All fOr $5.50 reg $6.60 
BG    {EXPIRES 11/17/85 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
PARTY PIZZA 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
Come celebrate a 
Falcon Victory with a 
PARTY PIZZA! 
30 slices of Deep Dish Pizza 
with any 1 item! 
ONLY $9.99 
\ 
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BG J 
Helping People 
College of Health and 
Human Services 
Peer Advisors 
Applications available in  the  College »« 
Office, 102 Health Center 
•H + CS 440. 1 credit hour 
............................ 
Student Rec Center [ 
Homecoming Weekend 
75' alumni guest pass 
Good Fri., October 25      4:00 p.m. 
thru Sun., October 27 
./   "<• 
LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.00 or 
12" FRENCH BREAD PIZZA 
$2.50 
J.T.'S   PIZZA 
CARR V OUT 
352 5475. Thurs.-Fri. Sat.  405 Thurstin 
Delivery till 3 a.m. 
BAHAMAS * BAHAMAS « BAHAMAS • BAHAMAS » BAHAMAS" 
SPRING 
BREAK 
IN THE 
BAHAMAS 
• Sailing trip from Ft Lauderdak to Bahamas. 
Sponsored by the Bowling Green Sailing Club 
•Organizational meeting Wednesday, Oct. 30, 
1985 at 9:00 p.m. in Room 300 Math/Science 
For more information call: 
Dave: 372-6238   or   Bonnie: 353-7501 
BAHAMAS 
DORSEY'S DRUG 
"By The Tracks" 
500 E. WOOSTER 
Halloween Sale 
•Temporary Hair Color 
•Glitter 
• Make-Up Kits 
FRI. « SAT. 
ONLY 
$2.00 
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Kent offense shows 'Flashes' of brilliance 
by Tom Reed 
assistant sports editor 
Three weeks ago, Kent State 
needed a map and compass to 
And the end zone. Since then, 
they've discovered a young 
guide who's pointed the Flashes 
in the right direction. 
Freshman running back Eric 
Wilkerson has pumped new 
blood into a formerly anemic 
offensive attack. Entering to- 
morrow's contest with Bowling 
Green at Doyt Perry Stadium, 
KSU has scored 96 points in its 
last two outings, crushing 
Texas-El Paso 51-24 and Ball 
State 45-16. 
In those games, Wilkerson 
rushed for 279 yards on 32 at- 
tempts, averaging almost nine 
yards a carry. Last week 
against the Cardinals, he ran for 
153 yards, including back-to- 
back rushes of 54 and 69 yards. 
Wilkerson's performance 
earned him Mid-American Con- 
ference player of the week hon- 
ors. 
"In the last couple weeks Kent 
has come up with a phenomenal 
tailback (Wllkeraon),'' BG head 
coach Denny Stolz said. "This 
guy has just come out of the 
wood work. He has really aided 
an offense which had been strug- 
"They have annihilated their last two 
opponents and have built plenty off 
confidence, they are a good football 
team." _ _ .  _ _   , 
BG coach Denny Stolz 
word struggling is too 
diplomatic. Pathetic - that's net 
ting more to the heart of it. 
THE FLASHES failed to score 
in their first two games this 
year. KSU hadn't scored a TO in 
four straight contests, dating 
back to the final two games or 
last season. When quarterback 
Tim Phillips threw a touchdown 
pass in KSU's fourth game, it 
was the first passing TO in 13 
games. 
The Flashes opened with two 
embarrassing losses, but since 
the Flashes installed Wilkerson 
in the backfield, KSU has won 
three of four games. 
He is currently the third lead- 
ing rusher in the MAC behind 
Miami's George Swam and 
BG's Bernard White. Kent is 
also ranked third in total of- 
fense. 
Stolz said opponents can no 
longer walk on the Flashes. 
''Kent is not a door mat," Stolz 
said. "The Flashes are the most 
improved team in the league. 
They now have a strong running 
game to go with a solid de- 
fense." 
While offensive potency is 
something new, toe Flashes 
have sported a rugged brand of 
defense since Jack Lambert ter- 
rorized the KSU gridiron from 
1970 to 1973. The Flashes are- 
third in the MAC in total de- 
fense. Last week they limited 
Ball State to 24 yards rushing. 
WHEN THE Falcons beat 
Central Michigan 23-18 last 
week, some BG fans started 
whistling, "California Here We 
Come." But if the Falcons don't- 
take KSU seriously, the fans 
might need to change their tune. 
'Teople think that since we 
beat undefeated Central that we 
are a shoe-in for the California 
Bowl (Dec. 14)," Stolz said. 
"But we must concentrate on 
Kent State. They have annihi 
lated their last two opponents 
and have built plenty of confi- 
dence, they are a good football 
team 
However, Flashes coach Dick 
Scesniak said nothing which 
would make Falcon supporters 
cancel their plane tickets to 
Fresno, Calif. 
"On paper, we don't match up 
well against Bowling Green/' 
Scesniak said. "They have ex- 
ceptionally skilled players at 
every position. They will be very 
tough to beat." 
BG has generated some im- 
posing statistics which would 
make any opposing coach pessi- 
mistic. 
BG OWNS A 7-0 record and is 
one of only four undefeated, 
untied teams in the nation. The 
Falcons and Air Force also 
share the country's longest win- 
ning streak at 10 games. 
The Falcons lead the MAC in 
total offense and passing yard- 
age. Last week, senior quar- 
terback Brian McCIure 
completed 26 of 40 passes for 266 
yards. 
Scesniak, like many coaches, 
has discovered BG is more than 
a one-dimensional offense. 
"That tailback White is hav- 
ing a great season," Scesniak 
said. "We will have to slow him 
up if we hope to win. 
White has rushed for 624 yards 
on 138 carries. The all-purpose 
back has also caught 29 passes 
for 215 yards which ranks him 
sixth in the MAC in receiving. 
KENT STATE VS. BOWLING GREEN 
WHEN: Sat. Oct.26, 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Doyt L. Perry Stadium (Grass) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1964 record: 8-3. 7-2 in the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 7-0, 5-0 in the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz. eighth year (61-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McCIure (QB), on a pace that 
could make him the NCAA's all-time passing yardage 
leader, threw for 266 yards against Central Michigan; 
Bernard White (RB), gained 95 yards for two touch- 
downs CMU; Stan Hunter (SE), caught seven passes for 
58 yards last week;  Greg Meehan (FL), caught five 
passes for 82 yards last week, including a 32 catch; 
Troy Dawson  (LB),  had   10  tackles  last week;  Erik 
Johnson (LB), had 11 tackles against Chippewas; Sean 
Dykes (DB). made eight tackles, four unassisted, and 
Intercepted a pass against CMG. 
KENT STATE: 
Nickname: Golden Rashes 
1984 record: 4-7. 3 6 in the MAC (tied for eighth) 
1985 record: 2-1. 3-3 in the MAC 
Head coach: Dick Scesniak. third year (8-20-0). 
Returning starters: 12 (off.-6; del.-6) 
Players to watch: Eric Wilkerson (TB), leading rusher with 
406 yards and six touchdowns on 69 carries, has rushed 
for 156 and 123 yards in last two outings, third leading 
scorer in the MAC with 7.2 points per game; Jim Kilbane 
(FL), top receiver with 27 catches with three touchdowns 
and a 15.8 average, tied for second in the MAC with 4.5 
catches per game; Steve Poth (QB), expected starter, has 
thrown for 274 yards and two touchdowns this year. 
Series record: BG 35-12-6 
Last meeting: BG won 27-10 in Dix Stadium. Kent, Nov. 
17, 1984 
AERIAL PURSUIT 
McCIure 
Brian McClure's chase of 
Doug Flulie's NCAA passing 
yardage continues against 
Kent State tomorrow. Mc- 
CIure passed for 266 yards 
against Central Michigan 
last week, leaving him 
fifth. 41 yards behind 
John Elway of Stanford 
(1979-82). 
McCIure needs to average 
317.7 yards per game to tie 
Flulie's mark. 
Flutle    10,979 
McCIure 9,308 
Yards to tie    1,271 
Latest effort: 262 yards 
Next opponent: Kent State 
Flutie 
Rockets win GT-BG Classic 
by Paul Sllvt 
sports reporter 
The first Bowling Green-To- 
ledo match-up this season did 
not occur on toe gridiron or the 
hardwood, and it didn'thave a 
bunch of screaming fans. It hap- 
pened about 20 miles up the road 
at the Toledo and Heatherdowns 
Country Clubs. 
The BG men's golf team snot a 
two-round total of 621 on their 
way to a losing effort against the 
Rockets. After falling behind in 
the first round by 16 strokes, the 
Falcons never got back on track. 
"We lust played poorly on 
Wednesday," head coach Greg 
Nye said. "That's the sum total 
of it." 
In Wednesday's action alone, 
the Falcon five had a combined 
score of 57 over par (70), and it 
was all uphill from there. 
Wednesday's match took 
place at the Toledo Country Club 
which happens to be the Rock- 
et's borne course. Heatherdowns 
Country Club, where two Falcon 
golfers had never played before, 
was the sight of yesterday's 
action. 
Captain Doug Clayton led the 
Falcon linksters with a two- 
round total of 153. Pat Brian and 
Daniel Connor contributed 
scores of 156. 
"I WAS expecting Pat to do 
well," Nye said. "His hard work 
paid off and he finally busted out 
and played well." 
Rounding out the scoring for 
the Falcons were Hank Hale 
(161) and Greg Wallace (162). 
Wednesday's total of 322 
forced BG to knuckle down and 
go after the Rockets in the sec- 
ond round. The 299 shot yester- 
day helped the Falcons gain 
some respect as well as peace of 
mind before they hibernate for 
the winter. 
Coach Nye looks toward the 
'88 Spring season with opti- 
mism. Nye expects Guy Newton 
to return from a shoulder injury, 
which has kept him in the club- 
house since August. Newton 
didn't miss a tournament hut 
spring, and with Will Brown 
coming back and captain Clay- 
ton at the helm, BG could boast 
a triple threat in '86. 
Falcon injuries the key vs. Michigan 
by Tom Skernlvitz 
sports reporter 
Key injuries may threaten 
Bowling Green's hockey team 
from preserving its first place 
showing going Into this week- 
end's borne and home series 
against Michigan. 
The Falcons, 3-1 and tied for 
first in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association with Michi- 
gan State and Lake Superior, 
may be without the services of 
three regulars including goalie 
GaryKruzich. 
Kruzich is doubtful this week- 
end after breaking his right 
hand in his apartment Monday 
night. The junior has started for 
BG since his freshman year and 
has played every minute in the 
Falcons' four games this season. 
Falcon coach Jerry York said 
Kruzich has practiced since the 
mishap but is definitely not 100 
percent. 
"Gary tried to practice yester- 
day (Wednesday) but he wasn't 
in synch," York said. "He had 
trouble holding the stick." 
The loss of Kruzich would 
leave BG inexperienced in the 
goal. The starting nod would go 
to either Dave Cnarbonneau or 
Dan Kwilas, both freshman. 
>.*4ii*** • /«*/•*, 
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Mark Lori (12) If one of three Injured Falcon leers who are doubtful 
for this weekend's home and home series with Michigan. Bowling 
Oreen travels to Ann Arbor tonight and hosts the Wolverines tomorrow 
night. 
York has not made a decision 
on who will start in goal and 
may not know until tomorrow's 
pregame in Ann Arbor. 
"WE HAVEN'T decided who's 
; to start yet. They (Char- 
au and Kwilas) are run- 
ning real close," York said. "We 
could make a decision after 
practice but it could go right up 
to game time." 
Kruzich is not alone on the BG 
sicklist. Left wing Iain Duncan 
and right wing Mark Lori will 
see limited or no action in the 
series against the Wolverines. 
"We've had problems with 
injuries. Duncan will probably 
not play with a groin pull and 
Mark Lori is a doubtful starter. 
We are a little banged up," the 
BG coach said. 
The absence of the two Ju- 
niors, who combined have 
scored five goals and two as- 
sists, leaves the Falcons with 
the problem of adjusting lines. 
"We're going to jockey our 
line up and reshape it on what 
the trainers say," York said. 
Even at full strength, the Fal- 
cons have had problems with the 
Wolverines in the past. Last 
year UM defeated BG twice in 
Ann Arbor and once in the Great 
Lakes Invitational in Detroit. 
The Falcons did find home to 
their liking, though, winning 
both games in BGSU Ice Arena. 
UM TIED FOR seventh in the 
CCHA last vear with a 13-28-1 
record. Although BG finished 
ahead of its northern neighbors 
at 21-21-0 York said the devel- j Wolverines are a formida- 
! opponent. 
"I think Michigan is a much 
improved team with the addition 
of a One recruiting class," York 
said. "That's not a great sign 
since they beat us three out of 
five times last year." 
Leading UM is senior left wing 
Tom Stiles, four goals-seven as- 
sists-11 points, Junior center 
Brad Jones, 3-6-9, and sopho- 
more right wingers Billy Powers 
and Brad McCaughey, 3-4-7 and 
2-5-7 respectively. 
But it is not the goal scorers 
that have York biting his finger- 
nails. Defense wins games and 
the Wolverines have an experi- 
enced defensive line. 
"They (UM) are capable of 
scoring a lot of goals, but their 
strength lies in their three senior 
defensemen," York said. "They 
are big. they're strong and they 
are mobile. 
The three Wolverines buzzing 
in York's mind are Bill Brauer, 
Todd Carlisle and Pat Goff. All 
three are close to 200 pounds but 
skate very well despite their 
size. 
TRYING TO outskate UM's 
big horses will be Falcons' right 
wing Jamie Wansbrough, and 
centers Paul Ysebaert and 
Brian Meharry. 
Wansbrough, in his quest for 
the most career goals by a Fal- 
con, leads the team with three 
goals and seven assists. Behind 
him is last year's CCHA rookie 
of the year, Ysebaert, 2-5-7, and 
Meharry, 2-4-6. 
In previous years, the two 
teams have been involved in 
high scoring games, and this 
weekend's games may repeat 
history. UM's four previous 
games have tallied 44 goals, 
while 33 shots have gone past the 
goal line in BG games. 
But York said the Falcons' 
will have to lower these goal 
totals. 
"We've got to keep our goals 
against down to be successful, 
we're going to need good goal- 
tending from whoevers in there. 
and our core of defensemen will 
have to play well," York said. 
Royals are still 
alive in Series 
Jackson wins for Kansas City, 6-1 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The Kansas City speed connection of 
Lonnie Smith and Willie Wilson came alive last night, leading 
the Royals to a 6-1 victory over St. Louis in Game 5 of the World 
Series and signaling that time had not yet run out for the 
American League champions. 
Their backs had been to the wall for so long they had written 
graffiti on it, Hal McRae had said. On this night, the graffiti 
read: "Not just yet." 
The victory cut the Cardinals' advantage in the best-of-seven 
Series to three games-to-two heading back to Kansas City for 
Game 6 Saturday night. 
The Royals win send left-hander Charlie Leibrandt, the hard- 
luck loser of Game 2, against Cardinals right-hander Danny 
Cox, who won Game 2 with the aid of four runth-inning runs. 
With Danny Jackson pitching in and out of trouble despite 
allowing only five hits and sinking out five, the Nos. 1 and 2 
hittersfor the Royals suddenly sparked a dormant Kansas City 
offense. Smith had two hits and scored a pair of runs, and 
Wilson had two bits, including a triple, and a pair of RBI. 
The Cardinals, meanwhile, seemed more like the team 
showing pressure. Slick-fielding shortstop Ozzie Smith made 
an error that led to a run, and fan favorite Tito Landrum had a 
rough day. Landrum let runners move up to second and third 
on a fly out in the first, leading to one run; misplaying a fly ball 
into a double, leading to the game-winning run in the second: 
and letting another ball go over his bead in the ninth for an RBI 
double. 
The Royals scored once in the first inning against Bob 
Forsch and added three more in the second, beginning with the 
first controversial call of the Series in a disputed play at home 
plate argued vehemently between Cardinals Manager Whitey 
Herzog and umpire John Shulock. 
Stillleft for the Royals is an unenviable task. They had fallen 
behind 3-1 in the Series Wednesday night when they were shut 
out 34) by John Tudor. Of 34 previous teams to face such a 
deficit, only four had gone on to win the Series, the but being 
the 1979 Pittsburgh Pirates. 
But tiie Royals had come back from such a deficit against 
Toronto in the American League playoffs, and now they hoped 
to do the same «g«in«t St. Louis. 
Jackson, who worked seven effective innings in Game 2 
before he left for a pinch hitter, was a little less effective in 
Game 5, but he was good enough. He gave up a first-inning run 
on Jack Clark's double and pitched out of a bases-loaded Jam in 
the Quid, but he retired 11 batters in a row before Landrum 
reached on an infield single leading off the bottom of the ninth. 
In fact, after Forsch's exit in the second inning, St Louis 
actually bad the better of the pitching as relievers Rickey 
Horton, BUI Campbell, Todd Worrell and Jeff Lahti combined 
to hold the Royals to one unearned run the rest of the way. 
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Fisher to play in New Zealand 
by Karl Smith 
sports Tfflf^T 
The World Series traditionally 
marks the end of the baseball 
season and most sandlot players 
pack away their bats and gloves 
after the fall classic. 
Bowling   Green's   Kathy 
Fisher, on the other hand, is just 
getting ready to start her 
softball season. 
Fisher, a 
three year let- 
ter winner, 
earned a spot on 
the Canadian 
National 
softball team 
and will travel 
to New Zealand 
in January to 
compete in the _. . 
WorM Softball Fliher 
Championships. 
"I got invited 
to camp for one week this sum- 
mer and they picked 17 girls," 
Fisher said. We practiced four 
hours a day, played a double- 
header every night and had a 
tournament on the weekend. It 
was pretty exhausting." 
Fisher will leave Jan. 1 from 
Toronto and spend at least a 
week and one-half working out 
with the team in New Zealand. 
The tourney itself will take place 
the following two weeks. 
Falcon softball coach Gail Da- 
venport said she never doubted 
Fisher's chances of making the 
team. 
"I think she was more sur- 
prised than I was," Davenport 
said. "This is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity." 
LAST YEAR with the Falcons, 
Fisher earned first team all- 
Mid-American Conference hon- 
ors. She hit at a .340 clip (49 of 
144), second in the MAC, while 
knocking in 24 runs, third in the 
conference. Fisher also stole 
seven bases in eight attempts. 
The Grimsby, Ont. native 
even pitched in 12 games, post- 
ing a 4-5-1 record and a 3.18 
ERA. But most of her time was 
spent as a catcher and she com- 
piled most of .974 fielding per- 
centage behind the plate. 
Yet, Fisher said she will func- 
tion as a first baseman and 
outfielder on Team Canada. 
"It will be good for a 
change,(21) compared to most 
of the other players, they're 
mostly 27 or 28, she said. "You 
need experience as a catcher 
and they have more." 
That doesn't mean Fisher ex- 
pects to watch the entire tourna- 
ment from the bench. 
"I should at least get to bat" 
she said. "I'll probably switch 
with someone at first base." 
THE ONE month trip will cut 
into the senior sports adminis- 
tration major's studies but she 
said she hopes to graduate on 
time. 
"I'm excited and I can't wait 
and most of my teachers are 
cooperating," Fisher said. "I'm 
getting some stuff early so I can 
work on it over Christmas 
break, although 111 only be 
home for a week or so." 
The tournament and the fol- 
lowing BG season could also 
mark the end of Fisher's playing 
days. 
"It depends a lot on where my job takes me," she said. "I'd 
really like to get into coaching at 
sometime." 
While her schoolwork detracts 
slightly from the trip, that as- 
pect is overshadowed by an- 
other. 
"It's a real honor to represent 
your country," Fisher said. 
They play the national anthem 
before regular games, but it's 
different when they play it and 
your playing for your country, it 
really makes you proud." 
49ers could upset Rams 
by Dave Goldberg 
associated press 
(AP) - John Robinson is right. 
His Los Angeles Rams really 
don't get no respect. 
Consider Sunday's game with 
San Francisco. 
The Rams are 7-0 and are 
playing at home. The 49ers are 
3-4, have lost two in a row and 
are playing terrible football. 
And the oddsmakers make 
Los Angeles just a one-point 
favorite, meaning that without 
the home-field advantage, the 
49ers would be considered two 
points better. 
Why? 
Try these reasons: 
The Rams are 25th in -the 
National Football League on of- 
fense ... The 49ers are still the 
SUPER Bowl champs and des- 
perately need to win... Joe Mon- 
tana won't have the flu ... Bill 
Walsh is still considered a gen- 
ius ... the other time the 49ers 
were in Los Angeles this year, 
they played their only good 
game, a 34-10 rout of the Raid- 
ers. 
Try the big game factor. "If 
we lose, we're still up by three," 
says Robinson. 
Maybe the oddsmakers are 
right. The pick is: 49ERS. 
Minnesota (plus 8H) at Chi- 
cago. BEARS. 
Seattle (plus 3) at New York 
Jets. SEAHAWKS. 
Miami (minus 6) at Detroit. 
DOLPHINS. 
New England (minus 2V4) at 
Tampa Bay. BUCS. 
San Diego (plus 6) at Raiders. 
RAIDERS. 
Denver (minus 1) at Kansas- 
City. BRONCOS. 
Washington (plus 2MO at 
Cleveland. BROWNS. 
New York Giants (minus 3Mi) 
at New Orleans. GIANTS 
Httoburgh (minus 2) at Cin- 
cinnati. STEELERS. 
Other Games (Home Team in 
PHILADELPHIA (minus 9%) 
over Buffalo 
Houston (plus 7) over ST. 
LOUIS 
DALLAS (minus 13) over At- 
lanta 
INDIANAPOLIS (no line) 
over Green Bay 
Straight up: 49ers, Bears. Sea- 
hawks, Dolphins, Bucs, Raiders, 
Broncos, Browns, Giants, Steel- 
ers, Eagles, Cards, Cowboys, 
Colts. 
Best Bet: None. 
Last Week: 6-8 (spread), 8-6 
(straight up). 
Season: 41-51-5 (spread), 60-37 
(straight up). 
BestBets:M 
Booters need motivation 
On Hie 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
There was no exciting comeback or 
fantastic finish, just a plain old loss for 
Bowling Green's soccer team Wednesday. 
While losses have become common to the 2- 
8-4 Falcons, going down in defeat without a 
fight isn't 
BG was shut out M by a Cleveland State 
team which has a 6-8-1 record and is very 
comparable to the Falcons. Both play almost 
identical schedules and both teams are young, 
with each listing 14 freshmen and sophomores 
on their roster. 
On Sunday, BG was beaten by a weak Ohio 
State squad, 3-2 but they showed signs of life. 
After falling behind 3-0, the Falcons came 
back and made a game of it. 
When the Falcons tied Indiana, national 
champions two of the last three years,3-3, they 
fell behind by two goals early in the game, but 
kept scratching and clawing their way back. 
BG was lacking this fight and vigor against 
the Vikings, a much inferior team than IU. 
Tyingthe Hoosiers was by no means a fluke 
for the Falcons. Two games before facing IU, 
BG had fought Akron, the 20th-ranked team in 
the nation at the time, to a scoreless tie. 
IF THE Falcons can battle such national 
powerhouses to ties, why can't they beat 
lesser teams like CSU, OSU and Notre Dame 
(4-11-4), who BG tied 1-1? 
Some people say you play only as good as 
your competition and that is why the Falcons 
played so well against IU and AU. Well, BG 
has only won two games, and on paper, every 
team they are going to face is better. They 
should be motivated the same for every game. 
A possible excuse for the Falcons' poor 
showing against weak teams could be a lack of 
If the Falcons can battle 
such national powerhouses 
to ties, why can't they beat 
lesser teams like CSU, OSU 
and Notre Dame (4-11-4), 
who BG tied 1-1?  
experience. 
BG is a young team with only two seniors, 
but having played 14 games, the freshmen, 
who have all seen action this year, should be 
well-acquainted with Division I college 
soccer. However, they haven't shown'steady 
improvement. 
During preseason, BG coach Gary 
Palmisano said he has to be patient with the 
young team, but every time his Falcons step 
on the field, be it practice or game, the team 
has to learn and improve. 
While the booters have improved from the 
beginning of the season, they aren't getting 
better each time they step onto the field. In 
fact, during the last two weeks, BG has 
regressed rather than progressed. 
PALMISANO, WHO has a 74-48-14 career 
record over eight seasons, hasn't had a losing 
season as coach of BG - until this one. While 
inexperience has been a problem, coaching 
has also contributed to some of the losses. 
It is a coach's job to get his team fired-up for 
every game andthe Falconsjust haven'tbeen 
motivated for each game. When they ran on 
the field to play CSU they didn't have the 
enthusiasm they did when they faced IU. 
While it has already been a long season for 
everyone involved with the soccer team, there 
are still five games to play. Until the coach or 
players find a way to get motivated for the 
remaining contests, it will be an even longer 
season. 
Tomorrow, BG faces Dayton, a 3-11-1 team, 
for its Homecoming game. It will be 
interesting to see which Falcons' team shows 
up - the one which fights 'til the end or the 
team which lately has been going down in 
defeat with their tail between their legs. 
Iceman 
sent to 
Bulls 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas (AP) - 
George Gervin. the "Iceman" 
who has led the San Antonio 
Spurs' scoring attack for 11 
years, was traded yesterday to 
the Chicago Bulls, Spurs owner 
Angelo Drossos said. 
In return, the Spurs received 
forward David Greenwood. 
The drafting of Alfredrick Hu- 
gehs and the preseason emer- 
gence of second year player 
Ah/in Robertson made Gervin 
expandable. Head coach Cotton 
Fitzsimmons benched Gervin, 
once the NBA's premier scorer, 
early last year. 
In Chicago, Gervin will spell 
last year's rookie sensation Mi- 
chael Jordan as the Bulls' shoot- 
ing guard. Jordan will also see 
more time at small forward with 
Gervin handling the guard 
chores. 
Greenwood will be a candi- 
date for a starting role as power 
forward, competing with Steve 
Johnson and Marc Iavaroni. 
Bulls' vice-president of opera- 
tions Jerry Krause had hinted 
that Greenwood be gone with 
Gene Banks, Orlando Woolridge 
and rookie Charles Oakley 
crowding the picture. 
Floral Originals by GlfigotoJ Scatte 
(forms*ly the Gr«»wtlng Exchange) 
Homecoming Specials 
Large Football Mum 
Corsage $2." order early 
'/■'W/- f/rsrs.  ■  'S'-''-"S'ssssss>ss'/s/s/s">/s/s/' rsss s'W Y-sS'/sssss/s ss>v 
Today is the Last Day 
Orientation Leader 
Applications due Today 
by 5:00 
405 Student Services 
EAT YOUR 
FACEOFF 
Rock> (,$\. Rococo 
WITH  THIS  COUPON 
Good for $2.00 OFF any large whole pizza 
$1.00 OFF any medium or small whole pizza 
Take a toste of Rocky'* pan-style piua perfection—ert 
a tempting price. Present this coupon and get dollars 
off large, medium or small whole pizzas, your choice 
of toppings. 
352-1596 
440 E. Court/ 
176 I. Wooster, B.O. 
Mi. 3S2-46O0 
Or* coupon person. 
Void wllti other ipocloli 
OHer oxBlrM ll/M/89. 
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Sports Cap 
Football: Bowling Green, un- 
defeated, bMti Kent State to- 
morrow at 1:30 p.m. on Doyt I.. 
Perry FieM 
Soccer: The Falcons (34-4) 
heati Dayton (3-11-1) on Mickey 
Cochrane Field tomorrow af- 
ternoon at 3:30. 
Hockey: After splitting with 
Lake Superior last weekend, the 
BG ken seek to keep their 
share of first place with a home 
and home series against Michi- 
gan. Tonight BG travels to Ann 
Arbor whfle the Falcons host the 
Wolverines tomorrow night in 
the Ice Arena at 7:30. 
Volleyball: The BG spikers 
travel to Kent State tonight and 
Ohio University tomorrow night. 
Women's crocs country: The 
Falcon harriers host Eastern 
Michigan and Michigan tomor- 
row morning at 11 on Forrest 
Creason Golf Course. 
Mid Ameikan Conference stendlnfle 
MAC      fl 
Central Mkhlflan 
Miami 
KM SUM 
Northern llllool. 
Eastern Mkhlflan 
Ball Sun 
*eeaem Michigan 
Toledo 
OiloU 
• LI    WIT 
5-a-» 1*» 
3 10 4 10 
3-11 321 
M4J J-M 
2-14) 2-44) 
224) 330 
3-34) 3-44) 
0)1 0-9-1 
040 194) 
0-4-0 060 
Kaal Slate at Bowleae Oreaa 
Eaalarn Michloen at CaMral Michigan 
Northern Illinois at Miami 
Ball Slate at Waalam Michigan 
Ohio u at Tolado 
la 
Tetaletti nribea: Oreaa. Ml) rasa, par 
Rushing oflenee   CaMral Michigan.   101 2 yank 
paeoasne 
r-inlag im.li: Bawltog Oraaa, 1H.I air* 
aaraeaa. 
Total defense: Cantral Michigan 237.0 yards par 
gam. 
Ruehlna defense: Cantral Michigan.   114 0 yard! 
par gam. 
Paaamg defense: Waum Michigan.   1112 yard! 
par gama. 
Sola, srfs.li: Se.elaa Ore... 12.7 eal.li 
Scoring defense: Cantral   Michigan.   14.0   points 
(Ml 211.7 yard. 
par (MM. 
Rushing George SM.n(MUI 114.3 yards par game 
PaillagerTlckMcy: Bras. HcCsara(BO). 118.74 
■ Haatar (BO). 5.4 a 
Allpu.poa.   yardage   Oaorga Sawn <MU).   161 0 
>•»* par gama 
Punting Mike Kant (NO). 44.4 yards par punt. 
Scarkaa: Baraard Whit. IBO). Ill pahau p- 
TacMaa. Tim Inglla (UT). 17 0 leckkti par gama. 
Pacific Coast Athlnlc Association 
(MAC champ plays PCAA chem. In California 
BMt 
asam (overall) 
FraanoStata (14)11 
•acHV(4 3) 
Cal Sun. Fullerlon (Z-4) 
Nevada La, Vagaa (4-3) 
Cal Slat. Long Beach (34) 
Utah State (29) 
San Joes State (16) 
Maw Maxko State (13) 
W L 
34) 
21 
2 1 
32 
II 
2-3 
13 
0-3 
Fraano State ■ Utah State 
ria« Mexico Stata at Long Beach 
Pacific at San Jose Slate 
SW Louisiana at Nevada Las Vagaa 
Karl faces new problem 
Cavaliers won't be able to ambush NBA again 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - 
Coach George Karl created a 
new problem for himself by tak- 
ing the Cleveland Cavaliers to 
the National Basketball Associa- 
tion playoffs last season. 
"There are a lot of high expec- 
tations, and some people are 
saying that we can have a great 
year, Karl said as he prepared 
for Friday night's regular-sea- 
son opener, in Chicago. "I was 
nervous about that at the start of 
training camp." 
Karl "has not had to deal with 
high expectations before. The 
Cleveland team he took over last 
season had won just 28 games 
the year before - and that was 
its best finish in three years. 
Injuries and Karl's rookie 
mistakes led to a 2-19 start last 
season, (Umiiiishing any faint 
hopes the team had of improv- 
But then the Cavaliers took 
off. Karl put forward Phil Hub- 
bard in the starting lineup and 
loosened the reins on free-wheel- 
ing guard World B. Free, and 
the Cavaliers responded with a 
34-27 mark the rest of the way to 
make the playoffs for the first 
time since 1978. 
AGAINST THE Boston Cel- 
tics, Cleveland lost three of four, 
but all three losses were close 
The   Cavaliers   were 
pin at center. 
Hinson, whose offensive out- 
put tripled from 5.S points a 
game his rookie year to 15.8 
points a game last season, is 
expected to be the Cavaliers' 
most intimidating defender 
while veteran Lonnie Shelton 
recovers from knee surgery. 
"I've never felt better or more 
excited about a team going into 
a season," Hinson said. "We've 
got a lot of confidence from the 
way our training camp has gone. 
Last year, we were known as 
scrappers and I feel that we will 
be again this year." 
ALONG WITH Shelton, rookie 
forward Keith Lee will open the 
season on the injured list be- 
cause of a pulled thigh muscle, 
and second-round draft pick 
John Williams la ineligible to 
play until his sports bribery case 
In Louisiana is cleared up. 
For those reasons, Karl hopes 
Cleveland fans who were electri- 
fied by the playoff showing last 
season won t lose their enthu- 
siasm if the Cavaliers start 
slowly this year. 
"If we get off to a bad start 
this year, I hope that the fans 
realize that we have injuries and 
a tough schedule early," Karl 
said. "But I don't think we'U 
have a bad start. This team has 
character and believes in each 
other. There are a lot of guys 
who take their jobs very se- 
riously." 
The Cavaliers are heavy on 
guards, in part because or the 
absence of Shelton, Lee and Wil- 
liams. Because of those roster 
openings, both Ennis Whatley 
and Dirk Miruiiefield are avail- 
able to back up Bagley at point 
guard, while Johnny Davis and 
guard-forward Ron Anderson 
can fill in for Free. 
EDGAR JONES and Ben Po- 
quette, both valuable subs at 
forward and center during the 
Cavaliers' playoff drive, have 
returned to those positions. 
"I think the way we came on 
last year - confidence-wise - 
gives us the feeling that we can 
play with these teams night in 
ami night out," Hubbard said. 
"At the end of the year, I think 
we're going to go back to the 
playoffs and I think the rest of 
the guys feel that way." 
After opening its season Fri- 
day night at Chicago. Cleveland 
returns home Saturday to host 
the Celtics. 
"I'm not afraid of the high 
expectations that people have 
set for us," Karl said. 
"One thing we proved last 
year, and I like the reputation, is 
that we have a bunch of tough 
guys," Karl said. "Plus, I think 
we're a little more talented than 
we were last year." 
The Cavaliers will be starting 
essentially the same lineup that 
got them to the playoffs last 
winter, with Free and John Bag- 
ley at guard. Roy Hinson and 
Hubbard at forward and Mark 
West sharing time with Mel Tur 
Learn to Scuba Dive 
$250 includes - 
Florida Trip - Scuba 
Certification - we 
provide mask, fins/ 
& equipment       —4M£> 
Meals not included 
International 
Training Facility S-414 
ague hu*j>(?'*V^S 
711 N. Reynold., Toledc 
(419) 531-5547 
1002 S. Main. Bowling Or* 
3525128 
Ml 
ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM (ECAP) 
PRESENTS 
A HOMECOMING CONCERT 
THE TYRONE VERNON 
QUARTET FEATURING: 
MUSAFA ABDULLAH, ALTO SAX 
KEVIN MUHAMMAD, BASS 
CLARENCE COSTER, DRUMS 
NORM JONES, PERCUSSION 
SPECIAL GUEST: 
THE NIA KUCIMBA DANCE CO. 
BRYAN RECITAL HALL 
OCT. 26, 1985 
8:00 P.M. 
•ADMISSION FREE* 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE 
TO FIND A B.G. DATE 
Who are the ten most compatible men or women tor you at BGSU. 
Find out tor only $3.00! 
Just (ill out the answer sheet below and let our computer determine who they are. 
The tact that the person's name appears on your list is a great conversation starter. 
REMEMBER, it you don't participate, your name will not be on anyone's list. 
Send your answer sheet and $3.00 now. 
i 
We will mail your printout within 3 days of receiving your answer sheet. 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Answer all questions below 
2. Fill out name, address, sex, class, and (optional) phone number. All addresses and 
answers will be kept confidential. Addresses will be used ONLY to mail your print-out 
back to you. 
3. Send answer sheet along with $3.00 cash, check, or money order to: 
DATA MATCH 
1089 Fairfield Drive 
Marysville, Ohio 43040 
4. You will receive a print-out ot the ten most compatible men or women for you. Each 
print-out will contain ten students' names, each with a phone number (if supplied), 
class, and a compatibility rating. 
10 
12 
13 
15 
16 
17 
Are you: 
1  male 2. female 
Does II bother you when others smoke? 
l.yM 2. no 
3. tOfTWtaTVM 
1 consume alcohol 
1. never 
2 sometimes 
3. lr.qo.nlly 
4 slmoet every (My 
Which It most imporl.nl In lit*? 
1. money 
2. fame 
3. health 
4.lov* 
Which best describes your attitude toward school? 
1.1 want to meal     2.1 want to do wall 
3.1 just want to gat by 
4.1 don't cara 
My parants ara: 
1 tha graataat 
3. out oi touch 
I think money Is: 
1. vary important 
3. not Important 
2. fairly understanding 
4. tha worst 
2. a nic. thing to hav* 
4 tha root ot all avil 
What kind of music do you lika bast? 
1. rock 2 pop 
3. country 4. soul 
5 punk 
Tha bigg.si drawback to caaual tai is 
1. It is morally wrong 
2. faar ol dis.es.      3 pragnancy 
4. no drawbacks       5. lack oi partner 
la it okay for a woman to aak a man out? 
l.yaa 2. no 
3. not sura 
Physical attractlvanata is: 
1. vary Important       2. fairly Important 
3. somewhat important 
4. not important 
How do you fad about religion? 
1. very important      2 important 
3. okay 4. not Important 
My main ambition is to: 
1. make money        2. get a fob that l like 
3. find and wife/husband 
4 graduate 
When It cornea to marriage. I: 
1 will definitely get married 
2 will probably gat married 
3. probably won't get married 
4. will never get married 
What type ol community did you come Irom? 
t. farm 2 small town 
3. suburb 4. inner-city 
I worry most about 
1. getting good grades 
2. having financial security 
3. being popular 
4 finding tha perfect mate 
Love la: 
f iust an exaggerated emotion 
2. tha answer to all my troubles 
3 beautiful and sweet 
4. the reason for a lot of sadness 
18. Where would you moat like to go on a date? 
I.bar 2. party 
3. dinner 4. movie 
S. stay home with my dete 
19. How do you fee* about fratamftlearaororrtlaa? 
1. they're all snobs 
2. good for some people only 
3. they're okay 
4. not aura 
5. I'm a brother/sister and I love It 
20. How do you feel about little kkla? 
1. like them 2. can't stand them 
3. depends on the kk) 
21. Where do you go lo meet new men or women Iriende? 
1. school 2. bars 
3. parties 
4. footbailfeasketbali games 
22. On a typical first date, you would: 
1. meet for coffee or a drink 
2. have lunch 
3. aaa a movie or concert 
4. have dinner 5. other 
23. The section of the newapaper I reed firat la: 
f. the front page      2 sports 
3. comics 
4 Ann Landers/Deer Abby 
24. How do you feel about your aax lite? 
1. ecstasy 2. eeUstying 
3. lousy 4. nonexisl.nl 
25      How do you feel about singles bars? 
1. greet place to meet people 
2. meat market 3. never been to one 
4 my second home  5. no oomion 
26. Abortion should be: 
1. up to the women 
2. the couple's decision 
3. illegal 4. not sura 
27. I am most comfortable with: 
1. average people     2. the "in" group 
3. intellectuals 4. bums 
28. Who can really make you laugh the moat? 
1. David Letterman    2. Johnny Carson 
3. Edte Murphy 4. Joan Rivers 
29. Do you find your sell 
1   leading 2. following 
3. getting in the way 
4. dispassionslely observing 
30. What characteristic do you look for moat in a friend? 
1. loyalty 2. sense of humor 
3. generosity 4 senaitrvity 
31. I consider myself 
1. outgoing and witty 
2. thy and quiet 
3. studious and reserved 
4. rude and obnoxious 
32. I usually 
1. attack life 2. let life attack me 
3 get clobbered in the process 
33. I moat lika to take classes that are: 
1. a challenge 2 an easy grad. 
3. bizarre 
4. moat beneficial to my future 
34. What attracts you moat to someone' 
1. physical characteristics 
2. money'sialus 3 Intelligence 
4. common kitereets 
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Auto contract endorsed 
DETROIT (AP) - Local lead- 
ers of the United Auto Workers 
endorsed a tentative contract 
with Chrysler Corp. yesterday, 
taking the union a step closer to 
endinc a f 15 million-a-day strike 
by 70,000 Chrysler workers. 
The union's Chrysler Council 
approved the agreement over- 
whelmingly in a voice vote, said 
Robert Kmczowski, who rep- 
resents Local 372 of Trenton, 
N.J., on the council. 
"The report I get from my 
members is that they're ready 
to go back to won," Frank 
McKinnon, president of UAW 
Local 961 in Detroit, said earlier. 
"I would expect that the vote... 
would be upwards of 96 percent 
in favor." 
Rank-and-file union members 
will vote on the pact over the 
weekend, with results expected 
to be announced Sunday eve- 
ning. 
UAW President Owen Bieber, 
who forged the agreement 
reached Wednesday, gathered 
the 170-member council at a 
hotel in downtown Detroit to 
explain the contract. Council 
members take his message back 
to union members and lobby 
them to vote in favor of the 
settlement. 
BIEBER HAS predicted ratifi- 
cation by the rank and file over 
the weekend. 
A summary of the tentative 
contract released yesterday by 
the union said the average 
Chrysler worker would receive a 
$2,130 lump sum immediately to 
compensate for "the enormous 
sacrifices Chrysler workers 
made toward the survival of the 
corporation," as well as pay 
raises over the three-year 
agreement. 
The union said that assuming 
a 4 percent annual inflation rate, 
a total of S5.650 will be added to 
the typical Chrysler worker's 
regular earnings over the three 
years of the contract in wage 
Increases and cost of living pay- 
ments alone. 
Reagan proposes peace at CI.N. 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - 
President Reagan committed 
the United States yesterday 
to "a fresh start" in U.S.-Soviet 
relations and the search for 
world peace, proposing that 
Moscow join him In trying to 
settle conflicts in five war-lorn 
nations where he said the Sovi- 
ets are contributing to the daily 
loss of life. 
Launching a public relations 
counter-offensive from the po- 
dium of the United Nations Gen- 
eral Assembly on its 40th 
anniversary, Reagan shifted his 
focus for next month's summit 
meeting with Soviet leader Mik- 
hail Gorbachev from nuclear 
arms reduction to local flash- 
points in the Third World. 
And he said before be goes to 
Geneva for the Nov. 19-20 sum- 
mit he will present new propo- 
sals for ending what he called 
the unjustified division of Eu- 
rope between East and West. 
Soviet Foreign Minister Edu- 
ard Shevardnadze, who drew 
worldwide attention two months 
ago with his proposal from the 
same lectern for "star peace" 
instead of "Star Wars," sat im- 
passively in the packed but si- 
lent chamber as Reagan spent a 
half hour presenting what be 
sees as differences between the 
United States and Soviet Union. 
The Soviet foreign minister 
addressed the world body after 
Reagan, reiterating that "the 
Soviet Union has countered the 
concept of Star Wars with the 
concept of Star Peace and of 
lasting peace on earth." 
Without responding directly to 
Reagan's speech, he denounced 
recent U.S. attempt to redefine 
the 1972 AntibalLstic Missile 
Treaty to permit development of 
Star Wars. 
[ Student Recreation Center 
{   7.5 K Homecoming Run   { 
Sat. Oct. 26 8:30 a.m. 
Registration Oct. 20-26 SRC main office 
Alumni / Open Divisions 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
See us for B.G.S.U. Homecoming Souvenirs 
B.G.S.U. TShirts 
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts 
B.G.S.U. Children's Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Ornaments 
B.G.S.U. Mugs 
B.G.S.U. Glassware 
B.G.S.U. Decals 
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise 
Back Packs 
Pennants 
Stadium Blankets 
Stadium Seat Cushions 
Falcon Hats 
Umbrellas 
Open Homecoming Saturday 9:00 - 5:30 
University Bookstore 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours 
8:00 - 5:00, Mon. - Fri.        9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
News Briefs 
Time to fall back 
WASHINGTON (AP) - For 
most Americans, it's nearly 
time to regain that hour of 
sleep they lost when they 
shifted to daylight-savings 
time last spring. 
That extra hour, a boon to 
everyone except night-shift 
workers, arrives at 2 a.m. 
this Sunday, when the most of 
the country returns to stan- 
dard time. 
On Sunday, the change ben- 
efits morning people, as an 
hour of daytime shifts from 
evening to morning. Every- 
where except Hawaii, Ari- 
zona and portions of Indiana, 
clocks should be turned back 
- from 2 a.m. to 1 a.m., for 
UAW seeks notice 
DETROIT (API - The 
United Auto Workers said 
yesterday it will seek union 
recognition for workers at 
Honda Motor Co. Ltd.'s 
Marysville, Ohio, auto assem- 
blyplant. 
The move signals the begin- 
ning of a major push to orga- 
nize the Japanese company's 
workers after five years of 
frustration by the UAW. 
A statement, issued in the 
names of Joseph Tomasi, the 
director of UAW Region 2B in 
Toledo, Ohio, and UAW Vice 
President Stephen Yokich, 
said Honda should "see the 
wisdom of welcoming the 
presence of a union and work- 
ing positively with us rather 
than resisting this drive." 
Cells link nerves 
DALLAS (AP) - Certain 
cells thought to serve as a 
"glue" holding brain nerve 
cells together can speed re- 
covery of damaged brain tis- 
sue, according to a new study. 
The cells, called glial cells, 
are "the chameleons of the 
nervous system," said the 
author of the study, Carl Cot- 
man of the University of Cali- 
fornia at Irvine. He described 
his findings Wednesday at the 
annual meeting of the Society 
for Neuroscience. 
The cells hold the brain 
together and control the 
blood-brain barrier that pro- 
tects the brain against possi- 
bly harmful substances that 
might be carried by the blood. 
Testing considered 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cuya- 
hoca County officials say they 
wiD launch a study to deter- 
mine whether children in 
county foster homes and insti- 
tutions should be routinely 
tested for AIDS. 
County Commissioner Tim- 
othy Hasan said he favors 
AIDS testine for all the chil- 
dren under the county's care, 
instead of screening only 
high-risk children, such as 
the children of drug addicts 
orprostitutes. 
But John Mattingly, exec- 
utive director of the Institute 
for Child Advocacy, said the 
county should be very careful 
to avoid stigmatizing children 
who are in county homes 
through no fault of their own. 
Racial riots rage 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (AP) - Hundreds of 
rioters carried their rage 
against apartheid to the heart 
of white Cape Town yester- 
day, smashing windows and 
overturning cars in a fashion- 
able shopping street, wit- 
nesses reported. 
Police headquarters in Pre- 
toria said seven black and 
mixed-race people had been 
killed in townships around 
Cape Town and in other parts 
of the country. 
Duarte kin released 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salva- 
dor (AP) - President Jose 
Napoleon Duarte's daughter 
was freed by her guerrilla 
kidnappers yesterday in the 
first part of an exchange for 
US jailed and wounded rebels 
and political prisoners, the 
president's chief adviser 
said. 
The government freed 22 
political prisoners, who left 
Mariona prison on a bus, 
newsmen and the rebels' Ra- 
dio Venceremos said. 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
^ Why Walk Through   « 
when you can Drive Through? 
Pepsi nonreturnables 
PepitOS 7Vi oz. bag 
Ballreich's 1 lb. bag 
Cherry R.C. 6 Pk. 
Faygo & Dr. Pepper 2 liter 
$1.99 
99* 
$1.89 
$1.99 
99* 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
J 
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^Pogiiors^ 
^^    DELIVERY ONLY ^^f 
GOOD FOR 
1 FREE «' SALAD! 
— and — 
1 FREE DESSERT 
WITH AMY UKGi   SMOAl'HZ1A 
(No othor coupon oceoptod) 
Roost Beef Plotter      $3.50 
11 a.m. 'til gone 
gyttC^ 
alloween was hallowed holiday 
by Keith A. Cornelius 
Friday reporter 
HAL-LOW-EEN 1) The eve- 
nly of Oct 31, the vigil of All 
Saints Day, observed as a festi- 
val with traditional charms and 
rites, 2) In the Old Celtic cal- 
endar, this was Witches' Night, 
and superstitious country folk 
still bold that spirits walk 
abroad on this one evening, 3) 
The time of all times when su- 
pernatural influences prevail. 
We have celebrated Hallow- 
een for many years in the United 
States. What many of us don't 
know is where this holiday and 
its many traditions originated. 
Originally called All Hallow's 
Eve, this celebration is actually 
a combination of two very differ- 
ent religious celebrations. One 
focuses on the Druid lord of 
death, Samhain. The other is a 
Roman festival honoring Po- 
mona, the goddess of fruit and 
gardens. Our present Halloween 
celebration combines elements 
of each to create a holiday of 
fright and frolic. 
According to the Druid reli- 
gion, it is on this day that Sam- 
hain assembles the souls of 
those who have died within the 
year and has them walk the 
earth. From this belief comes 
the wonderful superstition that 
keeps many away from 
graveyards on Halloween: if a 
man should meet a spirit face to 
face, he will fall dead. 
Even more dreadful than a 
ghost on Halloween is the vision 
of a white hare. This supersti- 
tion holds that a maiden who 
dies of a broken heart will return 
in the shape of a white hare to 
haunt her deceiver, ultimately 
stalking him to his death. The 
hare is a symbol of conscience. 
The Jack-O-Lantern is a com- 
bination of the two religious 
celebrations. The pumpkin is 
simply a symbol of the harvest. 
Carving and lighting the 
pumpkin Is a tradition started to 
ward off the horrible creatures 
that are thought to stalk the 
night. 
In more recent times, it has 
become a method of lighting the 
way for the ghosts, goblins and 
witches that travel from house 
to house in search of treats. 
As Halloween became more 
Americanized, other forms of 
celebration became popular. 
The hayride and barn party, two 
traditions associated with Hal- 
loween, rose out of rituals pra- 
ticed on All Hallows Eve. 
And no Halloween party is 
complete without the traditional 
"ducking for apples. One of the 
most popular beliefs is that the 
girl who snags an apple from the 
tub will also snag a lover. 
The black cat has long been a 
symbol of Halloween since it is 
the usual companion of witches. 
Yea, Halloween has become 
synonymous with the supernatu- 
ral. Tales of Ichabod Crane and 
his fated ride through Sleepy 
Hollow still send chills down our 
backs on a cool October night. 
Stories of what might be lurking 
in the shadows put all of our 
senses on edge. 
Even though Halloween, in the 
American version, has lost 
much of its significance as a 
religious celebration, much of 
our tradition is still based on the 
beliefs and traditions of many 
years ago. It has become a time 
of pranks and general frivolity. 
But maybe there is something 
in the old beliefs and supersti- 
tions ... 
And maybe you really 
shouldn't look behind you to see 
where those footsteps are com- 
ing from. .. 
Costumes manufactured 
by Carl Buergier 
Friday reporter 
Every year around Hallow- 
een, people all across Amer- 
ica head to their local 
costume shop in search of the 
perfect get-up. But where do 
the shops get the costumes 
that they rent or sell to their 
customers? 
Many shops make most of 
their costumes, supplement- 
ing their own line with cos- 
tumes they have purchased 
from costume wholesalers. 
These wholesalers get their 
merchandise from costume 
manufacturers such as The- 
atrical Accessories, Inc., of 
Findlay. 
Theatrical Accessories 
manufactures costumes to be 
used in costume shops and by 
dancers. Owner Eleanor An- 
derson said the business 
started when she was at an 
Art League meeting 32 years 
ago. 
"I saw that the woman sit- 
ting next to me was sketching 
crowns," Anderson said. "I 
asked her what she was doing 
and she said she needed to 
find a sequinned crown for 
her daughter's dance recital. 
I was fascinated, and we be- 
came partners." 
Anderson said her former 
partner moved away about 
three years later and sold her 
share of the business to An- 
derson. 
The firm now employs as 
many as 145 people during the 
busier seasons, and Anderson 
estimated they produce be- 
tween 200,000 and 250,000 cos- 
tumes each vear. 
Theatrical Accessories also 
supplies costume shops and 
costume wholesalers 
throughout the United States, 
Fridav/Carl Buergier 
Halloween and dance outfits are the specialties of Theatrical Acces- 
sories, Inc.. of Findlay. The company  manufactures  costumes. 
Canada and Puerto Rico. In 
addition to Halloween cos- 
tumes, Theatrical Associates 
supplies dance costumes to 
dancers around the country. 
They even carry burlesque 
show costumes such as G- 
strings, pasties and male G- 
strings, 
According to Anderson, the 
busiest times of year are Hal- 
loween and recital season in 
Hie spring. 
This year, Anderson said, 
the most popular Halloween 
costumes are the pumpkin 
and   the   Ninja   costumes. 
Other popular outfits this 
year include the Statue of 
Liberty, harem costumes, an- 
imal costumes such as rab- 
bits and chickens, and devils 
and angels. The "old stand- 
by" costumes such as witches 
and vampires aren't as popu- 
lar this year, Anderson said. 
Although the heaviest sea- 
sons are Halloween and 
spring, Theatrical Accesso- 
ries is open throughout the 
year. Anderson said that they 
are already working to re- 
plenish their stock for next 
year's Halloween season. 
Photo Illustration/Jim Sakola 
Campus costume party set 
Student's plans for Halloween bash becomes reality 
by Shelly Trusty 
Friday reporter 
It has been traditional for Uni- 
versity students to pile into a car 
and head for Ohio University 
(OU) for Halloween, but Sam 
Travalino, sophomore interper- 
sonal communications and ra- 
dio/TV/film major, decided he 
would begin a new tradition this 
year. 
Travalino,   with   help   from {WRQN radio and Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity (SAE), has 
iJanned a giant costume party 
or the campus to be held in the 
Grand Ballroom on Halloween 
night. 
The party will feature live 
music by Shyster and Mickey 
Vocks. WRQN disc jockey, Joe 
Thomas, said that Shyster is 
Toledo's hottest band. "They 
sold more albums in Northwest 
Ohio from June to August than 
Prince. Bryan Adams or Ma- 
donna,   Thomas said. 
Travalino said, "Mickey 
Vocks is new. She's sort of a 
Madonna image and does a Pat 
Benatar set that's just incredi- 
ble." 
Travalino 2 social chairman 
for SAE."I figured, why leave 
Halloween open for people to 
Friday/Dave Kielmever 
Sam Travalino 
travel to OU when we could have 
it here? I tried to get a big 
costume party here at BG, but I 
didn't know how big this was 
going to become," Travalino 
said. 
"Everything is being done 
professionally," he said. The 
party is being organized by CPW 
Showtime Productions and 
WRQN. 
Travalino said that the biggest 
problem in organizing the party 
was finding a place to have it. "I 
searched all over for a place to 
have the thing, but everything 
was booked. I left my name and 
number and said I wanted to get 
a place for Halloween weekend. 
I noticed the Grand Ballroom 
was booked for an afternoon 
function." Travalino said he 
talked with the union and 
worked out an agreement to 
have his party that night, 
"Thank God I got the Ball- 
room," he said. 
"There is a lot of emotion tied 
up in this thing," Travalino said. 
"We're not putting this on for 
the greeks, we're putting this on 
for the whole campus and a lot of 
work went into making this 
party possible," he said. Trava- 
lino added that SAE has already 
began making plans for a simi- 
lar party next year. 
"Depending upon the enthu- 
siasm and turnout we get this 
Sear we can make it bigger and 
igger each year," he said. 
The costume party will begin 
at 9 p.m. and will continue until 1 
a.m. Halloween night. Beer will 
be available and you must be 19 
or over to attend the party. 
There is an admission charge of 
$2 and all proceeds will go to 
support Play Units for the Sev- 
erly Handicapped. 
Records sold and rented 
by P.F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
First there was Finders. Then 
came State Discount. And now 
Bowling Green has another re- 
cord store - The Green Tambou- 
rine has opened at 157 Clough St. 
Owner Steve Holian said that 
be hopes to build a friendly, 
relaxed   relationship   between 
himself and his customers. "I 
like seeing people come in and 
just listen to records and talk 
about music for awhile," he 
said. 
In addition to selling new and 
used records from a variety of 
genres, The Green Tambourine 
also rents records, a service not 
available from most other re- 
cord stores. For a small fee plus 
a deposit, customers can rent a 
record overnight. 
Holian will also buy or trade 
used records and hopes to carry 
imports in the near future. The 
Green Tambourine is open from 
4:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Monday 
through Friday (no weekend 
hours are planned for anytime 
soon). 
jAMt^/hC- <JjZfe^ 
Do you find Halloween as much fun as when you were younger? 
Interviews by/Barb Symboilk 
GREGG UNDEMULDER, ju- 
nior broadcast journalism ma- jor, Walbridge: "I took it 
serious when I was little, but 
now it just means another occas- 
sion for a party." 
DEBBIE LAMB, freshman 
undecided major, Rocky River: 
"It has because when I was little 
I use to dress upland go bouse to 
house. Now, I don't do that It's 
just a regular holiday." 
JAMES ELIOS, sophomore 
marketing major, West Lake: 
"It's more of a party situation, 
as compared to when you were a 
little kid and it was for candy. 
Now the emphasis is on treat not 
trick." 
AMY MORELAND, freshma.. 
philosophy/history major, Ma- 
son: "The tricks are worse, but 
the treats are better." 
MIKE THOMPSON, senior ed- 
ucation major, Westerville: "I 
like it a lot more now. I think 
getting dressed up now is fun 
and when I was little I thought it 
was uncool. We like to party 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
MBVDY McCHESNEY, fresh- 
man executive secretarial ma- jor. Mount Gilead: "When I was 
little, I looked forward to the 
candy. Now, I look forward to 
the fun and trickery." 
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Cooking pumpkin 
by Shelly Trusty 
Friday reporter 
Pumpkin season Is upon us. It 
won't be long before many of us 
will take our yearly visit to the 
market in search of the perfect 
potential Jack-O-Lantern. 
But many people don't realize 
that the carving knife does not 
mean death to your pumpkin. It 
still has palate pleasing possibil- 
ities. 
When shopping for your pump- 
kin look for fairly firm rinds and 
a bright orange color. The 
heavier the pumpkin the better. 
Heavy pumpkins are usually 
fresher and contain more meat. 
Pumpkins are a member of 
the squash family and, like 
squash, do not keep well after 
they have been cut open. If you 
want to get some mileage out of 
your pumpkin wait until Hallow- 
een day before carving. 
After cutting a circle around 
the stem portion of the pumpkin, 
scoop the seeds and gooey fibers 
into a bowl. Do not discard the 
seeds because they can be 
roasted and eaten. 
PUMPKIN SEEDS 
After removing seeds from 
pumpkin separate the seeds 
from the fibers with your hands. 
Do not wash the seeds. (They 
will seem rather slimy, but this 
sticky goo adds to the taste and 
makes them brown easier in the 
oven.) Spread the seeds in a 
single layer on an ungreased 
cookie sheet. Sprinkle the seeds 
with salt and cook at 350 degrees 
for 5 minutes. Stir seeds around 
and bake 5 to 10 minutes more 
until brown. Let the seeds cool 
before eating. 
After a day or so of Jack-O- 
Lantern duty, your pumpkin 
should still be good enough to 
cook. Be sure to check your 
pumpkin to make sure it has not 
succumbed to the ravages of 
mold, which appears as feathery 
black spots on the inside. If your 
pumpkin is moldy throw it out 
and use canned pumpkin. 
Many people choose to use 
canned pumpkin for their reci- 
pes but pumpkin puree, made of 
mashed pumpkin meat, is easy 
to prepare. 
PUMPKIN PUREE 
Cut pumpkin into chunks. 
Pare off the rind (about V«-inch 
of the outside) and scrape the 
dried inside portion. Place 
pumpkin in a kettle and add just 
enough hot water (hot tap water 
is hot enough) to cover it. Add V« 
teaspoon salt for each pound of 
pumpkin. Cover the kettle and 
simmer until the pumpkin is 
tender, 20 to 40 minutes, depend- 
ing upon its age or toughness. 
Drain water from pan. Mash 
pumpkin with a fork until lumps 
are gone. 
- The American Everyday 
Cookbook 
With your all-purpose puree at 
hand, you are ready to prepare a 
variety   of   popular   pumpkin 
pleasers: 
PUMPKIN MASH 
Mix 1 cup pumpkin puree with 
hi tablespoon lemon juice, 2 
tablespoons flour, V« teaspoon 
salt and V* teaspoon pepper. 
Coat frying pan with oil. Fry 
pumpkin mixture until brown. 
Serve with bacon or sausage. 
- Colonial Cookbook 
PUMPKIN PIE 
3 eggs 
1 cup brown sugar 
^♦teaspoon cinnamon 
Mi teaspoon nutmeg 
V* teaspoon cloves 
1 cup milk, slightly heated 
1 (9Inch) uncooked pastry shell 
Beat eggs; beat in sugar, salt, 
and spices. Add pumpkin and 
blend well. Add milk gradually, 
stirring well to blend. Place 
pastry-lined pan on oven rack. 
Carefully pour pumpkin filling 
into pan. Bake at 450 degrees for 
10 minutes, then reduce heat to 
350 degrees and continue baking 
about 40 minutes or until a tooth- 
pick inserted into cake comes 
out clean. Cool and serve. 
- Sunset Cook Book 
PUMPKIN SPICE CAKE 
3 cups sifted flour 
2 teaspoons baking soda 
1 teaspoon allspice 
1 stick of butter (1/2 cup) 
2 eggs 
V« teaspoon salt 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
V* teaspoon powdered ginger 
34cup packed brown sugar 
2 cups pumpkin puree 
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. 
Sift together the flour, salt, bak- 
ing soda, cinnamon, allspice and 
ginger. Cream the butter; grad- 
ually beat in the sugar untillight 
and fluffy. Add 1 egg at a time, 
beating after each addition. Add 
the pumpkin alternately with 
the flour mixture; beating until 
well blended. Turn into a 
greased 12 inch loaf pan. Bake in 
oven 40 minutes or until a tooth- 
pick inserted into cake comes 
out clean. Cool and serve. 
- Complete Book of Vegetable 
Cookery 
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Proof of Utah returns to BG 
by Carl Buergtcr 
Friday reporter 
To get the Halloween week- 
end off to a gooJ start, local 
band Proof of Utah will ap- 
pear in Bowling Green at 
Milton's Thursday, Oct. 31 
through Nov. 2. 
In their first performance 
here in seven months, the 
band will feature some of the 
music from their upcoming 
album. It Doesn't Matter 
Much, as well as some songs 
written for Halloween and 
songs from their last album, 
A Dog, A Dodo and A Fool. 
The band has gone through 
many changes since its incep- 
tion, according to drummer 
Louie Simon and bassist Mike 
"Bosco" Brosco, two of the 
founding members. The band 
was originally called The In- 
visible Flintstones but 
according to Brosco, had to 
change the name before the 
release of their first album to 
avoid copyright problems. 
Brosco and Simon have also 
formed their own record 
label,"Smiley Turtle Re- 
cords," here in Bowling 
Green. 
"Louie and I don't think 
about Proof of Utah as 'what 
we're doing now,'"said 
Brosco. "Proof of Utah is a 
project for us and we're 
really excited about the label. 
In the future, we plan to have 
other bands on the Smiley 
Turtle Label." 
The band plans to have 
some rather unusual touches 
during their three-day gig at 
Milton's next week. 
Drummer Louie Simon (left) and 
band Proof of Utah. The band will 
Thursday night is Hallow- 
een and the band plans to play 
songs written just for the oc- 
casion. Friday night will be 
Heavy Metal Night, featuring 
the band Sphincter (which 
includes a member of Proof 
of Utah). 
Saturday night will be 
Bring Your Own Instrument 
Night. "During the third set. 
we just want anyone who will 
bassist Mike Brosco (right) are two 
be In town Halloween weekend. 
brine an instrument to get up 
on stage and play with us, 
Simon said. 
"We like to break down the 
barriers between the band 
and the audience," Brosco 
said. "We're trying to create 
a giant party event." 
Proof of Utah's first album, 
A Dog, A Dodo and A Fool, 
received wide critical ac- 
claim in the new music press. 
Friday/Keith Cornelius 
of the founding members of the 
"We broke even on the first 
album," Brosco said. "It did 
what a first album is sup- 
posed to do, which is get the 
name out. 
"We always enjoy playing 
in Bowling Green, because 
the audiences are really sup- 
portive," Simon said. "We 
Just want a lot of people to 
come enjoy the show." 
Billboard's top ten for this week 
The following are Billboard's 
hot record hits as they appear in 
this week's issue of Billboard 
magazine. 
HOT SINGLES 
l."Saving All My Love For 
You" Whitney Houston (Arista) 
2."Part-Time Lover" Stevie 
Wonder (Tamla) 
3."Take On Me" A-Ha 
(Warner Bros.) 
4."Miami Vice Theme" Jan 
Hammer (MCA) 
5."Head Over Heels" Tears 
for Fears (Mercury) 
6."Oh Sheila" Ready for the 
World (MCA) 
r'Lonely  01"   Night"  John 
Cougar Mellencamp (Riva) 
8. Fortress Around Your 
Heart" Sting (A&M) 
9. "I'm Goin' Down" Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia) 
lO/'You Belong to the City" 
Glenn Frey (MCA) 
TOPLP's 
1."Brothers In Arms" Dire 
Straits (Warner Bros. (-Plati- 
num 
2. "Whitney Houston" Whitney 
Houston (Arista)-Platinum 
3."Miami Vice" Soundtrack" 
(MCA) 
4."Scarecrow" John Cougar 
Mellencamp (Riva) 
5."Songs from the Big Chair" 
Tears for Fears (Mercury )-Pla- 
tinum 
6."The Dream of the Blue 
Turtles" Sting (A«rM)-Plati- 
num 
7."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia )-Plati- 
num 
8."Heart" Heart (Capitol)- 
Platinum 
9."In Square Circle" Stevie 
Wonder (Tamla) 
10."Reckless" Bryan Adams 
(AeiM)-Platinum 
BLACK SINGLES 
l."Part-Time Lover" Stevie 
Wonder (Tamla) 
l"You Are My Lady" Freddie 
Jackson (Capitol) 
3."I Wish He Didn't Trust Me 
So Much" Bobby Womack (MCA) 
4."Single Life" Cameo (At- 
lanta Artists) 
5."The Show" Doug E. Fresh 
& The Get Fresh Crew (Reality) 
6."I'U Be Good" Rene & An- 
gela (Mercury) 
7."Stand By Me" Maurice 
White (Columbia) 
8. "The Oak Tree" Morris Day 
(Warner Bros.) 
9."You Wear It Well" El De- 
barge with Debarge (Gordy) 
UV'Who's Zoomin' Who'fAre- 
tha Franklin (Arista) 
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"The New You" 
Created by the "Salon of the Year" 
As voted by Modern Salon Magazine 
HAIR • SKIN • NAILS • COSMETICS • COLOR ANALYSIS 
WIN A COMPLETE MAKE-OVER 
$200 Value, 
Winner will be featured in an upcoming £ WriW ■/If*" 
Complete and return this entry form to the BGNews, 210 West Hall, 
for your FREE chance to WIN!: 
<< The New You" 
Name  
Address. 
Telephone. 
Signature_ 
Deadline: 
Wednesday, October 30, 5 p.m. Open to all BGSU Students, male and female. 
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Vintage clothing sold 
by John dimming* 
Friday reporter 
K you're looking for some- 
thing new to add to your new 
fashion wardrobe, look no fur- 
ther - B.G.'s newest fashion 
center, the Black Market, is 
open. 
The Black Market sells vin- 
tage clothing, defined by co- 
owners Cheryl Wille and Scott 
Cunningham as "clothing 
from different eras." 
Wille, a fashion merchan- 
dising major, and Cunning- 
ham, a European History 
major, said they wanted to 
open the store here because 
they saw a market for the 
style in Bowling Green. 
"It's really caught on here, 
butpeople used to have to go 
to Toledo to get anything like 
this," Wille said. "Now they 
can just come into town for 
what they want." 
Wille and Cunningham got 
the idea for the store last year 
and decided to open it as soon 
as possible. 
After buying fixtures and 
mannikins from the now-de- 
funct Macy's in Toledo, the 
two went looking at auctions 
and estate sales for the 
clothes and jewelry. 
"E^eiything comes from 
around the Northwest Ohio 
area," they said, adding that 
they also look in the classi- 
fieds for sales in the area. 
The biggest crowd to shop 
at the store has been the 
junior and senior high school 
crowd, but Wille and Cun- 
ningham said the University 
has also given them a lot of 
business. 
"We set a lot of people in 
after classes get out ui the 
afternoon," Wille said. 
The owners hope to open 
other stores in the future and 
plan to focus their business in 
and around college towns. 
"There's a lot of room for 
Cwth and.a lot of response 
n the college market," 
Cunningham said. 
"There's a lot of demand 
for the style now," Wille said. 
"We'll eventually start stock- 
ing newer styles of clothes, 
but now we offer an alterna- 
tive." 
Friday  Keith Cornelius 
Cheryl Wille (left) and Scott Cunningham, co-owners of the Black Market, 186 S. Main St. 
Gory plots typically King 
by Kelly ROM 
Friday reporter 
The mystery of Richard Bach- 
man has finally been solved. 
And Stephen King had the 
answer all along. 
"The Bachman Books" are 
four early novels written by 
King that were published under 
the alias of Richard Bachman. 
The identity of King's alter 
ego was discovered in February 
by his home town newspaper, 
the Bangor (Maine) Daily News. 
The novels were reissued after 
the discovery. 
The books were published be- 
tween 1977 and 1984 under the 
name Richard Bachman. A fifth 
book, "Thinner," was published 
under the name Bachman in 
1964. 
The novel "Rage" was begun 
in 1966 when King was a senior in 
high school and centers around, 
not surprisingly, a high school 
boy who becomes a crazed 
killer. 
The boy builds up so much 
rage that he turns his class- 
rooms into a bloodbath. This 
story is slow moving at times 
but King's eerie style keeps the 
reader hooked. 
"The Long Walk," also writ- 
ten in 1966, has a particularly 
unusual story line. This novel is 
about a television game show of 
the future. 
A television audience watches 
as boys under the age of 18 
attempt to win a cash prize by 
completing a 450-mile walk. This 
in itself is no easy task, but what 
really leads these boys on to the 
finish line is that if they sit down 
to rest, they will be shot. 
The focus of the story is on one 
boy who needs the money for his 
family. The reader wants the 
boy to win the game but there is 
also a morbid urge to discover 
who won't make it. 
Like "Rage," "The Long 
Walk" has distinct elements 
from King's breakthrough book, 
"Carrie."7 
The least likable novel in the 
set is "Roadwork:" King even 
admits this in the introduction. 
"Roadwork" focuses on a man 
being forced by "the city" to 
move out of his house. 
The pressure eventually 
drives the man insane. Although 
the story is long and tedious, like 
all King novels, there are el- 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Call now at 352-1195 
Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Two Bedroom Furnished 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
$270 plus gas and electric 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at ff" and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. • 
The Organics 
Playing from 10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. 
Friday, Saturday 
October 25, 26 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
r FALCON A 
ASPEN WINE SHOP 
WE HAVE EVERYTHING 
FOR YOUR TAILGATE PARTY! 
J > . 
♦Coke, 16 oz. NRS -J^M 
♦Ice Cream - 75* ajevf 
♦Danish + 1 Co 
♦Danish, rolls; <5 
go -f99C 
es & bagels 
AFTER THE GAME STOP IN 
FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS 
'Bullet' misses mark 
Stephen King has once 
again managed to scare audi- 
ences with another suspense- 
filled movie. His new movie is 
titled "Silver Bullet," and is 
based on his novellette "Cy- 
cle of the Werewolf." 
However, like other King 
books that have made it to the 
screen, "Silver Bullet" loses 
something in the translation. 
"Silver Bullet" follows a 
standard King plotline. A 
small town, Tarker's Mills, is 
plagued by a series of grue- 
some murders. Eventually, a 
13-year-old handicapped boy, 
Marty Caslow, discovers that 
the murderer is a werewolf. 
In "Silver Bullet," King has 
once again forgotten to de- 
velop his characters. Fine 
performances by Gary Bu- 
sey, who plays Uncle Red, 
and Corey Haim, as the hand- 
icapped Marty, are lost in a 
vapid, meaningless script. 
"Silver Bullet" is the mo- 
tion picture debut of director 
Daniel Attias, and it shows. 
The fake fog in the woods was 
so thick and deep that it 
seemed as though the posse 
looking for the werewolf was 
wading through a stream. 
The very same scene 
looked as though it was 
filmed in a studio. Attias 
should be told that a few trees 
and a lot of fake foe does not 
make a studio look like a real 
forest. 
Other special effects in 
"Silver Bullet" did work. The 
movie had realistic blood and 
gore, but not overdone to 
"Friday the 13th" propor- 
tions. Fortunately, the were- 
wolf looked quite realistic and 
actually looked like a real 
animal. 
Although sadly short on plot 
development, "Silver Bullet" 
does provide scary entertain- 
ment. However, people who 
have not read "Cycle of the 
Werewolf" may enjoy it more 
than those who have read the 
book version. Those who en- joy King's skill at novel writ- 
ing can only be disappointed 
in nis movies. 
ements of excellence in "Road- 
work." A true King fan can not 
resist the chance to read even a 
bad novel by the author. 
The last novel included in 
"The Bachman Books" is "The 
Running Man," another story 
about game shows of the future. 
Contestants make money by 
participating in snows such as 
''How Hot Can You Take It?" 
and "Dig Your Grave." 
This story is fascinating sim- 
ply because its premise is so 
bizarre. 
The four novels included in 
"The Bachman Books" all have 
merits. Although not as polished 
as King's other works, the sto- 
ries are interesting and detail 
the progress of King's writing 
style. 
At least as interesting as the 
book itself is the introduction by 
King. He explains the reason 
why he pulished the books under 
a different name. Simply 
enough, King thought it would be 
fun to be someone else. 
King also developed a com- 
plete life history for his pseudo- 
nym. According to King, 
Bachman was bom in New York 
and served 10 years in the Mer- 
chant Marines and four years in 
the Coast Guard. 
After retiring, he worked on a 
dairy farm and wrote books 
during the evening. Bachman 
also had one child who died 
when he was 3-years-old when 
he fell through a well cover and 
drowned. 
King also displayed his bi- 
zarre sense of humor on an 
author questionaire when he 
listed "rooster worship" as 
Bachman's religion. 
Bachman died in February 
when the Daily News published 
the story that he was really 
King. According to King, Bach- 
man died of "cancer of the pseu- 
donym." 
• T-SHIRTS 
(Long & Short Sleevesi 
• SWEATSHIRTS 
• HOODED SWEAT 
SHIRTS 
• MUSCLE SHIRTS 
• SOCCER SHIRTS 
112 S. Main, Downtown 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 354-3098 
• BASEBALL JERSEYS 
• BASKETBALL JERSEYS 
• FOOTBALL JERSEYS 
• SIZES 6 Months To 
Adults XL 
• HATS 
• CORDUROY HATS 
We Do Custom Embroidery & Silk Screening 
Any B.G.S.U. 
Sportswear 
~~»2.00OFF " 
Any B.G.S.U. 
Sportswear 
DOE 
"WW 
Think Of Me First 
As A Person 
Your look .ii mo mill pit) . 
concern or indifference. 
for I .mi a retarded child. 
Bui you onls sec the outside of me 
If I could express imscll. 
I would tell you "li.ji I .mi inside, 
I jm vcf) much like \ou 
I feel pain and hunger. 
I cannot ask politck 
for a glass ol water, hut I know 
the parched dr> leelinc ol thirst. 
. . Think ol me lirst as a person 
who hurts and loses and feels jo) 
And know  I am a child to encourage 
and direct 
Smile and sa\ hello — 
P*t un*j tor»» SM« Hnnrmi 
NaienM *owci «* * Kan. ft. »n—m, 
Oct. 28 - Nov. 2 
^Ke j^um^enwn/j 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B)S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
with this ad 
•xpirM 11-8-85 
Chris 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•Cold Beer, Wine and Champagne* 
Ohio lottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
The Number, Lotto, Pick 4, Instant Lottery 
Coca Cola Classic 
or New Coke 
2 liter bottle 
$1.29 
Wfmmmf 
The 
Hutch 
Ptts & Supplies 
*i 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals - gerblls, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
SPECIAL 
Just arrived New 
Salt Water Fish Shipment 
Sign up for our aquarium raffle 
352-8459 
S.il in <l.i\ 
S|)c( ial 
Sleak & 
Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQChickens RID 
combo S5.49 
Includes all you can eat 
(.oup. salad, and desert Bufft 
plus choice ol potato. 
OPETI: 
Mon.Thuri. 6*am-9pm 
Fri.6»«m-10pm 
Sx.7im.10pm 
Sun. 8anv9pm 
KISMik 
lGma,Okto 
I 
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(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
6 SO 
O jCfFERSONS 
tfB N1WS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M*A"S#H 
READING RAINBOW 
B GOOD TIMES 
ION THE MONEY IFRI) 
BIT8,     BYTES    ANO 
BUZZWORDS (MON) 
{ON THE LINE (TUE) 
ART BEAT rWEO) 
TIME OUT (THU) 
(ESPNI     OUTDOOR      LIFE 
(MON. FRII 
IESPNI FISHING (TUE) 
(ESPNI      MARK       SOSIN  S 
SALT     WATER      JOURNAL 
(THU) 
TMCI MOVIE (MON) 
FROAY 
OCTOBER 21. 1686 
IBBF. 
CATCH 
MAC* 
NCV 8< 
CSPNI PATRICK EWING 
NEW  YORK 8  CENTER   OF 
ATTENTION 
BOO 
B • TWILIGHT ZONE A 
men (Ton* Lo Bianco) whoea 
daughter bee -> a coma wrtneeeee 
a gheedy apperibon a young ea- 
acuin« (Dewd Dukeel datcoveri 
M Greek goOa have probhtmt 
HO 
O TOMMY HUNTER Guam 
MM T*a Svh-e Tyeon Boob, 
Bara and Ruth Ann 
B KNIGHT RIDER A tr4» o> 
kv*ane attempt* 10 prevent ad 
manufacturer* bom orahng wear 
on tecred ground! 
B WEBSTER At the »eet nan 
ute Kami ma cancan her plant 
to attend a BpecaM event at Web- 
etartechooi  Q 
B B WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW Q 
B MOVIE 8*4 Tha Po- 
ke eon Adveniara .i9»Ji Gene 
Ha>*man Ecnaal Bagrana On 
Now Vaar * E*a a Mun I'm 
iiotbng iha Atlantic - capataad 
oy a Kdat we«> and me leia ».■ 
*FMJ>* aouggli to nay aava unM 
naaj> can am«a 
BSPN)    BA1    DANCE    OUT- 
I! 
•:00 
IIBBRBJ 
I PHRASE 
NEl     /     LEHRER 
WSHOUR 
I DIFF RE NT STROKES 
MECHANICAL       UNI 
SNOVA (WED) 
BISHOP LUERS SWING 
CHOIR INVITATIONAL 
(THUI 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (Rl (FRII 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl (THUI 
1:30 
B    B    *•    TX     WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
B     PAINTING     CERAMICS 
(MON. WEDI 
B   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
B   MAGIC   OP  OIL   PAINT- 
ING (THUI 
2:00 
B ANOTHER WORLO 
B ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
B MOVIE (MON-THU) 
B     EVENING     AT     POPS 
(MON) 
B  BEYOND   WAR   SPACE 
BRIDGE (TUS) 
B   STING     THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF  FBI UNDERCOV- 
ER OPERATIONS (WCOI 
B SURVIVAL (THU) 
IESPNI COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED. FRI) 
2:OR 
IEaPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMC) MOVIE * * ■ i Bra>M- 
•MraY 116831 Chmtophar Wall 
an Natafta Wood A manwd cou- 
ph> mm to MOB a •peeeBv 
daeajnad dawce «*«cn aftowa a 
paraon ra aapananca IN aanaa 
em tan by anothar horn maMary 
and mduarial oroxw  PQ 
MO 
B CBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
A ABC NEWS q) 
B HAPPV DAYS AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
KSPNI   AEROBICS:    SOOIES 
IN MOTION 
MO 
BCBSNCWS 
B VIOEOHCTS 
B WHEEL OP FORTUNC 
B   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT A na* IO iha tat ol   Tha 
KaraaaKaJN aiHawaa 
| NEWLYWED GAME 
• REPORT 
(TMC) MOVIE * 'i Joy 01 
Sa> 116841 Cameron Ova M, 
cttaaa Maya* Ootprta IM othar 
nDaiii - ■«« cawuW" Mjh 
achool ttwdanit bacoma obaaa 
amah/ piaoccuMd vnth an ••«* 
cccubv attn-ly ■ 
0:90 
B MR BELVEDERE 0»-*g • 
iiudv laition ti iha Owana 
homa, one o> Kawm % daaamatat 
ooat «io laao CJ 
B a WALL STREET WEEK 
Guaat P'at ton Manm <m»Xhm- 
man ol iha Fadaial Raaarve Sv* 
tarn 
KSPNI NFL GAME OP THE 
WEEK 
B B DALLAS Pam daodaa (o 
aa* her aharaa of !«*■>« On to 
Wandaa Sua fIan • motha> m- 
•waa m Daaaa « hopa of t»a^" 
anng out her dauoMat a Ma Q 
ICRIBB 
MISFrrS OF SCIENCE B' 
I* and iha -mHi hat> a •o>db> 
•camhat unM ihay (aaaro h* i 
commommj anth a m>aaaa 
haaoM m tha- d>ac<«n 
B DIFF RENT STROKES A. 
noW t |ob aa a phoioe'aphe> • aa 
Miani <% not at aaa* aa ha 
ihouont it might be Q 
B GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES La>«er>ca Omaar A 
L4a ftorn h>i homa - Suaaai 
Ingland tha actoi ramimaCM 
about hit chedhood aa>*y ihaotn- 
cat .utoiiie Na mataeM 10 ja 
Eamond and Vnnan latgh and hat 
daactortal    dathA    am*     19*4 t 
Hann,V     (Part lot 21Q 
B DOCTOR WHO 
«aPNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALL S      GREATEST 
HITS 
6:30 
B BENSON 6anaon and com 
oar** ara toandad at ma govw 
noi 1 manaam during • hwocxma 
Habo-aan maW t.om. Q 
10«0 
B B FALCON CREST Fathar 
CNaWophot  may not   auppty  ma 
naodad av-lanca to haaj Raatdon 
andAngaH CJ 
B NATIONAL   /   ATURNAL 
B   MIAMI   VKC   Dot    Trudy 
Japan <0b«ia brownl naka loaatg 
hat   Wvar   amah aha pi«auea ha> 
drug daafeng hatnd 
8    SPENSER:     FOR     HIRE 
Spenaar a head to protect tha Mt 
ol a Lay in ami who » acherMad 
to lattity agaixtt tha mob  IR) Q 
B NEWS 
IESPNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALL 8      GREATEST 
MTTS 
(TMC)  MOVIE  •*     Wa>ttaat 
(16621 Carol Draka   Am Harna  A 
wowrd-ba   acnaat    a  taan-maga 
nrm raportar and a prap-achooi ra 
atci hatre vanoua arKonturae what 
worhng at a Now York Crty rfcnar 
n 
10:30 
B WATER GARDEN A loot 
at tha pubhe part m Fort Worm 
Taue daaianid by arehrtoet Pha 
«t Johneon Rl 
tSANFORD ANO SON 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
■SPN)    HARNESS    RACING 
Bteedara     Oown   ChempMWvah«i 
Naot Sn nva horn Toronto 
thy Haaton 
B B8NNY HBJ. 
lEBPNIBPORTBCENTTiR 
(TMO   MOVIE    **      Unoom- 
mon Valor     11663)  Oana Maca- 
men  Robert Staok   A gnavmg ta 
■her lama a amae for ca to raacua 
Ma aon who hae bean haU pnaon- 
at   lor   10  yeara afiar  bang da- 
ciarad  m.aamg-m action  at  v*t 
nem   R Q 
12:00 
B MOVIE**     T-og    11870) 
JoenOawtord  Mcheal Cough 
B  COMEDY  BREAK   WITH 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
(ESPNI WRESTLING 
12:30 
! FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
ABC NEWS NrGHTLINl 
THREE STOOGES 
1:00 
B JMMV SWAGGART 
1:16 
(TMt J MOV* * * * *    Verb- 
go    (1666)  Jamaa Siawa-t   Kan 
BBNO 
1 30 
B      MOVIE      *#H FU- 
luraworid (16761 Po«a> Fonda 
BryihaOanner 
B MOVW **Vt VMay Of 
The OoN (T66» Barbara Par- 
tana  Pally Out a 
■ SPN) NFL 8 GREATEST 
MOMENTS hkghtghta of the 
68 Naw Vor* Jala and 69 Kan- 
aaaC'tyChMhi 
2O0 
B NEWS 
2:30 
B   MOV*    *•      Mmdar   On 
(hght 602     116TB) Ralph BMa 
my  Pot* Batgan 
6BPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3.00 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
MO 
BNEWS 
(ESPN)  HARNESS  RACING 
Brooder*     Oown   Champ>onaha> 
Race Su bom Toronto  (P.) 
(TMC)     MOV*     ***        10 
119791 Dudhty Moora 9o Oarak 
3:80 
B   MOV*    **      Nan  To No 
Trma      119681    Kannath    Mora 
Beta* 0< aha 
4:00 
B    MOV*    • 'i       Ooomaday 
Macf-na     M672I Hanry  VWcoa 
on  MalaPowori 
MO 
CSPNI BULL RrOfNO 
B ABC WEEKEND BPE 
CLAL    Sad  Cat     Ammaaad    A 
••> at y faane nee a run m with the 
iowOy naighboihood cat colony 
Faaturaa iha wkoaa ol 0*B Conn 
and Alan Young (Rl Q 
tHOGAN S HEROES 
HOW TO PLAY THE  PI- 
ANO    DESPITE    YEAR8   OF 
LESSONS 
■BPNIBPORTSCENTER 
(TMO   MOV*   ***     Crmer 
ron     116611  Otann  Ford    Mana 
Schaa 
12:SO 
IFABIJLOUB RISnVAL 
8PX7ER MAN   ANO  HIS 
AMA2JNO PRB1NOS 
B      AMERICAN      BAND 
STAND Guaat   Shoda I   I   lova 
Btfane.    SaNetFaia I 
B     COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
M- fvgan Stata at Puidua 
B   CROCKETT 8   VICTORY 
GARDEN    HI   Faaturad   PMar 
(SNEAK PREV*WS 
BPNt BPCEDWEEK 
aa) found 
mutaatad and mtadarad 
B LOVE BOAT / WORLD 
aarractad to 
■oy and v-». 
i 8:00 CSC NEWS tPtew^rel       ,. now abawi  Na hMar.  Ouaata in- clude Sandy Derm end Oena Canova   (Me* bo pra-amptad tar 
anrrnal  hta  on  Kariya t   drought- 
CSPNI PATRICK EWING: 
NEW YORK 8 CENTER OF 
ATTENTION 
1:00 
B   B   NBA   BASKETBALL 
PhAarMphai   fSart  at  New  York 
KntokaBJvo) 
CELEBRITY TENI8 
MUPPETS 
LUCY 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
B FRUGAL  GOURMET  Jaft 
Smrm oraper 
i 
i STAR TREK 
V*THAM: A T1LEW 
8K7N HISTORY TET 1668 
TNa awn, aRaeaare dac-natad 
tha Vattcong and laAtd to lopnta 
tha Seoon go*ainmant but lad to 
tha hag—w>g ol Amar*an mart my 
withdrawal horn Vwtnam (Rl Q 
C8PN) ARM WRESTLING 
8:30 
B THIS  WEEK  IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
BNBCNEW8 
BBPNtSPOR TBCENT1-R 
fTMO MOV* ***H Rte 
Bravo 118691 John Wayne 
Dean Mart- AnoMateptB a lor 
mar deputy-tumad drunt. a young 
ckMAdrev. guryakngar and ■ gal 
hob) a ■herd* to Ounmart a pow 
artu. ranohar who - ant i to get hat 
krlar brothar -attaaad horn prawn 
I EUROPEAN TELEVISION        CSPNI 
10:18 
Frtavang H672) 6ruoa Dam OR 
Pona A botaraet n charge of aua 
tamng Earth a ramarmng plant aka 
on a apaoaahaB rabait whan or- 
dered io deeeo, (ha ■agataeon 
and return homa 
10:30 
B AUSTIN CITY LINKTS Tha 
Oek Rtdna Soya ang    You ra tha 
One."     EMra*  and    Evaryday 
Bob W*a Ongatal Taaaa Ptayboya 
•ft   Cow  Bhrae '   and 
Oearori irona. Naw England Pain 
eta  at   Tampa   Bey   Buccanaart 
SoattW fliahawki at New Yort 
Jata.  Oan-ar Broncoa «  Kanaaa 
Crty Chajta or Hrajatpn Oaart a) 
Si  louaCarrknaa.   L<yal 
B     B      WASHINGTON 
WEEK INRfVCWqj 
B MOV*  * * '1     fdHandar In 
Tha  Graaa     I168I)  Mabaaa  Cd- 
ban  CyrdO'PMdry 
D   GYMNASTICS  Work] 
aNp  man t   taaro   etakj 
•roan St  Paul. Matn  |N) 
1:30 
B HYMN  SING SaUctoni .n 
duda    MMa Eyea Have Sean tha 
Gaary       Ababao   and   Fnenda 
B  THBJ  WEEK   WTTH  OA- 
V9P8RRBXLCY 
fB a WALL STREET WEEK 
Queai  Preaten Manrt. *ce Cftea- 
man of tha federal Reearve Sya 
7:00 
IBBOMINUTEB 
PRAOOLE ROCK Wambtay 
dtacovart  an wider ground  apratg 
of Whoopw Wake  Q 
B     PUNKV      BREWSTER 
Punky and Char* launch an antt- 
d^ cartwargn « ache* Q 
B  THE   HUOGA   BUNCH   / 
WORLD  6CR*8  A young ajrl 
Marna  tha  but vahta of  huoemg 
whan ah* wan tha f am aa, land 
ol the Hugga Bunch   Sara   Oen 
rae Jbmea   Netaba Meaaaia   IH a 
aeventh gama * neeaeaary   ragu- 
larly acheduiad programming wd 
ba praamptad I 
B WONOERWORKS Came 
FaRar Henry VWaUar Denny 
OeVNo and Ahaa Parknan prevtda 
of    en    anagnainra 
{mmm* 
NATIONAL 
WHAT'S 
*a    tomato aoup  and 
M 
i 7:00 
Spun 
SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 28. 1666 
MO 
B     B      JIM      HEN BON S 
MUPPETS. BABCS 6 MON 
ISMURFS 
EWOKS   AND   DROlDS 
ADVENTURE HOUR 
I SESAME STREET (R) Q 
TALfS      FROM      THE 
a SKIP 
a PUN 
a 13 
OOfill 
a DARK SHA 
B WKRP IN ( 
B BURNS Ah 
aNEWLYWEC 
BBUSINESSP 
BM-A-B-H 
B     MACNCB. /     LEHRER 
BOM 8PORTSC6NTIR 
7:30 
B   P.M.   MAOAZINt   Cany 
I JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M      MAGAZINE    Cartv 
■ hamo factory 
B    WLD    AMERICA   Marty 
StouNar damonaeakta tha ddhcul- 
tee dartgara and aatrafactiona ol 
lanwvgwaaMe Q 
B THRMB COMPANY 
I 
1 1 OO 
I NEWS 
DOWS 
' I CINCINNATI 
I NO ALLEN 
11:26 
B GOOO ROCKIN   TONITl 
Vrdeoa by Paul Young  Lowarboy 
Starahe     Sia«a   Wondar     fhght 
Hangar    Kool 6   Iha Gang   Kata 
Buah    Mr    Imeav.   an   mtarvw- 
wa*l the rtootart 
11:30 
B ENTERTAINMCNT TO- 
NK1HT A va» to tha tal of Tha 
KarewKidr atHawae 
B MOV* *** ThaBrdgaa 
At TohpaV 116641 Wabem Ho> 
dan. Ftedne March The par ton* 
awra of men who abtajabt to «e> 
■are at the dangaroua bettkthaida 
of the Kcaaan War are aa tOFtuoua 
aa ma war aeaV 
B    TONIGHT    Moat     Johnny 
Careen    Scfwduttd    Bart   Convy 
iCanrvon 
2O00 
LATENKaHT AMERI 
Soho dated docwmeniary 
wreer / ansduoar Kan 6uma I Tha 
Stbtua of LaMrty I Omra maga- 
Ka> 
B     CCBAPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES 
(ESPN)      WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN 
8:30 
S BE SAME STREET 
LORNE   GREENE S  NEW 
WILDERNESS 
B     EDUCATION Al.     COM- 
PUTING 
CSPNI ROLLER DERBY 
10600 
B    a     HLBJC      HOOAN 8 
ROCK   N   WRESTLING 
B SUPIR POWER6 TEAM: 
GALACTTC GUARDIANS 
SNaSWSPRONT 
MOVIE   8*1      Tha  Re* 
haad And  The Cowboy     119601 
GbtrriFoid  Rhonda Flammg 
B KATHY S KITCHEN 
(TMO    MOV*    ••*       Goat 
Soum'   119781 Jet* Nchotaon 
M»v Staonburgan 
10:30 
■: R AND CO 
KY BREWSTER 
1   GHOSTS OF  SCOO- 
BV-OOO 
fi    BUSINESS    OF     MAN- 
AG1MCNT 
B GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS 
BBPN) WRESTLING 
11:00 
B B CSS BTORVBREAK 
Hugh Pat* Ananatad An otaa. 
gant porcuprna rkaoovara a fod- 
proof way to May ttaabhy Fae- 
■urea rha VOJOM of Wd Ryan and 
! CORONATION STREET 
ALVIN  ANO THE   CHFP- 
MUNKS 
B     SCOOSYS     MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSf 
IMOTORWEEK 
BQUARC     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
11:30 
i DUNGEONS S  ORA- 
I 
fKOO VIDEO 
LITTLEB 
MOV*   8*8    The Great 
Victor     rtarbari        (19391    ABan 
Jonoa  MeryMarttn 
B JOV OP PAINTINO 
IESPN) MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL 8 GREATEST 
HATS 
1:90 
B  CPL   PCOTSALL  Hamaw 
TaaarCata at Onewa Rough R>d- 
eraSajel i 
B     HIGH     SCHOOL     QUIZ 
Roger. Vt  St   Johna 
IPUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
A   HOUSE   FOR  ALL 
tabng   lunapace 
at ivgh lach w«v 
dDwayatama  IRI 
2:00 
B    MOV*    * * B       Tha   Ra 
vengara    (16721 Wtm HoMan. 
Eineai Borgnane 
t AMERICA B TOP TIN 
B THtS OLD HOUSE  m 
atabng roohng ahmglat  eanmayg 
Iha nndont  Q 
(IBPN) MAJOR LEAOUE 
BASEBALLS      GREATEST 
HP70 
2:30 
B   'HE   RACE   FOR   NUM- 
BER  ONE    COLLEGE  FOOT- 
BALL REPORT Ccflage toot bat 
acoraa and raghkghtt bom around 
tha  coumry   and a Wok  at  naat 
weak • maajr contaatt 
B     B      WOOO WRIGHTS 
SHOP A 14-year-oM ahowe how 
lo tten a woodwork ng buaataaa 
C8PNI     FASHION     ACTION 
REPORT:PALL   SB 
fTMCI MOV*  **    Wirtdwoft- 
ar     (1SS4I Trow* Howard   N-A 
Ramua 
OrOO 
B COLLEGC FCOTBALL Ro 
gnnal covwaga M Waat Vagvka 
at Pann Stata or Colorado at Ne- 
braaba 
IROMAONOLIS TABLE 
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Tha 
Oak Rrdga Boy* aetg    You io tha 
One'    'Ihara     and    Ewxydey 
BobWab)  Orawta] Taam Plevbova 
perlerm     Ma   Cow  Bhrae     and 
San Anion-3 Rota 
CSPNI BOXING Akaaai Ar gweto 
(70-6-6 63 KOa) »a Pat Jaffa. 
■on (26-6 10 KOa) n a atmor 
waharwarghi bout acheduiad for 
lOiPanda. bom Anchoraga AJaa 
llapad 10/261 
MO 
B B COLLEGE FCOTBALL 
Ohro State at Mnneaou 6rw>) 
B  WORLD  OF  CARTOON 
MM 
OMOVK*   I     ThaLOMVol- 
oena    (16601 John 
OoaeWWooda 
4:O0 
I"- 
I HCE HAW Guaati Charae 
DarwAt. Eugane Fodar. Matneaota 
Fata 
B MUPPETS 
B  B  SOLID  OOLO Gueata 
Lulher Vandroat Ready for the 
World. Roaerwi Cteh New Id. 
lion Tom Jonaa. Frankra Vaft and 
maFouSeaeene 
B MASTERP*CE THE- 
ATRE "The LbM Pane on Earth'' 
(Saeaon Pramavel Tha rape to Iha 
South PoM begma at 1807 aa 
Moyel Navy (aptao Roberl FaKon 
Scott iMarttn Shaw) and 
Norwegian     eiBlorar     Roald 
11«0 
| NEWS 
I CJ 
    HAPPENING 
NOW" 
CSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
RiPORT 
(TMC) MOV* 88* A B.g 
Hand For The l-ttle Lad. 119661 
Henry Fonda Joanne Woodward 
A perpetual Hoar • wde menegee 
kBwmbact thee bjet aettnga m a 
card garni 
MOW 
ITOBE 
SOLO 
ORE 
2:0O 
ANNOUNCED 
IIIAT      PERFORM 
urence    Obw-      A 
Ida''  From hat home at  UuaiM 
England     Iha    actor    lamaiatoea 
about hrt chedhood   early theatrr 
cM a to J 
Eernond and Voten Iwgh and hra 
BABCNEWBP 
11:SO 
B    MOV*    *8h      -Eyea  0) 
Laura bkara     (18761 Faye Dune- 
way. Tommy Lea Jonaa   A fabV 
xtte UN I Ankat 
oavefuc    wanne   of   bar    btanda 
bong murdered 
B MOV* 8**6 The Man 
Who Shei Ldkarty Valence 
(18621 Jbmee Stewart John 
Wayne    A   men   neae   to   gtory 
Henry v    ran 1 of 21Q 
(TMO     MOV*     6*       Mate ■ 
Murder      11864)   Oabra   Wxgar 
MartKaybjun 
2 30 
B WORLD OP   DISNEY fa 
carpet  bom     'Fanteete        Pekkt 
Pen 'The    Sword    and    the 
Stone        101 rjabTtaaona 
S PORTRAITS 
CAPfTOL JOURNAL 
MO 
B MOV* 666    Fef-Sefe 
(1664) Henry Fonda   Dan 0 Her 
■ba 
B MOV*  * 6 * vt     Gdrnbrt 
be-dhorced   parents    Carol   6ur 
nan nan-aaaa Q 
B FAMS Oanrry druma up tup 
port for a former Weatarna da 
who may loaa laa horaa 4 a long- 
ume too hea he way 
B A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BeLL 
MOYERS Vfortd War h Tha 
Piopagande Bat "a American 
fatnmatar Frank Capra and FnU 
rkpptar chwl Mmmafear tar the 
Nem. nrret dvae aftorta to natd 
patr. I  durmg  World  War  II 
P-abcfv 
iP»i  i 0I61LJ 
B   FREE    SHOW   TONIGHT 
Ray Acutt nanatat Oea ok» 'een 
amad   madtctna   ahpay   ravnral  at 
Beeey   N C   thai leaturea  12 for 
thea akdb at labemanaha)   mwbic 
andnsnedy 
CSPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
B   SMALL    WONDER   v-k- 
awa to dear Jama a name aRer 
hae  (deefy   apcwaad  of  breaka<g 
ho mother a kaapot 
B OON CHERRY 6 GRAPE- 
mm 
B   SMALL    WONDER   V-*. 
cradM for gunrwtg down a notary 
ouaoudew 
B DAVKJ LETTERMAN 
BPE CLAL ir. State Area Spa- 
caM" Htghbghia of peat ahewa av- 
tk-fcng Oewda man, warta IO urt 
uaual people and platat 
Hajheghta aKhrda a atup-i pot 
tncfct ngmani and appearanoee 
by aawjar John Cougar Madan 
camp and Larry BuaT Martwi 
B MOV* * * ' ilia iii ii" « ' 
M68II  Jarr-e Lea Curea   Donald 
murderer   -ontai i   hra   reajn  of 
s 
 
> 
8 
«» 
a> 
not- 
: 
| TONY BROWNS  JOUR 
B FINN B TELLER OO 
PUBLIC The bad boyt of mag 
- bland comedy and meajr n a 
partlymance that axhrdea aacap- 
«g bom a tirwtwfktt aboght ol 
hand and baacaty wnpy card 
biche 
4:30 
B SPORTBWIBKEND 
Scheduled Bntoh Motorcycle 
Grand Prat bom Sawerttone Eng- 
land Lowenbrau Raprd Canoe 
Raong Cftantpronoh« bom Nonh 
BBBBB 
tWALTONB 
MAGIC  OP  OB.   PAINT- 
ING 
B NEON: AN ELECTRIC 
MEMOIR A rmmoua ehowg-l 
aharaa h— taue of die bnghtly ec*- 
aradeghtama haitary of neon - 
bom pop artrfect to nt uae by ar 
cbttecti graphrc daaignart 
BcuBtort and photographara aa a 
contemporary art form CJ 
(TMC) MOV* 6*6 The 
Waelamar'   (16401 Gary Cooper 
when a rutranbomoodbuty threat 
ana Jemw and faa bamdb 
CSPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
OeoreM Tech at Tanneaeaa ILrval 
MB 
B B A*l WOLF Hewha and a 
Hear beam eepert try to prevent a 
Cwchoakwrabwn     bom     pining 
atong deaadtad mater*) to die 
Sowata 
B  NHL   HOCKEY  Mmneeote 
Norm   Start   at   Toronto   Maple 
LeetttLive) 
B     OIMMI     A      BREAK 
Jortethen refuaaa a grant io travel 
HOLLYWOOO    BEAT    / 
ERCS McCarren and 
Redo become aivohred in a border 
war with Bawarfy Hde peace 
(Maybe preempted for me loth 
World Sartaagama « naceaeary ) 
B COLLEGE FOOTBALL Ce< 
aorrwr at UCLA 
B MOV***    BonrkePrtnoa 
Charba' (16471 Dewd hbvan 
Mar gar at Larghton Pnnce Chertee 
aaaaral rorrujnuc ae- 
iBlh-oaMury Scot- 
land 
MB 
B FACTS OF LIFE Bhw htar ■ 
the worat when aha date over i 
that her moehar B6ar| Ouaay I a> 
pteBnant Q 
B MOV* 6*6 For Whom 
The Be6 ToN H943) Mgnd 
Bergman Gary Cooper A gr0>4) 
of Spinnh loyabm and an Amen- 
can vow lo Mow up a bridge du> 
aig the Speneh Cry* War 
MB 
B a MOV* OMeran Of Tha 
hbght IPrameeel Kaahtaan Oue> 
tan. N^hofct. Cameftal Baeeo on 
iho b*ua atory of Leal Laa whoea 
waduete    reeearch    -MO    tamaht 
B AUBTTN CITY LIMITS Nert 
Young i performance mctudaa 
renatnona or     Heajnaaa Dimnt 
by Iha Fbuer ' and "Are You 
heady for the CouneV 
11:3B 
B    ETHIOPIA:    ONE    YEAR 
LATER   A   idadion   to  ed)  8M 
HWTWV* iBKtan Abe an country 
11:46 
B A NIGHT AT THE RACES 
12.-00 
CSPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Gaon-a Tech at Tanniiiie 61) 
12:40 
tma MOVBI 6*6    Way Out 
Waat    11686) Stan Laurel  Okver 
(18661 Branay MacLa 
Ceata 
B MOV* 66H Harry M 
Your Pocket (16731 Jamas 
Cobum MwhedSerrann 
■SPN) POWERBOAT RAC 
ING Buach Work) Chernponeha) 
Grand P-i. bom Si  LOue  Rl 
BJOO 
INPL TOOAY 
8PORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduktd: Coroneben futurrry 
horaa race tar twttnaod Can* 
dRn feebM thoroughb-aOt M a 
mde and a rurtong. ate bom 
Woodbme Race* ack m Toronto 
B WATER GAROEN A look 
ot tha pubac perk at Fort Worm 
leaas   Naayd by erchnect Phd 
p Johneon   «) 
CSPNI    BtU.    DANCE    OUT- 
o*g 
CSPN) NHL HOCKEY Matne- 
aota Nonh Slot at Buffalo Sebree 
KrvellSubNCiro blackout I 
7)00 
B     B6ACHCOMBERS     Tha 
raadng of tarot carda apooka oy 
aryona.  Rabe may be a, danger 
B 86LVBR SPOONS An idetg 
Grandfathar Slratlon (John 
Houiamew) can I keep buaateaa 
bom attarkaratg wMh ha) recovery 
BOO 
B     a      MURDER.      SMS 
WROTE  Afiar  a aanaa of  ace. 
BBBO 
B  B   NPL   FOOTBALL   San 
Ftencaato  46ara  at  Lot  Angafaa 
Rama R—el 
B CFL FOOTBALL Brraan Cet- 
umt-e  Upna  a>  lantonton   (>. 
moaBndl 
B   660V*   ** *      The Apr* 
tor*.     118671   Jack   Lammon 
Cofherew Denauve 
B CAPfTOL JOURNAL 
CSPN) PKA PULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
(TMCI   MOVBI   866     AB  Of 
Me     (16841  Sieve   Merhn.   LA. 
Toman 
4:3© 
to harm her. a Brajeh entertainer 
aeki Jaaarca w> ■naangati Gueai 
aaaro   Pae<k  Mecnea and Obvte 
Nuaaay 
B     CANAOAB      SWEET 
HEART THE SAGA OF HAL 
C. BANKS A dramatued at 
count of the brutal daaauction 
wreaked by Harold Bar* t heed at 
1646 to weed out eutpectpd 
Communatti wtthat die ranha of 
rha Caneden Seaman • Ureon 
Baaury Cheykn Mara aa 6anki 
(Vatwar Dwcration AdtillP 
B AMAZING STOR*S To 
raght • ape«da Mummy Dad- 
dy alerting Broneon Pavchot 
Tom Heneen and Mcheai Zend 
B MACGYVER / WORLO 
SCMEB 'May be p-e-emp.ed tar 
a aavanm WorM Sere* game rl 
neceeeery IQ 
B a NATURE How plant, 
and rhea leevat adapt to dWeranl 
ckmatea pradatory arwnaM and 
men CJ 
B THE HUGGA BUNCH A 
young gal Mar raj rha awe vahat of 
huggvig when ahe warta the fan 
tear lend ol tha Hugaa Bunch 
Sure      Garave    Jamaa      Nateka 
(TMO MOV* * * >t Swuvg 
Shdt H964I OcadM Hewn Kurt 
Rueeea  WorU War H taper nee ■ 
11:2© 
IB "ACS THE NATION 
SKETCH! 8     OP      OUR 
TOWN 
BBUNOAYMASB 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOV* 8**6   Ven> 
ge    (18661 Jamaa Steven   Kan 
BaBB 
B B LIFESTYLEB OP THE 
R6CH ANO FAMOUS bttar- 
wawa weh ErtaaBjari Humper- 
rknek. Chertaa Broneon and wde 
Jd Ireland. Germany a Pmce Von 
Thum Und Ten*, actor Cornel 
YVed. • lour ot the »■ lett — 
BEN Dee Waaemi 
B WAR: A COMMENTARY 
BY OWYNN8 OY1R Focuaatg 
on be Baft •ougght to eacurah/ m- 
ubbah eaed amone) Ma Arab 
iiin*Bari Dyer aiiemaiaa why 
effwa-rtmania need to keep ermlii 
and hght were g 
B FRING LINE A Rahect--. 
took at Star Ware    NASA • Rob- 
12O0 
B BPOHTSCSNTER TODAY 
Hoata Caeey Cafeman John T# 
tc" Dan Cetefhbn and Orag Ptum 
Cmariaa of coBega and hajh 
achool taocbafl and a look M iha 
Wordan, techracal eoVeer tar Bat 
Ganeva Arma Tafta. debate tha * ■ 
euoa weh phyatca prdlaaaora Hen- 
ry W KBRBBS (MIT) and Kurt 
Gottbtad IComaB. (Pan 2 of 21 
CSPNI  THE   BABE  Ai 
men   PG 
6 SO 
B ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS A wad brad, a* 
huent ttmeti (Saeaon HuMayl 
aanftaa a buarra deal with ■ arava 
dbajaj 
BOO 
B a ORAZY UKE  A  POX 
Tha praairkjnl of a ppah country 
dub at found murdered on dtp god 
oauree 0«k Vv> Patten guaat 
aura 
B MOV* Crtme Of bmo- 
tonca Bhrewearel Andy GrdMh 
OaaneLadd An aepkveban e4 8te 
^nparktct reror m ayttem met Bt- 
OM    oaknouani    youtha   to   be 
I   tle-t   M   "Tha 
race* from Aybner Unned Church 
Ot Aytmer P.O. 
B MOV* / WORLD SE- 
RBE8 The Dahent Orvaa IP-em 
aval Roben Unch Carl Weethera 
Two conwcii on a cheat gang 
overcome me. ntanee heeed tar 
one artoahar and avt forota m a 
deeperete hght io Freedom IMey 
be   praempied   tar   a   aatawdi 
anaa game 4 
i 
a refuga tar lean aaa proatrtutae 
B GOLDS N OaRLS Roea (Bet- 
ty Wtatel beaka out eman tha 
houaa * burgtaraed 
B U6M STREET / WORLO 
8ERBES Cuhw and Winger, ara 
hnd    a    wortd-re- 
ftBBCT THE PRSSS 
NEWTON S APPLE What 
Bnoaaut bpnea reveet: how buBat- 
proof yeete work the caueee of 
hewaburn. bATar whataa Q 
B FAME Leroy facet a 
orertimad echo dun whan he coroa 
■or Na ■ year-otd (BaCO who ar- 
rrvee uneapnctaeK at hat door 
12:30 
BOO 
MmfcORfTY REPORT 
B B  MASTERP*CE   THE- 
ATRf "The laat Place on Earth 
<    IM 
Oven n frvi 
I 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
HAWAII FIVS-O 
WHAT'S NEW? (R) 
STAR GAMES 
B:O0 
B MVSTERVI Agatha Chna- 
Ma'i Partnara In Crane' Bored 
wrm dear Ma of Mature Tommy 
and Typpanci Bateaford let e over 
a daaactwi agancy and try to 
eohre the theft of a piicelen pa* 
pearl Sura ' < arxeect Arwae and 
Jamaa War-eak g 
I STAR BE ARCH 
liTATXBaARY ARK 
CSPN) FISHIN   HOLE 
6:30 
B MUSIC CITY US A 
tomewhaia over the c 
ba pre ampead lot me earth WorM 
Sanaa game 4 neeaeaary I CJ 
(TMC) MOV* 6*H Co- 
South (16761 Jack Nichotaon 
Mary Buenhieata A captured 
horaa deaf « offered • chance io 
aacepa dta aadowa by merryevg a 
young lady bom dip town n 
which he a ara^rajpnpd  PG 
8:30 
B    227    Mary   (Maria   04*0) 
leera that  her nchanamy Sandra 
WftCK 
100 
a   MOV*   ***H    'Nkrdar 
On  The Ortant  Eanraea     11974) 
Aatert f atnay Lpuren BdeaB. 
B      COUNTRY      CANADA 
Tuna   Ferang   ort    ma   poaat   of 
SINOOOR GAROEN 
STAR TREK 
WONDERWORKS Came 
heher. Hanry Waddor Danny 
DaVNo and Rhea Penman provide 
atory 
of    an 
bodhoroed perente Carol Bur 
new ri art aua. Q 
(TMO MOV* **H Runr-vg 
Brpye' 11683) Reftby teneon. 
Pkt Fkngia Baaed on ihe reel Ra 
aepanance of 9kou> btolen Bdy 
Mde and Bat peraonal  obatactaa 
bw ol the 1864 OknvaMC track 
team and rha hrtt Aa»encari to 
ever em tha  10.000 meter net. 
iiaiacabi welcome Capiam Scott 
whoea anioyman t ■ dnviied by 
newt of Amwidaan a ohanga of 
daoceon (Pan 3 of 61Q 
B START OP BOM*THING 
BIG PiaRai of PrryBa Dae 
Gaorga Borne Larry Menem 
"The Otek Van Oyte Show": the 
oitpn of croaawerd pu«dea 
10O0 
a ALMANACK featured a 
prof*, of ■ Cleveland achool 
kaaohar who hae gnren cctmdaai 
heura becauaa ot dedkeebon to 
dta teecfang proreteion   Student a 
frm Orunk Driving IS A 0 0 > 
C6CWWig 
TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. A 
review el a phyaitian ■ aperrbng- 
ryl   wd   aeon   ba   her 
1000 
B HUNTSR Tha Mad actor ta. 
I ktfcl.wion ahow mat heed Hunt- 
B NRL POT3TSALL Mat,*aota 
Vftatga at Ovcaga Beare 6,ivot 
B   NPL   POOTaVaLL  Reeaonel 
ef Buffala 6de at PhAe 
B  WOOOWRIOHTB SHOP 
A 14 yeer oW ahnwe how to it art 
CBPhM BPORTSCENTER 
rorrr-vg aurgar, 
B B MYSTERY1 Oeath of 
an Eapart Wttmii (Sadeon 
Premnra) P.O. Jameai ppetry- 
wneng ScodenB Yard abndh 
Adam OakRbeh evraeagaiae me 
murder of a young gel laaar » (p. 
renatc bjboraiory -> laat Anghe a 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1010 E. Woasier 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
*Jfevv Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
LIVE 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
I Pepsi Returnables $1." 
ENTERTAINMENTlPepitos 7V2 oz. Bag 99< 
F.II Into How-rd'. |*.Hrelch'. - 1 lb. Bag Ol.- 
IhlB weekend for  |Cherry R.C. 6 pk SI." 
The Organ.cs! 
7aygo & Dr. Pepper 2 liter 99* | 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR DESIGN STUDIO and TANNING SALON 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
434 E. Wooster 
umeratixQ. 
Visit Our 
Full 
Service 
Salon 
Today! 
354-1477 
MILTON'S 
now 1 \(, (, 
KM s. \|\|\ 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
GLASS CITY ALL STARS 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE 6 
MONDAY NIOHT FOOTBLALL 
TUESDAY: CHEAP-N-EASY 
DART NITE 
WEDNE8DAY: BERNICE-UN-ZE RIPPERS 
THURSDAY: PROOF OF UTAH 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
Professional work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 352-4068 
hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:30-5:30 
"•■■""with this coupon —— — ■i 
I 
I 
I 
I e I 
o 
u 
2 
| 
B 
$2.00 OFF 
Any sweatshirt 
or $1.00 OFF sweat pants 
FALCON HOUSE 
-iarua»a»*sa« •«-*- 
Come See Our Moonlight 
Madness Sale Going On 
Today & Tomorrow 
I 
I 
I I 
5 
.o 
B 
O 
a 
lwE.WoosterBowlingGreen      Ph.352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Exp. 10-28-85 
JL — —— with this coupon *■»*! 
• ana***  (Pan i ot 61p 
9 WASHINGTON REPORT 
KaVMI NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS "^ghkghu of Ihe 
70 Oakland "Mil and 73 Bui 
fatoB*** 
mat) MOVIE 4*4 N .gh t 
Move* H976I Gene Heekmen 
Jennrfer Warren A pmjete aye 
head IO kxeie the daughter of • 
Un* mov* ecboea ftocomoe 
entangled n a web of *Mrtgu* 
-nth a Me.an emuggfcng re*g    R 
10 71 
Q VENTUM ( Tha hanon i 
Suaraaa    wd fofow > 
10:30 
0B KENNETH COPtlAND 
M:O0 
SOOJOJOBNEWS 
(D YOURS FOR THE 
REVOLUTION JACK ION 
DON Cluck PorU poroayt writer 
Jack London » itae one-man 
talapfcr. ihet eapaoroe three ■*> 
portent per uda -> the author i Me 
he) ear), aouggkti tucceaa lot 
lowwtg Caa of iha Wad and •>.. 
treg- leal year P 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11 20 
0 ABC NEWS p 
IftOO 
ffj AT THE MOVIES Sthed 
•Avd revwwe Tance m * l.fe 
•ana IGana Haekmen Arm Mar 
grail M* Man Adam iDava 
Thomaal Remo WAlmi Tha 
Adveniwe Begyn    I Jo* Grey) 
0 MOVIE   4* a)       Cargo,•• 
(197ji Coma) Wada Jennifer 
Sett On a Mtuai atpadmon an 
anihropoiogMi and lv« daughter 
ere menaced by gargoyle **a 
■MNi 
• MOVIE 4 4 4 1 Tha Dee 
parata Houra 119661 rharephrey 
Bogarl ftedre; March A group of 
eecapod conwttt head a lernhed 
lamrfy captive *i thee own home 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK * »«i ID ih* Toronto aet 
01 Pn*.e Academy "i "■ ' i* 
wth CMI i**en*ber* Slava Gut ten 
Mg    Buna  Smith  and  Coaaan 
• FOR MV PEOPLE 
11:36 
ffj MOVIE * * *    Tha Mouee 
■ ha' Roared 11 Bit) Paler 
Saaaia Joan Saber g "men ma 
Grand Duchy of Fenwtck rookie* 
at pea fwtantMl aiatue its people 
decide io go to war with rt*u$ 
a North Sia II B ^tf ate Sab., t 
H 
12:30 
CSPN) HARNESS RACING 
Breeder* Oo«i> Champ-jnehp 
Rat* St« bom Toronto  IK) 
1:30 
CSPN) AUTO RACING Reey of 
1000 lekee bom F attend  (Ml 
2:00 
CSPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
George) Tech at Tinti IRI 
6:30 
CSPNI OUTDOOR L If E 
OAVTIME HOWS 
• 30 
maX)   * • *»     Echoe*   Ot   A 
Sum™    H976I R*herd Kama 
Jod-jf otter 
MO 
fTMC) 4**1 Bathe Spa.) 
H94SI Re. Matnaon Conatanca 
Cumma*ge 
10:30 ■ 
(TIKI * * * American Hot 
Wee 119 781 Tan Mclntae 
Laia-ia Nanman ' 
12:O0 
fTMO * * *     Tha Bt<Mha> From 
Anofhat Pamat    (1BB4IJMMO> 
ton 0«'.< (dw>a>da 
2:00 
m*Cl     *•       Tha    Man    VWw 
Waantlhara    11983) Stava Gwi 
•anbaig  JaHray Iamb™ 
4:00 
rrUCI    * * vi      f cnoaa   01   A 
Swmmat    UB76I Ricfwd HatiM 
g- 
*m oam anaacaxnaiH '"«g IJ 
(ESPN) NFL MONOAV 
NIGHT MATCHUP A p..v.* 
ol NwkaM • gama bat-aan ina 
San Oaago Chatgara and Loa An 
galaaRa>da>a 
S:00 
■ m KATE 6 ALUS A*. ■ 
davaaiatad anSan aha hnda ptc- 
mn ol har fathar anth hn tacap 
IIHFIIII it a CaMotma con»oniajn 
WAYNE AND SHUSTER 
MOVIE A Tana To L<va 
I M<nna* JahV«y 
OaMunn A lao-baaad account of 
ona -foman a cou-aga and ataad- 
laat davotion at daaang anth ha> 
muaculai Hvatfophy ilttckan aon 
•S NFL FOOTBALL San Dwgo 
Chatgant at Loa An gain N*daca 
Ha-aJQ 
O • STATUE OF LIBERTY 
Nwiaiad by h.aiOfian Dav.n 
McCuBowgh Ihia dDcumantatv 
chtonMlaa lha Statua ol Idjartv a 
■xapio> aa a giti ham Ftanco io 
Amanca aa a aambol erf aamooa 
i.   to   Hi   actual   ioniirjttton   and 
-taiaaation at Naw Vort Harbor -n 
1884 g 
«8PNI INSIDE BASEBALL 
•:30 
O ffj NCWHART Joanna a 
Inand tiata io comnnoa tha 
loudona io vacation ■» Morocco 
Gacaga •((<". edharaa io rha -o 
aauciiona m ona erf Dirt a how to 
O     FRONT     PAGE     CHAL- 
LENGE 
■ 9PNI    GYMNASTICS   World 
Cafl ■ CAT 
NCV 
11:46 
mat I MOVIE 4 4* Al 01 
Ma i 19841 Slava Marian la. 
loman A hapaaaa lawyai a not 
mal loutmo aaaumaa a dafarant 
pa.apait.va thm a caniankatoua 
hawaaa a aowi nanamtejratM m*o 
ona atda <H l«a body    PG 13 
12 OO 
O ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK A watt io tha Toronto aai 
cd Pobca Acadanyy M lor a la* 
—.th caai man«a>a Stava) Guttan 
barg Bubba Smrth and CoBaan 
Camp 
m 7O0CIUB 
■9PWI GYMNASTICS World 
Champmnaha? man a laem traM 
horn St  Paul Mtnn  ff I 
12:30 
• WALTONS 
I TOO 
■ AMERICA Schaclukad C-ym 
PK d.vmg champion Grag 
lougonra rha trand toward famrfy 
tyaarnbara moving back homa 
fMtCMiGAN REPLAY 
AFRICA: CRY OF A CON- 
TINENT 
fTMCI MOVIE 4 4 M*a a 
Murdai M984I Debra WYtgat 
Man Kayloun 
1:30 
• •NEWS 
M0 
0J CBS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
• WALL STREET JOUR- 
NAL REPORT SohacMatf 4aa 
larpriaa   a proNa 0* «uj Caaaorraa 
Cuhnary Acadanyy 
8MPWI SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
KSPNI TRIATHLON U S Sa- 
naa - Netamel Champtonaha? hom 
HritonHaod  5C 
3:16 
ITMCI  MOVIE   **     ran* W 
Tha Oornayftaan    OB84I Luonda 
Otckay   Jordan Bonnatt 
4:00 
CSPNI   PBA   BOWLING  San 
■ora  Champtonahaj  hom Canton 
Ohio  IR) 
4:40 
fTMCI    MOVIE    44      Chaartad 
nan     (1BB3I Ltnala  Baa.    John 
Si r 
OAVTIME CH8JMENSSHOW 
4<0 
| TRANSFORMERS 
0AYTB4I SPORTS 
M0 
«SPt*l TENNBS Memo Cano 
Wcatd PtaCaaabrrty CahNK hom 
Maracn  IB) 
7:00 
• BPNI SPORTSCENTER 
6:00 
■ 8PNI   NHL   HOCKEY M*w>a- 
• :00 
i NEWS 
CH PHRASE 
MACNEK     /     LFHRFR 
EWSHOUfl 
OIFF RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
• BPRI SPORTSLOOK 
rTMC) MOVIE 444 Tha 
Brothar Ftpm Anothaa Planet 
IIBB4) Joo Morton Darryl id 
warda A gantla aaeaMrroakial 
wi» myatical haahno poweri 
amda a. Haw York harbor and am- 
bart I on an oovaaay through Har torn 
6:30 
OBCSSNCWB 
OB NBC NEWS 
0B ABC NEWSQ 
0B HAPP-Y DAYS AGAIN 
01 BUSINESS REPORT 
KBPNI AEROBICS: BODTES 
IN MOTION 
7:00 
I CSS NEWS 
COUNTRY CANADA 
f WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT Intarvww w-m Joan Cot 
INEWLYWEO GAME 
BUShNEBS REPORT 
|M"A"S#H 
MACNEK     /     LEHRER 
NCWSHOUR 
BJSPWI SPORTSCENTER 
TaOO 
O   P.M.    MAGAZINE   Maat 
Ha-hatl t       Lam,     Dary*    and 
Dary-  a >aat-Ma gnoat ttory 
0 RACCOONS Ca*«    Ralph 
and  Ban  ara  vappad  ay  an  cad 
hauntad houaa Q 
~) JEOPARDY 
(TAXI 
P.M. MAGAZINE A -aa. 
a*a ghoai aiory tha Commodoraa 
OB WK.D AMERICA A aunro* 
01 WaaMaM aramaM mcludxg lha 
manataa and lha dwwig aptdar aa 
waa aa aalaxi prahaitonc oraa- 
lurM Q 
• THREE • COMPANY 
KSPM     NFL     FH.MS     PRE- 
SENTS 
8:00 
O   •   SCARECROW   AND 
MRS   KING 
I DANGER BAY Q 
TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES Gtmma 
A Braak co-atar Lara J4 MAw 
ptaya a praebcat «*a on laaimata 
Kan M eh a a*) an. ounakaa hom 
aha Km "Ramo Wat am I tha Ad 
vaniura Bacana 
• HAROCASTIE AND 
MCCORMOt Whan lha ajdoa 
ii unaatihr aripriaonad on a tapa 
oharga McCorrrack arrangaa a 
apactacular prawn aacapa p 
OJ VKXOtaCELLO Tha makayg 
of a caBo. hom lha cutbng ca 
wood to conaarutbon and uaa m a 
partormanoa by Laonard Roaa 
iaatu.ing     Samt Saana Tha 
Swan and Roban Schumann* 
"FanlaayPaacaa.' 
OB MOVtC 4 4vt StJama 
lot M97B) (Pan 1 of 31 David 
Soul Jamaa Maaon A novaaat <» 
luma lo laa boyhood homa io pui 
an and to VoubJad marnoraM but 
hnda Vhat a aniatar myaiary 
ahrouda Iva town 
0B WOWOERWORatS A taao 
agar hopaa io uaa I 
tnta laa  paranta   but  tha gama 
ara eicaan and ha and laa "amda 
aat cm to iwtimm rham Q 
■SPW      NfL'S     ORBATSST 
MOMENTS 
fTMCI MOVIE 444 Aman 
can Hot Waa' (1876) Tan Mcbv 
twa Laraaya Naarman Hranaan- 
Hrbaa dhK axkay Alan Fnaad awa 
io bnTtg tha hrai kaa root n rot 
ahoar to lha ataga of Brooklyn a 
Paramount Thaatra daaprta many 
proaaata *PG 
B:30 
OB HANOIN' IN Kaaa bwa to 
raunna a dying chant watt hat aa- 
aangad  daur-nor   Roaanna bura 
■M hom Si Paul  M*v> 
S:3S 
fTMO    HEART    OF    MOLLY 
WOOD 
10:00 
OB 01 CAGNCY ft LACtY 
TNaa poopw claim to hold a wm 
tang lotiary hckat Harwat and 
Mary Bath ara audiiad by ma in 
aarnal Ravanua Sanaca 
OB  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
OB • THE BRAIN Tha portton 
ol lha bra.1 mal controM tha m- 
ataicti hungar thaal aai ao 
graaaton - common to man and 
aramaat Ma ta aaartanad (81P 
SHEWS 
fTTaKI MOVIE 444 Halow- 
aan IIB78I Donald Plaaaanca 
Jarraa Laa Cwrtai  On a raay* Hat 
low aan raght an maana murdarar 
aacapaa hom an aayaum and cuta 
a path ol daaih daabucuon and 
lanor through a amal town   R 
HMO 
OB SANFORO ANO SON 
11O0 
I NEWS 
SHADOWS 
' IN CINCINNATI 
BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
11:26 
O MOVIE 4 4 StarvhngTaB 
11*761 Robari 'orator Chuck 
Connor* A caitla tanehar at aub 
wcaad lo a larror camcargn whan 
Ha rafwbW io marga hat apiaad 
with thai ol a pciartu) and ruth- 
baa man 
11.30 
OB   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT Intarvww wtah Joan Col- 
am 
OJ REMINGTON STEELE t> 
  
OBOBOJOJF 
• DARK M  
m WKRP ( 
OB   OHIO    
tandarad by Laura I artraction to a 
amooth lafcig attornay 1RI 
OB TONIGHT Guaat hobl: Joan 
Bwara IchaauMd Gaorga Harna- 
ton John Larroguatta Lry UBnan 
OB OB LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA 
OB BENNY HHJ. 
mBPH) SPORTSCENTER 
I1UC) MOVIE 4 4 Tha Man 
Who Waant Thara H983I 
Stava Guitanbarg. Jafhay Tam- 
bor A man obtaata a myttaraaua 
formula that mahaa paopM ckaao 
SAN 
IMO 
OB     STREETS     OF 
FRANCISCO 
I NEWS 
COMEDY   BREAK  WITH 
MACK AND JAMIE 
(ESPN)     NFL      F8.M8     PRE- 
SENTS 
12:30 
OB LATE NIOHT WITH OA 
VK> LETTERMAN Scriaduaad 
come aciora John Candy and Eu- 
gana lav* Bryant Gun-M avaarv 
lor Rocky Oatubi  ChnaEbot 
(ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
BTBPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:40 
OB    MOVIE    44   Thraaaoma 
(1*841 Staphan Cobna   Daborah 
EajBj 
ItOO 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
JhMMY SWAOOART 
VSPN) SUPERBOUTS 
1:30 
(NEWS 
MOVIE  444     Thraahcad 
(1961)   Donald   SuVaarMnd    JaH 
GoMtaum 
fTMO MOVK 4*^ Tha CM 
Gun I1BTBI Plaappa Noaat. 
Romy Schnaidar 
2:00 
ffj CBS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
OB NEWS 
earn OUTDOOR LIFE 
2:30 
OB COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
CSPNI INStOE BASEBALL 
OilO 
fTMO  MOVTC   4    Tha Saang' 
IIB63I Maria* landau   Joaa »ari 
MO 
CSPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Tarranca A* va Ertfcma Wada «i 
a hghtwwghl boul achadulad 'or 
10 round* hom AHanne City N J 
n 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 28. IBB* 
DAYTIME SPECIAL 
4:00 
OB MAIN STREET H^akghta 
a famaV of AIDS -Kltmo a 
chad a aya varar ol "fa m Notharn 
baland; actor John Coaart taba 
about fua rob) a* lha him Battar 
Oft Oaad     achool atandarda 
DAYTB4E CHLDREN S SHOWS 
MO 
OB MAIN STREET Ihgnhghia 
a famay ol AIOS vtcbma a 
chad i«ya va»w of afa ■• Northarn 
aaiand actor John Cuaach laba 
•boul r-a rob) a* tha Nm Battar 
OH Oaad achool awndar da 
01 TRANSFORMERS 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
0*00 
CSPNI SfPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
BSPH) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
8:00 
CSPNI INSIDE BASEBALL 
B:30 
CSPNI ROOCO 
8:00 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
8:30 
CSPNI YEAR IN GOLF 
10:30 
CSPNI FOOTBALL FILM 
11:30 
CSPNI INSJOE BASEBALL 
12:30 
CSPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Gaorgui Tach at Tinwaaaaa (R i 
4:00 
CSPNI     JULIUS     ERVING'S 
SPORTS FOCUS 
4af0 
CSPNI   RUGBY   M«halob   No 
ttonaf   CM)   Champtonaha*   hom 
Chrcago IR| 
8:30 
CSPNI FISHING 
0AVTB41 MOVKS 
8:10 
fTMO 4 * 4 V. Batha Span 
11*461 Raa Ha" aon Conaianca 
Cummatga 
700 
rTMC)     4 4        P ami ad    Hdla 
116611 Paul KaBy. Braca Cowkng 
8:30 
fTMC) 44     Fatty ttmT (1*801 
Ban Oaanbouid  Ban Nawton 
1O:30 
fTMCI  4 4     Haca For Tha Yan- 
kao  bphyr '   (IB8D  Kan  Wah) 
Gaorga Pappard 
12:30 
fTMCI     4*4        Slap     Shot 
119771   Paul   Newman     hbchaal 
Ontkaan 
OJOO 
rrMCI 4*     Fatty Finn    11980) 
Ban Oaanbouid  Bar i Nawton 
4:30 
ITMO    44 V,       Goa*     South 
H976I    Jack     h-chcaac-     Mary 
OJ P.M. MAGAZINE Vodoo 
maaaar Vanrta Manmdaaa a Naw 
York coatuma factory 
OB WXD AMERICA * .» t m 
•ha North Amarcan paatna W ob- 
aarva tha pronghorn antaUpa and 
oahar arwnali atdiganoua » tha 
ragaan  p 
OB THREE 6 COMPANY 
(ESPNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALLS      GREATEST 
HfTS 
BOO 
OJ   OJ    DONALD     DUCK'S 
BOTH   BIRTHDAY   Tha  cony- 
canard ol Daanay canoona   Don- 
ah! Due*. ia fated al a atar atudO 
ad     60th b-thda,     coMrbranon 
hoaiad by O-* Van Oyke  IRI 
OJ   FIFTH   ESTATE   Grammy 
artnaangj compoaar and racord pro 
ducar David Foalar at prohlad 
OB A-TEAM Murdook maaouar 
adaa     aa     a    laa- and-bnmetone 
ptaachaig caargyman aa part of • 
paw  lo  raa cut  HannaMl  hom  a 
par«Tw.taryorgan.tatton  p 
OJ     WHO'S     THE      BOSS? 
Tony a racanfly cfevorcad   oddbal 
mand Waty (Paul Sand) ta tha ob- 
axi of Angela and Menu abac 
bona  p 
OJ OJ NOVA Tha prograaa and 
comrovaray auncainikng tha wtda- 
apraad ■npajmaiManon ol com 
polar automation lachnaquaa ■* 
Am.«n-*du.By Q 
OB MOVTC 44v> Sabmt 
Lot 11*79) (Part 2 of 21 Oawd 
Soul Jamaa Maaon A novaaat N> 
liana io h«e boyhood homa lo put 
an and to troubled mamoiaja but 
hnda mat a aaaatar myatary 
ahrouda raa town 
CSPNI WRESTLING 
ITMCI MOVK 4 4 Haca For 
lha Yankaa faphyr (19811 Kan 
Wahl Gaorga Pappard Two 
■artnara VjcaM lha wrackaga of a 
World War " puna ai tha mourv 
tone ol Naw leatand and com 
pata anth othari for ita aaluabta 
cargo   PG 
8:30 
OB GROWING PAINS Meotae 
accuaaa Jaaon erf uaurping har rota 
aa mother after thaa daughter 
liana 10 han for aomo advara 
about boya  Q 
6:00 
OJ OJ MOVtE mto Iran Aa 
(Pre—wel Flan Buratyn Robari 
Proahy Baaad on ma trua ttory pt 
a I amity > dbaparata aaorch lor 
thaa I* yaar-OldaOn who maaph 
catrfy dta appear a tn route to Coa> 
tado bom Canada p 
Sr^NDBAGGfnS 
RIPTIDE Lamtanani Outman 
heaa Cod*.   N-*  and Murray  io 
bnd out  who* haraaamg a local 
pokbeawt (Larry la*vab>l 
S MOONLIGHTING CJ 
OB WAR A COMMEN- 
TARY BY QWYNNE OVER 
Footage ol NATOa 16*0-81 
Waal Garmart war gamaa and 
Wartaw Pact weaponry atuaeeie 
Central Europe* potent* <ua<er 
et-hty lower P 
8:30 
CSPNI ROLLER DERBY 
10:0O 
OB  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
OB  REMINGTON   STEELE  A 
Kaaperl iwrna io Laura and Siaaaa 
tor aoaajianca ahar raoanig a 
number of death ihreate 
OB SPENSER: FOR HME Sv 
aan a pregnancy and the pkrjhl of 
two orphaned chedron avhoae fa 
ilwr he kakad a* aa" derfenee upeet 
Spanaar p 
OB 01 STORY OF THE 
CLANCY BROTHERS ANO 
TOMMY MAKEM A proBta of 
the Inah fobtangara bom Ihea 
root* a* Tpoerary and Armagh lo 
ihaa 1964 rauraon cancan at 
New York a la*coa* Comer 
01 NEWS 
OMO MOVH 4*H Tha 
Hunger' (1*831 Catherine 
Oenauve Davd Bowie A phyat- 
oan workaig at a We eataneean re- 
eaaroh matrtute bacomaa involved 
{ojoji> 
CATCH 
MACI 
NEV 
SI 
8:00 
I NEWS 
I PHRASE 
NCB.     /     LEHRER 
WSHOUR 
I OtFF-RENT STROKES 
I IN-CHARQE PARENTING 
Nl SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
ffj CSS NEWS 
OB NBC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS Q 
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
OJ BUSINESS REPORT 
(E8PNI      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN 
fTMO MOVTC 4 4 Pe-Mad 
HBs (16811 Paul Keby Bruce 
Cowkng A areahhy goad proepec 
lor at murdered by be) greedy 
partner and he) dog eat* out lo 
avenge hat meater'■ death 
7:CO 
I CSS NEWS 
G20WBKI  ft   CO.  Gueel 
CSC   conaaporvJant   HAa  Duffy 
i WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT  Interview  wrth     Al My 
CMdran   ttarSuaanlucci 
OJ NEWLYWEO GAME 
OB BU6INESB REPORT 
#M»A"B-H 
OJ     MACN6B.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
OJ   P.M.   MAGAZINE   Vodoo 
meetat    Vanrta   MaalaydeM.   Bob 
Lteapia-x. 
COUNTRY REPORT 
JEOPARDY 
I TAXI 
M-eWj 
:
10:30 
OB SANFORO AND SON 
CSPNI BULL RIDING 
11:00 
0JO0J0J01NEWS 
I DARK SHADOWS 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
OB ON THE LINE 
11:26 
O SPORTSVVEEKENO Car* 
than Maatara Snooker Champion 
ahap Ivghfaghta hom Toronto 
UtOO 
OB ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Iniervaw. with A* My 
Chadren atar Suaan luce. 
OB SIMON ft SIMON R-» bo 
romaa a*volved with a woman 
acteied 01 murdaraig a maoaone 
put-enai   W 
OB TONIGHT Guaai hoot   Joan 
Rrvera  SchaduMd  Suaan Subvert 
a LITTLE  HOUSf  ON THE 
HI 
OJ 01 LATENIGHT   AMERI- 
CA 
OJ BENNY HBA 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
12K» 
OB     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
OB  COMEDY  BREAK   WITH 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
riMO     MOVIE     4*4        The 
VAdujr    Man      I1973)    Edward 
Woodward. Srm laiend 
12:30 
OB LATl  NIOHT WITH  DA- 
VID  LETTERMAN  Scfwdubd 
Ton*   Danas.   eponacaatar   Bob 
Coaiea   afao.  a Mupad pat etc* a 
OB LAUREL AND HAROY 
CSPNI      NFL S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS   Hajtakghta   erf     T1 
Chad*   *a     Oolpiwiai   and     77 
ffteadart   va    Cohal  AFC   auddan 
deem ptayof gemea 
12:40 
OB MOVIE  4*   TheAbductton 
Ol     Bayard    Barnea 11973) 
jajmaa Faranano Barry SuBvaw 
taOO 
I HA WAN FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAOOART 
ItOO 
I NEWS 
MOVTE    4 * ■)       Pad   m 
FuB     (IBBO!  Robari  Cummmga 
Ldabath Scoti 
CSPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (RI 
2:00 
OB CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OB NEWS 
fTMO MOVK 4 4') The Bor 
dor 11*811 Jack N*ho*aon 
Valero Ferrate 
MO 
OB CBS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3O0 
CSPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL   Grand  FevJa  bom 
Melbourne  Auatraae IRI 
MO 
(TMa MOVIE 4#t* Gem 
South 119761 Jack HichoMon 
Mary SieenbuT gen 
WE0NE8DAV 
OCTOBER 30  1*66 
DAYTlaaf CMBJMEN 8 8HOW 
4:00 
5 TRANSFORMERS 
OAVTIME SPORTS 
6:00 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
BOO 
(ESPNI  AUTO RACING World 
Champtonaha?   Otracaton   Dwbv 
bom la*danhurai   N V d*| 
BOO 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
S:30 
CSPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Terrene* AB> .. [rakaie Wade ■> 
a fcghtweighi bout tctaacMad for 
lOrrMndahomAttanlrcCity NJ 
IRI 
10)00 
CSPNI POWERBOAT RAC- 
ING Buech World Champonafap 
Grand Pria hom St  Iowa   IRI 
1:00 
CSPNI AUTO RACING lot-u- 
■a Ona Grand Prta ol Europe hom 
Brand* Hatch England  IR) 
MO 
CSPNI  AUTO  RACING CART 
Phoonu 160 IRI 
MO 
CSPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
A look at aome of the beet boul* 
of 88 
8:30 
CSPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
DAYTIME MOVBS 
6:O0 
(TMCI 4* The Way 01 The 
Waal (16341 WabyWakaa Bob 
by NoHon 
7:30 
fTMCI   4 4      The  J-jaaw  Man 
119841   Michael  Caa* 
830 
fTMCI  4 44     tag Hand  For 
Tha   l into   Lad*'    119*81   Henry 
Fonda. Joanna Woodward 
11:30 
rrbbD    4 4       Hard   To    Head 
(19441   Re*   Spreigheafl     Janet 
ItOO 
ITMCI      4444 Van.go 
(1*88) Jemea Siewart   Kan No- 
va* 
4 0O 
fTNCI   444     A  B* Hand For 
Tha  L-tta.  lad*      11*881   Henry 
I' 
6:00 
NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEK.     /    LEHRER 
OJ I 
OB  
NE 
s 
I 
OB ABC wwsg 
01 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
OB BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPNI   AEROBICS:    BODIES 
IN MOTION 
7:O0 
! CBS NEWS 
DATELINE ONTARIO 
WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT Interview evtth Ray Per- 
INEVVLYWEDGAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IM^A^S^H 
MACNEK     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
ffj OD F.M. MAGAZINE Joan 
River*   a report on  1*30* gang- 
atar John Drfhngar 
I WTLO KINGDOM 
EOPARDY 
I TAXI 
WBLD AMERICA Marty 
Sloufter aurvava the mepor North 
Amercen apacaia ol Oaala known 
lor thee proweea aa raghttime 
predate •  p 
OJ THREE S COMPANY 
CSPNI NBA TODAY 
BOO 
OB OB GARFCLO'8 HAL- 
LOWEEN ADVENTURE Am 
mated Gerhefd and OdM encoun 
tar ghoub) and ghoai* when they 
become abandad a* a haunied 
houaa on Heboween Eva Faatuta* 
Ihe vOBBM Ol loramo MUBK and 
Thorn Huge 
0 NATURE OF THINGS 
featutad Wakam Bigelow noted 
auigeon who pioneered ihe lludy 
01 the human heart ia prohlad 
OJ HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
One erf Ihe Oawl • henchmen tAn 
thony Zerbal dtegueed aa a lop 
notch am aeon convaxaa Mark io 
aa* ha> aow m eachanga lor *av>*g 
the ale c- a boy he aipeed a* an 
autoaccMfam  p 
OB iNSaDERS hhek and Mackey 
ay io prove ihat a man eban m r-a 
■W ta* waa unjuatty anpriaoned 
OB OJ GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES lie 'torn i-KObi Can 
tar New York City Opera - La 
Ronotna fluabeth     Hrvgnton 
ClaudBtla Peteraon Jon GarraMn 
and David Earier are featured a* 
■he New York Cm Opera produc 
hon of Puccrm t daaae: opera 
Alaaaandro Sxetani conducl* 
01 NBA BASKETBALL De 
eon Patione ai Pheadalprea ^Bara 
fTapadl 
CSPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARA IT 
fTMO MOVIE 4* -.,i To 
Hold 11984) Rick Springhead 
Janet (-bar A rook n to! alar 
•aa* lor a chad paychoaograt end 4 
deiarmaied lo arm her love PG 
P 
MO 
01 01 TS THE GREAT 
PUMPKIN. CHARLIE 
BROWN Atwnetod L-ma warn 
a* the pumokai patch for the elu 
era* axa .) lantern erhee ihe re 
rtuandar ol the Peanut* gang goae 
kick or treating IRI 
6:00 
O OB CHARLIE ft COMPA- 
NY Q 
O MARKET PLACE A too. at 
where your money goet for 
Chrettmee card* that amva a* the 
ma*   hom   uraaokcrted   ihernebaj 
OJ NELL  TOWN Hardatap a* 
larvenea whan * group 0> women 
threaten io leave thaa bemy hua- 
benda 
OB    DYNASTY   A   myeiarnue 
■ n anger  ataba Oaudte and Adam 
duravj Ihaar tiay a* San F.ancaKO 
OB TONIGHT Gueel hoar   Joan 
Rmara Scheduled  Juke Chad  M. 
| LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
CA 
I LATENIGHT AMERI-        j^, 
8:00 
rtlBO   *4*     Moopar     I1»T8I 
Bun  Reynold*    Jen Michael Ve> 
BBBI 
10:00 
fTMCI    4 4 -)       tchoea   Of   A 
Summer     H8J8I P-chard Harr^ 
I Or   I* 
Uavat 
s; 
a?' 
OB BENNY HBA 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTMO MOVTC * V, * N.ght i. 
Heaven (1993) Chriaiopher At 
ka*a lealev Anne Warren A mar 
nod cob* 6* ma tr uc i or hee an aftae 
■rath ona ol bat atudenia who 
work a a* a rrujfct eaota: dancer R 
Q 
12:00 
OJ      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
OB  COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK AND JAMIE 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
OJ LATE NIOHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduled 
NBC correapendent Robari Ban* 
cable-TV anoreeano Richard Roff 
man comedian John Wrther 
oon 
I ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
I LAUREL AND HAROY 
CSPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
12:40 
OJ      MOVIE      4b*   Amba. 
Wavaa     I19B0I  Denme Weaver 
KunRueee* 
1:00 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
I AMMY SWAOOART 
CSPNI     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
fTMCI MOVIE  4 b b     Thalrla 
Ot Brian    H9'9l Graham Oujp 
man  JohnOeeee 
1:30 
XNEWS 
MOVIE   4 * •     Theatre Of 
Blood    11973) V«*centPr-;e Oa- 
■BBaSJ 
CSPNI NBA TOO AY 
MO 
O CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OB NEWS 
CSPN)     PATRICK      EW1NG 
NEW  YORK'S   CENTER   OF 
ATTENTION 
2:30 
OB CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:46 
(TMCI  MOVIE   4*     Wartreet 
(1*811 Carol Or Aa  Jan Mama 
3 OO 
CSPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Phoanu ISO ill 
4:18 
fTMCI  MOVK   4 W      Terror  In 
The AeAva     11*64) Narrated by 
Donald Plaaaanca end Nancy Al 
Ion 
4S0 
CSPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl 
IMO 
TOO) 4*4', Bathe Spaa 
11*46) Re. Hameon Conatanca 
Cummatga 
2:00 
(TMCI     4 4        Tha     PerMnaH 
119821 Be Schoppart   Karen Lan- 
OYy 
4:00 
fTMC)     4 4', Bia.ntiorm 
11*831  Chrieiophe'  Waben   Na 
OBBO {BOB NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEK.     /     LEHRER 
NCWSHOUR 
ID4FF RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOVIE *4 Uncom 
mon Vator M983I Gene Hack- 
man Robert Stack A gretvavj I* 
ther forma a amen force lo reexue 
ha) ton who hat bean held priaon 
at   lor   10 year i  after   Doing  da- 
B:30 
(CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
OB ABC NEWS Q 
: HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
7:00 
! CBS NEWS 
THtS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT miave- with Tom Sal 
lack 
i 
OB NEWLYWEO GAME 
01 BUSINESS REPORT 
©M'A'S-H 
01     MACNEK      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
ffj P.M. MAGAZINE The con 
wetewofve* and ■ rare blood dr* 
order   a haunted My More a* C*k 
lumea 
OJ WAY WE ARE The unuaual 
occiarence* a* live haunted houa 
ea aa eepenenced by the avJnadw 
ate who were there    ere tnveet- 
fdP 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P M   MAGAZINE Tha con 
neclion    between     vempiret 
■rwewotvea and a rare blood dat 
order     a   pavchaytriai    daxuaaea 
DAVTB4E CHKOREN S SHOW 
4:00 
ffj TRANSFORMERS 
.   M... 
■ Oal va Ramon Santana US 3 
11 KOal at a |uraer waflerwerght 
bout *chadkaad for U round*  eve 
hom lee Vegee  Nav 
OtOO 
OB    OB     GEORGE      BURNS 
COMEDY WEEK 
O MAN  ALIVE  Roy florvetee- 
S! 
rtaaanana p 
10;00 
I EQUALIZER 
NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
OB ST. ELSEWHERE Weal 
phal bacomea ear-Maty 4 bte- 
aawtg *urgary tip eat a petrent a 
aaa He Turner aarada aome edvtca 
to * chavjeaa coupaa 
OB HOTEL Whan Dave leevea 
b^apartrtaant a rap-U Mabt Me- 
gan (Haadi 6oha*l a dowagat ec 
odantaby hue a drjwtvand-oui 
man wm* har car Eddaa AJban 
and Tom Poaton guaei alar p 
(Tbta MOVTC 4 1 Terror In 
The Areeee 11*641 Narrated by 
Donald Plaaaanca and Nancy AJ- 
I'tt 
| DIPF'HENT STROKES 
ROCKSCHOOL    A   gwie- 
lactory aour eerepment rjeaagn 
and (Ntaeopmani putchaan a an 
vteewumt Guaat• John Taylor 
IDuran Duran) Stare** Ctarka 
Gar* Moore 
through a compeateyt of 
bom   fame   auch   aa      Frank. 
atem Paycho      and     Hekow 
• NEWS 
10 3D 
0MOIVTOVB14 4    The>gM* 
ojojojojoj 
■ OARK SHAD 
• WKRP IN CH 
OB ART SEAT 
ii«o 
NEWS 
OWS 
INCINNATI 
| ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
oc  auger*  and returned to Eng- 
land under * new identity tor ona 
more rraaaapn   PG 
8:30 
I CBS NEWS 
NSC NEWS 
11:26 
EEKENO Cana- 
da*! Meater* Snooker Champion 
ahp ha^ajghi* bom Toronto 
I ItOO 
0 ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT eviaryaaw w-Vi Ray Par 
bat Jr 
OB T.J.  MOOKCR Membera of 
a motorcycle gang are atookpaVig 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
6:30 
CSPN) RODEO 
S:O0 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
MO 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
BOO 
CSPNI AUTO RACING Workl 
Criampunalap Figure  (-jhi  eom- 
pebiion   bom   Latdanhuiai    N * 
IRI 
OtOO 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
8: SO 
CSPNI NBA TOO AY 
10:00 
CSPNI   TRIATHLON  U S    3e- 
'•a    National Clujmp>onkh« fom 
HatanHead SC (Rl 
I IBM 
CSPN)  AUTO RACING World 
Endurance Spa   1000 hom Spa 
Saiga*- IR) 
12 SO 
CSPN)   GYMNASTICS   World 
Chempionefep  man*  team  a**H 
bom Si  Paul. Main  IRI 
2:90 
CSPNI NBA TODAY 
300 
CSPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING r^ghhght* of tha  86 eeeeon 
811 
400 
CSPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATS (R| 
6;00 
CSPN)    TENNIS   Monte   Carlo 
World Pto-Celebnty  Claearc bom 
Monaco  IRI 
6:30 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN  S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
OB WK.O AMERICA A taelory 
of hoga a* North America atdud- 
a*g rha wad hog enported kom 
f i* ope and Ihe natrve peccery p 
OB THREES COMPANY 
CSPNI SPEEDWEEK 
BOO 
OJ OJ MAGNUM. P.I Mag 
rum attempt t io deal errth me 
paal aman he meneya lo Vagaae 
to attend lua giand>ather a luner 
al Gwen Verdon Joe Regebuto 
and Robert Saaao* Sr (Tom a fa- 
ther) guaM ale* 
OJ THURSOAY NIGHT Rob 
an Betemen one of Canada • 
meal eucceeefu) nature ertrett > 
captu'ed on Mm aegmenta hom 
Yekowaione Par* lo the Beat Pen 
a*au)a  (Rip 
OB COSBY SHOW Ciae chep- 
aroran Vanaaaa I Hekowean party 
abb Caff take* Rudy indk-or 
oeetvg  p 
OJ FALL GUY Horror more 
hoataat Eh-*a mate Con and 
Hoane aa the* try lo eotve ■ mur- 
der that take* peace dua*g the 
•aVnatg ol a move) p 
OJ THtS OLD HOUSE "at a* 
a*g roofing ahaigbe   traveneig 8*1 
OB MOVIE 4 4 4 ', Young 
■ renkenaiem 11974) Gene Wad- 
er Peter Boyta The grtrtdaon of 
lha rrfamoua Dr frank ana aan at 
tempt i to create a •ynthattc man 
a* Ihra parody ol Frenkanalaari 
movat* 
OJ ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
CSPNI DRAG RACING IHRA 
National* hom DaHmgton S C 
(TMCI MOVTE 4 4 4 Hooper 
(19791 Burt HivnoMi Jan M. 
cheal Vmcant The graeieat 
turn man akva plane e apaciec- 
ular car bap aatth a 
ihua aaopardtnng ha) n 
laele*   PG 
8:90 
ffj   FAMB.Y   TICS  Aan  goae 
id to prove that he and El- 
der   iPan 2 al 6ip 
CSPNI  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
Naw Mea-ui State at Nevada-La* 
vege*.i.-ei 
OBBO 
ffj   NIGHT   COURT VWefce ev 
oryona a bubr pn-panng for  Har 
laba head over haefa 'o- a witch 
lOOO 
ffj OJ KNOTS LANDING 
Saran noticea J4 a) botharvi*, 
Mart Peter t*Olae*er (Hunt Bkxb) 
paeba at aome of Grag * oonbdbn- 
ta* Mae p 
ffj  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
OJ NBA STREET BLUES A 
fojrraboaka Uvmc ubea hoe 
tagaa    'uibo  praparaa  to  make 
■he result* of laa pokce-conuptasn 
xvaatigataDn pubkc   Baavu aeger). 
awota the oppor*ur*ty to atreen a 
lemafct rob appfccani 
"ft 20 / 20 Q 
I CAPITOL JOURNAL 
| NEWS 
MASTERPIECE THE 
ATRE The laat Place on Earth 
Auetrake and New Zmtana enthu 
aujataaBy weKoma Captaat Scott 
amoea anevm*enl ■> arnmad by 
reaaae of Amundaan a change of 
daaction iPan 2 of 6) p 
fTMO MOVTE 4 v, (>ao>anOI 
Tha Com '19841 Peter Honon 
Le*da ftvamabon Beaed on a Sta- 
phan kaig ahon atory A young 
phyeaaon end r-a wee hnd Ihem 
la e 
I* 
cwl 
i: 
iojojojojb 
DARK SHAOC 
WKRP IN CIN 
10:90 
I SNEAK PREVIEWS 
SANFORO AND SON 
11 OO 
I NEWS 
( DOWS 
4 CINNATI 
OB TIME OUT 
11:26 
OJ SPORTSVVEEKENO Cane 
dam Maaaara Snooker Chaaapion 
ahap   aan*> fmafa   Nghkghte   hom 
Toronto 
11:90 
ffj   ENTERTAINMCNT    TO- 
NIGHT iniarvatw with Tom Se» 
tack 
OJ NIGHT MEAT When en atd 
arh. acouavwance otaappeara bom 
a nuraatg home Gtmbona a 
morhar eakt her aon lo a*veat> 
gaaa 
OB TONIGHT Gueel hoai Joan 
Rrvera Scheik*ed acto><omeo> 
an Pea wee Her men; horror movta 
hoeieaaCeaaandra Elvaa Pater 
ton 
0 LITTLE   HOUSE  ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
OB  OB  LATENIGHT  AMERI 
(TMCI MOVTC 4** NujM 
Move* 11*76) Gene Hodkman 
Janra—i Warren A private aya 
heed lo locate the daughter of • 
former move) act/aaa becomee 
emengtad a* a web of aWigua 
am* a Mayan amuggtng ratg    R 
12O0 
OJ      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
OB  COMEDY  BREAK   WITH 
MACK ANO JAMS! 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:90 
OJ LATE   NIGHT WITH  DA 
VfO   LETTERMAN  Scfaadukad 
phaoaophar     Brother     Theodora 
Howard Coeek i 
fABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
LAUREL ANO HAROY 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Jamaa OaeraMrgar 118-1-1. 6 
KOal va Ramon Santana (16 3 
11 KOal a* a uno werterwerghi 
bout echedubd lor 11 round* 
bom Laa Vegaa  Nav B1I 
12:4© 
OJ   MOVIE   4*   A  u*angeroua 
Fnend    (1*71) Richard Thomaa 
Barbara Bet Geddee 
1:00 
OB HAWAII FIVE-O 
OB JhMMY SWAOOART 
ItOO 
INCWS 
MOVIE *4*    ThelUvan 
11983) Vexem Pr.ce  Pater lone 
(TMCI MOVK  4 44 V)     Baaha 
Spa-    119461 Re. Hameon  Corv 
alance Cumnenga 
0*00 
OJ CB8 NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OB NEWS 
2 90 
OJ CBS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
9:00 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
3: SO 
CSPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
DAYTB4E bkOVTEl 
BOO 
fTMO       4*V) Bremalorm 
(IBB3I Chrieiophe.  Waben   Ne- 
BJTHE LAW 
8 00 
I OB SIMON ft SIMON 
AOVENTURIS      OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES Hoknea 
muet help the Ka*g of Bohemia re- 
cover a comprorn.aa*g photo- 
graph p 
OB CHEERS ParenoK) Diane a> 
corv-tnead that mentaby deranged 
actor Andy Andy (Oereh McGrathl 
a> atefcing har 
I LADY BLUE Q 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BfcL 
MOVERS Amance On The 
Road The a**pact of the auiomo- 
bae on Amancan ate (Rip 
OB   MYSTERYI      Death  erf   an 
NEWS 
(TMCI MOVIE 4* Uncom 
mon Valor (1983) Gene Hark 
man  Robert Slack 
4 00 
lESPNI     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
BtOO 
CSPN) SPEEDWEEK 
44* *, 
*** 
WHAT IMAGE DO 
YOU PROJECT? 
Before going to your next 
interview, get yourself going 
to the Hair gallery. 
We can style your hair 
to suit your career field. 
(IHAIIQ «3ALLERV) 
352-HAIR Behind B.J.'s Food 
Emporium 
WEEKLY 
MEETING 
/Attpvic^-   Mondays, 
"9 9 p.m. 
BG News 372-2604 Commons, Second Floor, West Hall 
Classifieds BG News/October 25, INS II 
Trurapets- 
Lsle aha* the Asaranl we're Pie MM mill October 25. 1985 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
* "BOWLING (WEEN JAYCESS''' 
•••HAUNTED HOUSE-" 
October 21. 2S. 11, and Nov. 1.2 
Ml p.m. nightly 
1 the Wood Co»m Fekgroundi on Poo Rd. 
Jewish Students Group. Shebbol Services. 
FrtO«y owing. BOO pm. In In. Faculty Lounge 
ol mo Studont Union Col Bnjco KoMor lor 
rtrjtmaaon. 354-8420, Paychotogy Boot 
LEASH HOW TO EASE YOUR TRANSITION 
FROM COLLEGE TO THE WORLD OF WORK 
"You're on mo Job — Now Whit?" Tuoodoy. 
October 28 6 30 pm. BYyon Recital Hal. 
(Moore Muaicol Am Contor). Opon to (no onOro 
University community Sponsored by the Uni- 
versay Placement Sorvlco BE THERE' 
PHI BETA LAMBDA' 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING 
OCTOBER 28. 7:30 PM. ALUMNI ROOM. 
3rd FLOOR UNION SPEAKER FROM DECK- 
ERS CPA REvew TOPIC ADVANTAGES 
OF AN ACCOUNTING DEGREE" ACCOUNT 
WO MAJORS ARE IMVtTEO TO ATTEND 
Tho "TAKE 1ACK THE NIGHT" 
Planning CommRtoo 
•III moot Monday, Oct. 21 at 1:00 p.m. 
In the Faculty Loungo ol tho Union 
Spring Brook In the BAHAMAS 
Soang tnp horn Fl Laudordolo to Bahomaa 
Sponoorod by BG SaOng Club 
Organizational Mooting Wed Oct 30 
at 9 00 p m Room 300 Malh'Sctonc* 
For more Into col 
DM: 3726238 or Bonnta   353-7501 
RECYCLE SAT 
Coth lor Alum CANS' Donations socepted- 
nowapaper. uaed motor on. dear A colored 
gteaa. separated Bring to Recyceng Contor. 
618 E. Poe Rd . 9 a m to 2 p m , 2nd end 4th 
Sol 352544*  
ATTENDING ONE OF OVER 75 COLLEGES IN 
THE U.S. AND PAYING IN STATE TUITION IS 
POSSIBLE THROUGH THE NATIONAL STU- 
DENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM. INFORMA- 
TION SESSIONS ARE BEING HELD TUESDAY, 
OCT. 2* AT »:10 A.M.AN0 WEDNESDAY, 
OCT. 10 AT 12:30 P.M. AT 211 ADMINISTRA- 
TION. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 2- 
8202 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST Blue denim lean Lev's jacket with many 
Dottone on It. at Mainstreet on Thurs Oct 17 
PLEASE return It to Nancy — 372 4517 - SS 
Lost   Golden Labrador.  4 years old w Wuo 
coaer Toledo dog tape Col 352-3626 
RIDES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS TYPING 
$1 00 per page, double-spaced 
On campus pickup 4 00 pm 668-2579 
MLoaJM 
Groovy Records 
a now open'" Mon -Set. 1-9 pm. 
118 E VVsoNnglon 
 behind lha VUoo SpaOum  
ATTEMO* KIMBERLT JANE POWANOA, 
PACK YOUR IAQS. GRAI YOUR THINGS, 
WE'RE OFF TO DETROIT FOR THE ttOME- 
COMINQ FLING I 
LOVE, SEAN 
SK 
SK 
HOMECOMING PEP RALLY 
7-45 COLLEGE PARK, FRaDAY 
• 
E 
I 
B.Q.S.U. Sal Teem Orgarwatlonel Meeting 
Wod. Oct   30. Memorlel Hal.  Rm   202 at 
9:00 Ski Ya Triers  
CAROLYN PRESENT 
CongratuleUonB on your cc-wln lor tho Kappo 
Sigma Tour Teem Oueon. The Alpha XI'stove 
youl __  
Chrts Schetter. 
Are you reedy lor tho boot Homecoming 
around— 
Tho Kappa SlomeKKQ onol 
Wine and cheese Friday night. 
Champagne and Begets Saturday morning, 
Rood trip lo Westervllle tor dinner, dandng 
and drinks as well- 
Then a outlet breakfast - sound good? 
too ya tonHol Got psyched! 
Lososhvsys, 
Carl 
CINDY DeMARCO 
 Your DG big 0 watching youl 
COB*/. 
I can't wait untl tomorrow  Got psyched for 
Kappa Stg Homecoming It'I be the greatest'! 
Love your favorite spaceman. 
FJroy 
ManslMl 
Who lows You? 
We doll 
Tho other abused section (the flogs! 
CONGRATULATIONS JENNY MOSERI 
KAPPA  KAPPA  GAMMA'S  OUTSTANDING 
PLEDGE OFTHE WEEK!  
CONTINUE THE TRADITION OF TS YEARS OF 
CARING TODAY IS THE LAST OAV FOR 
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS IN 
405 STUDENT SERVICES. INTERVIEWS WILL 
BE HELD OCTOBER 27-11, 1MS. JOIN THE 
TEAMIII  
SK 
SIC 
WELCOME SACK SK SK ALUMNI 
CRAK3 STOLL- KKQ SWEETHEART: 
CONGRATUUTIONS ON BEING SELECTED 
AS  ONE  OF  THE  TOP  5  HOMECOMING 
CANDIDATES' WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU— 
GOCO LUCK TOMORROW! 
LOVE. THE KAPPAS 
DAVEY-WOO. It's 1 year and 2 months' I LOVE 
YOU  I miss you. I can! wait lo see you'll T* 
then m'Lord.. 
^ Yours Always Gleeee 
Wi do typing 
CalUnda 
354-2218 
RUTME'S SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS 
Everything must be dean 
352-7268 
Custom Bun Lofts Save You Space 
For a free eebmete and room measurement cal 
now 352-3836 
Tho Loll Construction and Storage Service also 
offers moving and stereo* oorvlooa.  
WORLD RECORD 
SNAKE DANCE 
TONIGHT 
8:15 P.M. 
STARTS AT INTRAMURAL FIELD 
PERSONALS 
HOMECOMING QUEEN 
MARILEE DULON 
HOMECOMING QUEEN 
SK 
SK 
SK SK WILL SEE YOU 
AT THE HOMECOMING PARADEI 
Alpha Gam  Skelo grams" are being sold today. 
Monday Oct 26 and Tuesday Oct 29 between 
4 4 lor 50" Slop by University Hal & send a 
aurphso to a fflond.  
Amy Marie Cook 
Ain't no thing daring. 
this rotaoonohip w* 
Ml forever' INoS    I 
Love YaMke 
Anna. Gale. Mary use. and Ted, 
Thanks  for a great  time  working  with  the 
paradel fl waa definitely an experience' 
PS Freddie kwoo you Arm*! 
John A.K.A. Chudusa 
Assort Style Panh) 14 to V. PFF 
Over 250 pair lo choose from Jems N Trsnge 
531 lodge St Open M 5:30 p m 
DEAME-CUP ALIA WOODROW 
THANKS FOR THE WONDERFUL NIGHT, ALA- 
BAMA SLAMMERS. AND 8 00 AM CONVER- 
SATIONS     WE    REALLY    ENJOYED    THE 
PAJAMA PARTY! 
LOVE, 
ZOOM,  FUMF.  SCHWARTZ,  AND PROFK3 
LIANO 
PS  YOU CANT HIDE THAT DIMPLE FROM 
US!  
DESPERATELY SEEKING DELI 
YOU'RE MY "LUCKY STAR" AND I'M YOUR 
"ANGEL!" 
UNTIL NEXT TIME    
DESPERATELY SEEKING TERRY 
HOW WAS YOUR FBST DRUNKEN ENCOUN- 
TER WITH THE PORCELAIN GOO? 
LOVE. 
YOUR MOTOWN FRIENOS  
DEVON! 1 KATHY. 
THE HURRKANES ARE NEAR, BETA HOME- 
COMING IS ALMOST HEREI LETS DRINK THE 
BOOZE TILL WE FALL DOWN. SEVEN J 
SEVENS WE WILL POUND HEY DEVONI 
REMEMBER ME? I'M YOUR DATE KATHY, 
WHAT A DYADIC ENCUNTER THIS IS GOING 
TO BE' LOVE. AL 1 MARC  
SK 
CALIFORNIA HERE WE COME! 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Lake near San 
LahtOty 
5 Manna stghi 
9 Violinist 
Mischa 
14 Wilkie Collins 
novel (.vilh 
Ihe'l 
16 Siih Ut>r*c 
17 Rash 
16 Pineapples 
19 Gadget (o< 
flOHtfS 
20 Merit 
21 Dormant 
22 For each 
23 Macbeth tno 
25 Presenl oneself 
28 Bell o> statue 
30 Iridescent 
gems 
31 Oblique angle 
edge 
32 Unit of length 
34 Water source 
35 Sea turds 
36 Jab 
37 Certain cow or 
dog 
38 Potpourris 
39 Fia« product 
40 Hollywood 
hopeful 
42 Incorruptible 
43 A Qandr>> 
44 Oivmg bird 
45 Rabbits 
47 Aromatic oint- 
ment 
49 West 
52 Terrestrial 
lizard 
53 Yearning 
55 Gold or silver 
56 Among other 
things. Lat 
57 Removes rind 
56 Anna of dims 
59 Clasped 
DOWN 
i Give o" 
2 Approach 
3 Oneoia vir 
tuouS trio 
4 Umt 
33 Fender mark 
35 Island m New 
York Bay 
36 Dianthus 
38 Trying ex- 
periences 
39 More 
clamorous 
41     Farm 
Orweti 
Kdilfd by Tnidr Michel Jtffe 
5 Royal family of 
Scotland 
6 Needy 
7 Seek  
(Advice lo a 
sluggard) 
Carry! 
8 Scale syllables 
9 Enroll 'or jury 
duty Var 
10 Loaf 
11 Tratlona 
specialty 
12 islands off 
Gal way 
13 Aerie 
15 Guides 
21 Ear pans 
22 Politician s 
mdei 
24 Spills asunder 
25 Fusses 
26 Fencers gear 
21 Realm of a 
prince 
29 Symbols of 
restraint 
31 PncklybuSh 
42 Listen' 
45 Rustic retreat 
46 Typed curve 
48 Poke> stake 
49 Unit of distance 
50 Blue dye 
51 Word from 
Major Hoopie 
53 Towel word 
54 Cheef 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
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DOMANOO, 
LET'S SLOW DANCE   NAKED!   I   MOPE   TO 
MAKE THIS YOUR MaT PsXE HOMECDMrNG 
EVERI 
 OUOETTE 
0Z0ZD2 
OZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
DZ VOLLEYIALL TOURNAMENT 
OZ VOLLEYBALL TOWOMAMENT 
EMMYDORGER 
I CANT WATT FOR YOU TO SEE. 
WHO YOUR EOQ 8 GOfvO TO BE. 
SOON THE DAY IS GOMQ TO COME. 
CAN YOU GUESS WHO IS THE ONE? 
D.Q LOVE AND MINE. 
YOUR BIO 
ERMTREEND 
Congratulations on your  SAE-Alph. XI le- 
vsHortng to Jefll Ws love you E.T.I 
Tito Alpha Xl'a 
FROM RESsDENCE HALL ISSUES TO CAM- 
PUS-WIDE EVENTS, IT'S RSA ALL THE 
WATIII 
RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
FREE BROWMESIII 
Our Browraaa are your brownloo 
Al Weekend Long 
Just come si and try aoonoal 
BASK IN HOBBINS 
1S1S E Wooaler. Stsdum Paua 
OET INVOLVED! SHARE VOUH BlTMUttABM 
WITH OTHER STUDENTS! AS A PEER CON- 
•UlTANT FOR THE STUDENT WELLNESS 
OBITER, YOU WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION 
ON WELLNEBS RELATED SUBJECTS AND 
UFf STYLE CONCERNS, APPLICATIONS 
AVAUutt IN ROOM 2*>, HEALTH CENTER. 
MUST BE RETURNED BY 4:00 PM OCTOBER 
M.  
WORLD RECORD 
SNAKE DANCE 
TONIGHT 
SMS P.M. 
STARTS AT INTRAMURAL FIELDS 
GOOD LUCK CHI O BEDTEAM! 
WE KNOW YOU WILL WIN IT- 
CAUSE WE'VE GOT SPEED.   JAMAS AND 
SPIRITI  
HaaOwoon Cards 
Jeana N Things 
 631 RMfloSI  
Hay Youl 
CM ready Gamma PN'a for the hayrtdo. It MM 
bo one wM Mmol  
Hay Alpha Xl'a, 
Congrahastlona on winning 
 CAREER WEEK!  
Hay Delta Zetaa- 
Hl there1 Thanks lor al ol your aupport 
Y-al are WONOERFULI Love, Laura 
PS Boomlsh loves you  
Homicomlng Specials 
CarnaBono S2 06 a oozan 
Mixed boquel $2 96 
Large Football Mum ooraaga 12 25 
al cash and carry 
Floral OrtoJnala by Gregory Scotia 
518 E Wooater • 352-5UB • we Oetver 
Importt 1 grits at Mn-Msl downtown   Gifts. 
dacoratlona. Indian handcrafts, lewelry Week- 
end Sceoal 20% Oacounl w'BGSU ID Come. 
youl Bee It 
ITS 
GOING 
TO 
CoaajratuaHNM on being selected Publicity 
Chskmsn tor NMPC! 
WAY TO 00 KD PLEDOESII  
JENNWER WALTERS. 
LOOKING FORWARD TO THE BEST HOME- 
COMING EVER! WHO WILL BE ZOMBI ED 
0*>T BY MIONIGHT THIS YEAR? 
PS YOUR PERM LOOKS GREATI 
LOVE ALWAYS. 
BERNE 
John. 
I lust wanted to pubtcr/ wish you a Happy 
"21 at" Birthday' Evan though tNnga haven't 
bean going so wal lately, you know I love you 
as much as ever. I can't wait until tomorrow ao 
wa can ceasbrata together. 
Almy tovo. 
§-•. 
SK 
SK 
SNAKE DANCE I.M. FIELD SATURDAY! 
BE A PART OF THE NEW RECORD. 
June. {My favorite KKG) 
Rob (the newspaper guy who helped me with 
ma) wants lo have a personal but I told him I'd 
rather gfve It to you Surprised to see a personal 
lo you? You're a great roomie 
Me 
KAPPA ALUMS 
Welcome beck to BOSU. Wa missed your 
smmng laces. Hope your weekend la fWad 
wtth ttmlll 
Lo»e,s)»ale>ersolKKO  
Kappa Debs Pledges 
Your eaters love youl Keep up the labukxje 
workl You al an Via beet! 
KD Love. Your Slaters 
Karen Helen. Mark and Joe: 
Homecoming la Unsay here  It's time for Astl. 
hotel rooms, pools, showers1. ledcMa (bears ol 
course) and Iota ol fun   NwBbaa weekend 
wal never forget Huge S Kisses. Sors 
PS Let's si try to make it to dinner on erne. 
KC8. 
Everyone have a sale and happy Homecoming 
waekendl Have fun! 
Love. Your SWara 
KELLY MoCOY 
START PARTYING NOW FOR   THE   BfO 21. 
OCTOBER 17 IB BOON TO COME. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
LOVt. SWOETTE 
KMiCobb 
You shouldn't try lo be f cheerieeoer- 
You can hurt yourask doing the apMall 
Anociymoualy Yours 
KIRSTEN BUTTON 
CisirllallBoni on your SAE-Alpne  XI le- 
veeertng lo Ferry I Lose, the Alpha Xl'a 
 IfOsFER-WAHII  
LK. JOELLE RUBY 
YOUR BfQ CANT WAIT TO WELCOME YOU 
INTO THE FAaBLYI  
LT Lees* Ruaman. 
Your big bvee youll 
Keep up the good workl 
AX love. 
Your big? 
UTTLE BARB DUNCAN. 
AX PLEDGES ARE OREAT. BUT MY UTTLE IS 
FKST RATE! HAVE A SUPER WEEKEND AND 
REMEMBER YOUR BIO LOVES YOU!!! 
UZBELBY: 
Way to 00, we know you wHI be a ■ 
chairmen tor the leadership uonleranoa1 
law*, your KKQ si' 
HOMECOMNQ OUEEN 
MARILEE DALON 
 HOMECObBNO QUEEN 
LBAT'MCAT'OMAT-ORE 
NTE' CPA REVtEW-NCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN ED. CENTER 
NO. I M TEST PREPARATION 
«1S)Mo-3701 TOLEDO 
super 
lllll 
SK 
SK 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI! 
MARILEE DILLON 
Congratulations on your position on tho 1915 
Homecoming Court  The Alpha  Xl'a ara 
behind   you  all  the  wayl  Good   Luck on 
Saturday - Wa love yal  
MARY JOHNSON 
ARE YOU READY FOR SATURDAY NWHT7 
FREMONT WONT KNOW WHAT HIT THEM. 
ITS GOING TO BE A BASH AND I CANT WAIT 
TO SHARE IT WITH YOU" 
LOVE YA- SAC 
P.8 I HOPE YOU'RE FEELING BETTER! 
MELANIE OUVIERI 
THE HUNO FOR YOU BIG HAS JUST BEGUN, 
ITS GOING TO BE A LOT OF FUN! 
SO GET EXCITED AND FOLLOW 
YOUR CLUES 
BECAUSE YOUR NEW BIG REALLY 
LOVES YOUI 
DEE GEE LOVE AND MINE. 
YOUR EXCITED BIG 
MICKEY      MOUSE 
Mickey Mouse 
Nancy Glenv** 
Mickey Mouse 
Nancy GlanvBS 
HOMECOMING 1985 
Mom. 
Did your soap presidents float away In the 
Hood? 
Us Two [You Know Who!) 
MONDAY - OCTOBER 21 
START OF PI KAPPA PM- 
P.U.S.H WEEK 'SS 
START OF 100 HOUR P.U.S.H.-A-THON. DO- 
NATIONS   ACCEPTED   AND   INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE WEEK I 
WORLD RECORD 
SNAKE DANCE 
TONIGHT 
0:15 P.M. 
STARTS AT INTRAMURAL FIELDS 
HOMECOMING OUEEN 
MARILEE DULON 
HOMECOMING OUEEN 
STUDENTS FOR BETTER RESIDENCE HALL 
LIVING TALK TO US MONDAY NIGHTS AT 
1M P.M. IN THE STUDENT COURTROOM. 
RESeDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
RSA 
MEMBERS OF THE MONTH 
LIZ MATCHETT 
MARK WOODWORTH 
 CONOJtATuXATIONS  
SCC 
rm so happy rfsncjs have finely worked out! 
Have a super-dupor weekend. 
Loveya, JAA 
SCOTCH. 
THE TBIE I SPEND WITH YOU IS PRECIOUS 
AS IS EVERYTHWG ABOUT YOU FM SO 
LUCKY TO HAVE MET SOMEONE AS WIERD 
AND FUN AS YOU WELL TO PUT IT ALL IN A 
NUTSHELL. WHAT I'M REALLY TRYING TO 
SAY IS. I JUST LOVE YA TO PIECES. 
LOVE, 
YOUR QtRLFRtENO 
SCOTT NUNAMAKER 
YOU ARE THE BEST "HONEY" ANYONE 
CULO EVER HOME FOR. I'M SO LUCKY! 
THANKS FOR THE MOST WONDERFUL SIX 
MONTHS AND DO YOU KNOW WHAT? ITS 
ONLY THE BEOWNI«l CANT WAIT UNTX. 
HOMECOMING! I LOVE YOUII 
FOREVER. KAREN 
Select Style JHnmain SS to $9 96 
Values to $28 95 Jeana N Things 
531 Rtoga St Open ta 5:30 p m 
r 
i 
3BM*'* 
ANY LARGE 1 
we deliver iw oi 
$5.95 
with coupon 352-3551 
^m^Jb^^^e^^^n^^ 
SHERFaE SPAULDeMG 
■n't I greet to be, 
A proud pledge ol KKG. 
Can you guess who I could be? 
Wal be great friends, you and ma! 
KKG Love. 
Your Secret Owl Pal 
SK 
DC YOU KNOW 
From Thursday's paper, the present campus 
budding located over a natural gaa wal 
la McFal Cantor Look for BOSU 
TrMa I Mafll NOW brought lo 
youbyAMA 
Now la your chance to gfve your bedroom 40% 
more space wan a lot For Intormaaon on toft 
styles, options, rates, credit and ordering your 
bit, oat now. Cal The Loft Construction and 
Searaoa Service 352-3838 (9-5 M-F). 
MM 
YOU'RE NOT GOING TO OET RID OF ME 
THAT EASY! BEST FRIENDS ARE FOREVER 
YOU KNOW. BESIDES. ONCE A LITTLE- 
ALWAYS A LITTLEI I LOVE YOUI 
SKI EP LOVE ALWAYS, 
Attention Ladlaa. Have you seen ram yet? 
Inv*e tarn to your birthday or party. ITS a great 
gB Mass Dancer For mo-a alto 372 1064 
THETA CM VOLLEYBALL TEAM: 
GET PSYCHED FOR THE DZ VOLLEYBALL 
TOURNAMENT! THIS YEAR WE WANT TO 
SEE YOU WALK AWAY WITH THE TROPHY! 
YOUR DZ COACHES, 
COLLEEN, LUANN, a DAWN 
SK 
SK 
LET'S SEE THAT B.O. SPIRITI 
Wewkll What wHd times - Kay Why and the 
Cuppers; Peach Schnapps; Grand Marnier; 
Lebanese, Franch speaking man. I'm aura 
thara ara many more to cornel Happy leoell- 
Maa, babe. Han a great birthday. 
Love ye— j5 
JUDY MdNTYRE: 
ConajrahskHtona on your position aa Assis- 
tant Director tor the Miss BOSU Fsgeent. Wa 
araaoproudll 
Law*. Your Kappa alators 
MALE REVIEW — MALE DANCERS 
TUESDAY OCT. 28 AT MAIN ST. BAR 
DOOMS OPEN AT I 00 FOR LADIES. 
DOORS OPEN AT 10:10 FOR MEN - AFTER 
THE REVIEW. DRINK SPECIALSII ALL PRO- 
CEEDB 00 TO P.U.8.H.  
CONTINUE THE TRADThON OF 
7J YEARS OF CARING 
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY FOR 
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS 
IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES. 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD 
OCTOBER 27-11,1 BBS 
JOIN THE TEAMIII  
Staters ol Kappa Deaa 
Happy (belated) lath bbihdayll Keep that 
Kappa OeRa apart! arid arid* going strong! 
SOUSE, 
Dude, its your Birthday! Hops to see you 
aporsn' some Pouehka's From the OC gang — 
Ihe Dour* Duder S Souse Woman. 
WORLD RECORD 
SNAKE DANCE 
TONIGHT 
Ml Mb 
STARTS AT INTRAMURAL FIELDS 
Teddy. Toddy. 
Be aura to scraggy, acraggy on your 22nd. Wo 
love hevng you ao our 5th roommate. 
Love, Chris. Lynn. Sue A Sue 
PSSIppy.SIpp,  
TERM HOOOLET, 
rm looking forward to having a great One wan 
you tta* weekend at the SAE Homeoomng 
You keep adding to my est-of good memories 
thai I wH never lorgel 
 Love. JEFF 
THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI WEL- 
COME BACK THE ALUMNI OF THE DELTA 
DELTA CHAPTER.  FOR A SAFE AND EN- 
JOYABLE rtOMECOMHQ.  
SK 
KRUSH K.S.U.I 
ITEM PIZZA    j 
I 
To an Kappa Stgs and 
Their Homecoming Deist: 
The Partying begins tonight wVi wine and 
cheese and tomorrow wel Groove to Home- 
corning at Embassy Suites In Ccejmbus. 
 Pel ready to JAMI  
TODAY IS KIMBERLY JANE FOWANOA'S 
SIRTHOAY! SO IF YOU COULD PLEASE WISH 
HER A HAPPY BrRTHOAYII CALL HER AT 
6445 OR STOP BY AT S2S RODDERS! 
LOVE, THE BBBH PRMCE 
To Donna McKes 
A pledge ol Dee Gee 
Who can I bee? 
Soon youl see! 
 Love, your Big  
To my favor** AXO KJrstan. 
The war ha* begun 
GYS 
You Know Who  
TO MY P8EU0O-SIS. 
I COULDNT OF HAD A BETTER SISTER TO 
GROW UP WITH HAVE A GREAT 21 at BIRTH 
DAY. 
LOVE YOUR PSEUDO-BRO 
To ear Kappa Sag Tow Team Coach**: 
Thsnk t tor a praat weal ol coachmo. Have a 
Lw^lhelUppM 
To our Slg Ep detee 
On homecornlng *v* 
Wel dance and have tun 
H we have lo leave 
Kappas and Slg Eps 
Oh. what a pair' 
Th» homecoming night 
How much fun do we dare? 
Your Kappa data*. 
Darby, Ul t Sarah 
■wSmHurt 
KlTtNTlON "MR GROCCRV" 
WPtRV   wC  RK  HAVif+C, 
A SPECIAL  ON CRtRMCO 
SPINACH  Aftie i2 r 
TOrTOM. 
VOU NttD CRlnMED  SPINACH 
M BIN fl LOT    UHCN VOU 
«T TO THC CHCCKOuT  VOU 
UILL DftCOVtR THAI VOU 
rOROOT RU YCVR COUPONS 
UHEN VOU CVtT TO VOUR 
CAR. VOU UAIL  FIND VOUR 
COUPONS. AND MCIOC TO COME 
BACK  TO "MR  GBOCtRV Ntn 
Tlrie WOU  <M}? 50 VOU CUM 
'm $3E 
MV. (RIO- VOU *i DCKT WO 
DIDNT RUN THe \.ME.  RALPH 
TA«  DID Vft)' THBJ TnfTT 
THING'S 5tT ON 1*1 UOUlON'T 
HJOm. fKQ«NC^1'KflJNNu' 
FTT*^'^, 
^ROM RESIOENCE HALL ISSUES TO CAM- 
PUB-WIOE EVENTS, IT'S RSA ALL THE 
WAYIII 
RESaPENT STUOENT ABSOCU>TION 
Watoh out world! 
Ksrs SMschotl 
wdbe 21 tomorrow! 
Happy Birthday - Get psyched for Saturday! 
Love, Sue. Moty and Jus* 
WENOE V08HELL - HAVE A GREAT DAY! I'M 
80 EXCITED TO HAVE YOU AS MY AXO 
UTTLE GO TO THE HOUSE TOMORROW TO 
THE PLACE WHERE PEOPLE GATHER TO 
FPeD YOUR NEXT CLUE 
AX LOVE. YOUR BIO 
To our "TONY MONTANA" aoundaak* dates 
We're psyched for a WX.D Homecoming Week- 
end!! 
From Your: Mien. Mien. Man. Mien. Mo* 
oats*. 
PS "YOU'RE GREATI" 
T5 WHOEVER TOOK OUB DWJNK FRIEND 
JENNY   FOREMAN   HOME   FROM   UPTOWN 
MONOAY 
THANK YOUII! 
LOVE. DONNA. JOC4E. AND DEWSE 
hVJWMaBNrj OUEEN 
MARILEE DULON 
HOMECOMfNO OUEEN 
75 TEAM OF CARING 
'5 YEARS OF CARING 
71 YEARS OF CARING 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
Sponsored by Delia Zee* 
Neisialm 2,1SI5 
M p.m. at the Rec. Cefrter 
For more Information can 
the DZ house 372-2417 
SK 
SK 
HOMECOaXNG SOC HOP SAT. 9-12. 
REC CENTER. BE THEREI 
PREOFIANT?  CONCERNS?  Free  pregnancy 
tost   Objective mfo  Cal NOW.  354-HOPE 
(4873). Hour*. M-Th  12-8p.m., T.W 10«.m 
8p.m.. Sal  12-2pm  
The Bookstop 
We ara hare to serve youl! 
•Deed Sato comlca'GMAT-GRE-LSAT 
.     1082 N Main 363-5877 
SKI COLORADO: 5 nights, 4 Hta   PARTIES 
paja much moral Al CONOO lodging 
Vel/Beavercroek. St89 
Stoarnboat, S185 
Aspen/Snowmaes. S189 
Cal BB kx detaas. 352-9304     
Spend Chrietmes Bra* Skang'l 
VasfPaavsrcrssI, Steamboat 2/517 nights 
CalBBat 362-9304 
BIKE RIDERS 
CYCLE WIZARD is OPEN, ALL REPAIRS 
  CALL 162-72*1 
J.T.'a PIZZA 1 CARRYOUT 
OPEN TIL 3 am Thure , Frt , Sat. 
      352-5476 
October 21, 1*86 Is the day John Cromer 
tarn* "21"l Please call 152-4SS0 and arlah 
Mas a Happy Swthdeyll  
SK 
SK 
GET PSYCHED FOR 
THE HOMECOMINO PARADEI 
WANTED 
-SEGEN- THANKS FOR A VERY SPECIAL 
WEEKEND - THW ONE WILL BE GREAT 
TOOI I'M SO GLAD YOU COULD MAKE ITI 
I LOVE YOUI AUBAINE 
2 tomato roommates needed lor Spring to rant 
apartment dose to camp* Cal 363-g»Q6 
Farms* roommate needed to lutillaea noose 
spring simsMsr Please cal 353-2905 
Mala roommate for Spring semester Mealy 
turntohed apt and own room CH 362-4452. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUB- 
LEASE APT ON E MERRY SPRING SEMES- 
TER CALL 352-1871. 
HELP WANTED 
Pretsarketlng Parson lo help wtth proposal to 
Nattonel Corp. Cash bonus plus employment 
II luccnsfuL Motorspons oriented. Phone 
IIBBBWaSS arryorao. 
Travel F«d Opportunity Gain vakjabla market- 
ing expaneoce whae earning money. Campus 
rerxeeentoltva needed trnrravjastofy for spring 
break alp lo Florida Cal Bel Ryan at 1-800- 
282-8221 
FOR SALE 
1980 Chevy Clb»on Cal Lee at 372-2887 or 
372-5300 Anyttma aftor 6 p.m. 
'81 Peugeot 605 S Turbo dtoaal. 5 apeed 
19" MGA Color TV 
Cal 372-2097 or 352-5343 
For Seta Can Mark Four Comp Four Sk«a. 1175 
cm) Hanson boob) an* eleven Make offer on 
ether or both Cal 354 5803 
1977 CAPRKE CLASSIC 
HAS EVERYTHHQ 
RUNS GREAT/DEPENOABLEI WORK, TRIPS. 
HOME. ETC ONLY $960 (OR OFFER) -CALL 
364-6003 GO N ON IT WITH YOUR ROOM 
MATES 
1988 Cnavy Caprice In good condition. Ret 
seta Barviportatlon. naa pa, pb and ac $500 or 
Peel Offer - Cal after 8 p m at 354-1807. 
1981 Buck Dtoaal Staaon Wagon 
$3490 
Cal 363-1864 
FOR SALE: SONY FULL FEATURE REMOTE 
CONTROL COMPACT HHJENSITY COMPO- 
NENT SYSTEM WIMATCHING SPEAKERS. 
SPECBTCATIONS: 100 WATTS TOTAL OUT- 
PUT, 7 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER AND 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER, 4 BAND TUNER (FM. 
SW2. SW1, MW). BAND C DOLBY NR AND 
AUTOMATK MUSK SEARCH - $700 OR 
BEST OFFER. FOR MORE INFO. CALL FADI 
AT 112-1141. 
FOR SALE KENWOOD AUDKMVaDEO RE- 
CEIVER. IBS WATTS T. OUTPUT AND DIGI- 
TAL FREQUENCY DISPLAY - NEQ. SIM. 
AREA FJ20 TAPE DECK - $120 
CUSTOM MADE SPEAKERS - $70 
WHOLE SET FOR 1150 FOR MORE INFO. 
CALL FADI AT 152-1141. 
FOR SALE: 1972 SUPERBEETLE 
78.000 MAES, GOOD CONDITION - $800 
362-0788 
TECHNICS STEREO RECEIVER 
SA 203 GREAT CCWOTTION 
ASWNQ 870 2-8238/OREO 
FOR RENT 
Subtoaa* House  $140 00 per/month, otaxtea 
paid and own room. 217 S. Coeege; 
Cat 354-7847, Ron. 
Large 1 bedroom apt 2 blocks from campus 
' "Bat! milll,   No cats Cal 354-1871 
a— 8 p.m. As* tor Larry.  
WANTED TO SUBLET 
1 BR Erf APT $140/mo. I Etoc 
CALL Nancy 352-8934 
Rooms tor rent Available mmedtaterv One 
block from campus Cal Ann or Cathie 362 
8934 
Stt room carpatod apt.  Close to campus 
Avaaatta Nov. 1  Cal 352-6822 
FALCONS: HERE WE GO - 8 and 0! 
#51 
Bob 
Adelsperger 
Often** Tit* 
Jr. 83V 218 to. 
m 
(MOhMk) 
#95 
Gerald 
Bayless 
TgWEnd 
Sr.6W235to 
Qeyton 
(Betnortt) mim 
^^fcgj^. 
m |C3 
Dave 
Bittner m           p 
OftenewGuerd 
"maatr^ 
St. BIT 248 to. V>K«^[$&&\M 
MM .;.yXvV.v('.;;v:y 
|St. Vtaenl-St Mery'sl 
Myles' Flowers 
"TIM o/ftc/a/ California Bowl Florltf 
434E.WOOSTER 352-2002 
f-«l #14 1                      " V        ' "          / 
Mark > -w 
Bongers 
Fknktr <   '*&■;/ 
Soph 6'0" 178 to. 
WesHtke 
             ' ''• ■  — 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us after the game 
352-1092   110 N. Main 
#30 ■w '     «efl #54 
■             ■ ' 
Keith Doug 
Best 
trio" 183 to. 
Upper SmMn MP»L« 
Bitler 
OuMelntucket 
Soph, er 210 to 
Montoeier 
Cal Bowl 
Bound! cSii> 
kfnko? downtown, inc 
The campus copy shop bg's famous gathering place 
[  323 E. Woofer   334-3977 Good Luck Falcons 
#25 
Joe 
Boxley 
Rrter 
St 5'9V 181 to 
UsVeots.NV 
(Western) 
BEST WESTERN 
:■>: 
1450 E. Wooster 352-4671 
#50 
Stan 
Brue 
Cento 
St. 6r 238 to. 
Cdumbus 
(Berte Hatfcy) 
GOOD LUCK FALCO 
7ke Video 
Connection 
fflwiUJGBE 
Open 
Mon-Sun llam-llpm 
located behind 
Open Pantry 
Monday - Thursday 
Rent VCR & 2 Tapes 
ONLY $8.99 
#39 A Dean ^B 
Bryson 
Detank* took 
Jr.5'10K"199ta. 
Oeyton 
(Colonel Write) f-T 
Strickland 
Custom 
Framing 
124 E. Oak 
352-8282 
We're cheering for you Falcons! 
#88 
Troy 
Dawson 
UMM0* 
St. 6'1 V 240 to. 
New Concord 
(John (Jem) 
Good Luck Falcons 
#9 
Doug 
Carrico 
(tartot** 
Sr.6T213to 
Vetmfcn 
(Rretands) 
I 
m 
_—i 
Good Lucfr BG 
Meadowview Courts 
352-1195 214 Napoleon Rd. 
Dykes 
DetanewBack 
ST.5'10-168to 
Krush Kent! 
Seasons & Styles 
123 S. Main 354-3000 
#48 
Jack 
Coppess 
linebacker 
Jt.6r 219to. 
Growpott 
(Itafaonl 
FOR AFTER THE 
GAME 
107 Stile St. 353-5731 
#55 
Mike 
Estep 
Of*** Guard 
ST. 8T 260 to 
JCPenney 
iMfalGraw 
«av *n IW * t. Ton.. VWI SB. t S* S*. 12 ■ 5 
Tat** 
Jr 5'9" 200 bs 
FH.H 
(Southwestern) m^: 
The Personal Touch" 
NEWL0V 
IANAGEIVB 
Foley 
Unabacker 
Jr. 81" 204 to. 
Grm 
(Lncotil 
FOR AFTER THE 
GAME 
117 Slate St. 353-5731 
HGKT1NG FALCONS:   FLATTEN THE FLU 
#96 
Mike 
FOOT 
Note Tad* 
Sf 67' 248 bs 
North FWge* 
Wine Shop 
"YOUR PARTY 
HEADQUARTERS" 
Across Fn» Htnkmii Quid 353-5731 
#78 
David 
Haynes 
MHM unernan 
Soph. 6T 224 be 
Coajnta 
|Eaetroor| 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS 
hnwffiBfKPrr 
7ke Video 
Connection 
Open 
Mon-Sun llom-llpm 
locoled behind 
Open Pantry 
Monday - Thursday 
Rent VCR & 2 Tapes 
ONLY $8.99 
#28 
Andre 
■ ' 
■ - 
Jackson 
Tabs* 
Sr.5'10V'2O5bs 
MWM •««£•:■;«•:•».'     ..j 
0066! 
TOS 
Campus Comer 
-etm m n iff* Hu t*«w 
902 E. Wtettw 352-3165 
#13 
Greg A. 
Johnson 
Mi 
Jr. 6T 1851* 
Cramae 
(Moetol 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us after the game 
352-1092   110 N. Main 
#91 
Derrick 
Gant 
TgWEnd 
Soph 6'3" 193 bs 
ToMo 
19. France] ~u 
Bee Gee Bookstore 
Monday-Friday 9:00-5:30 
Saturday 9:00-5:00 
#27 
Rick 
Howard 
MMliMi 
Jr.5'11V180bs 
Canton 
(SoUhl 
r" 
bg's famous 
gathering place 
Good Luck Falcons 
#4 A 
Michael T|    W 
Jackson %   p 
Deter** Back JjHfM 
Soph. 6'3V 200 bs. \k.4i^LWjfl 
Detroit Ml ' 
(MtnayWhghtl iiH 
Cream Kent! 
kinko's 
The campus copy shop 
325E.Wooster    354-3977 
#72 
Mike 
Joyce 
Mew* Tad* 
ST. 6r 2871* 
WheettU 
[VtRTDAY lOWPRICJV 
•SCHOOl SUPPUIS 
• MIMTH 4 BIAUlf AIOI 
'tlCOaDSaiid CASUI'lt 
DISCOUNT 
90? f.wOOSHU    NeiltoT.O.'l   PHONf 1SJ-3951 
ifRVING COtlfGt STUOfNtS fOft 75 YCAIH 
OWN WON wmjnwr. »>o«      «»r" 
#32 
Lesley 
Harris 
DetaweBu* 
Soph 5W 173 bs 
FW.MJ 
IBMChK) mmrrrnm 
Mon-Thn 7»n-9pm 
BKBT   1021 S. Main 
Go Falcons 
#86 
John 
Hunter 
Deter** End 
Jr. 6T187 to 
DMroiM 
(OePonwl , iSi .■;■:■;■■.-    My.: 
"The Personal Touch" 
NEWL0VE 
MANAGEMENT 
#49 
Erik 
Johnson 
Unabackar 
Jr.8'1V209bs 
Warren 
(Harongl 
Good Luck BG 
Kentucky Fried 
Chicken 
1020 N. Main 
#57 
John 
Kaplan ^■fl 
Deter** luemtn ^r 
Jr 62-221 bs 
WMBb0MiM,ll 
(Mow) JLAM »*leo   — i 
WL, 
1550E. WoosterSt. 
Bowling Green, Oh 43402 
352-5211 
#56 
Chris 
Hartman 
MM EM 
Sr. 6TT 221 be. 
lorah 
Campus Manor Apts. 
Clough Street 
352-9302 
A big plus in location—across the 
street from campus, near shops, 
and 5 minutes from downtown— 
NO LONG SNOW WALKS. 
Krush Kent 
#22 
Stan 
Hunter 
woe rVNRV 
Sr.6ri83bs. 
Dayton 
(Northmonfj 
Rocky .& Rococo) 
FREE DELIVERY 
176E.Wooster 352-4600 
#92 
Greg 
Johnson 
Deter** Tad* 
Jr.5'11"235bs. 
Detroit. M 
(MacKenael 
"The Personal Touch" 
NEWL0VE 
MANAGEMENT 
352-5620 
#7 
Rod 
King 
Date** Bar* 
Jr. 5'11" 175t». 
Yotnptowi 
(South) 
MYLES' 
SHES SATURDAY 
134 
Bill 
Kuhlman 
FJfcK* 
Sr 61" 221 6s 
Ml DM 
I 
Ben Franklin 
154 S. Main 
#18 
Brian 
McClure 
Qurtrtm* 
Sr 6'6 222 bs 
Rwem 
(Roortown) 
New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
4&$fch 
fr 
^^ Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Krush Kent!! 
#81 
Greg 
Meehan 
FMar 
Sr. Bin 93 Is. 
Phoenrx.AZ 
ISMmMountai) &■%■;■■■&.■„%&■ 
Flatten the Flashes 
lUS.Moln Hi. M2-MM 
ft > 
177 ■ » 
Mark 
Nelson 
OOMM Lnemn 
Jr 6T270U 
9ooMpjlon, IM 
IMInonl 
ilk; !fj 
GoBG 
%itucky Fried 
Chicken 
1020 N. Main 
#74 
Neat 
Mahoney 
Men»* Unam 
Jr. 8T 2311» 
Toledo 
(St John's) 
™ 
y^A/WineShop  1 
"YOUR PARTY 
HEADQUARTERS" 
AcroiiFro«H«ntau«QwMl         353-5731   | 
#67 
Bill 
McCreary 
Often** Unebrta* 
Soph 6*2" 254 Its 
Woortsr 'ft-. .•>' , 
'    S. 
Call 353-0050 
19«S Mom $1 
Bowling GfMn OH 41402 
Go Falcons 
#73 
Rick 
Mitchell 
OderswTad* 
Sr6'4 240bs 
Tucson, A2 
(Mm) 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us after the game 
352-1092  HON. Main 
#5 
Melvin 
Marshall 
DefenweBer* 
Sr.5rU2U. 
Dayton 
(Sfebbnl 
Bury The Flashes! 
Seasons & Styles 
123 S. Main 354-3000 
#16 
Tony 
McCorvey 
DefenweBr* 
Soph 510" 160 Is 
Toledo 
(St Fmos) ■'•"'.'.'■VII-—— 
Campus Manor Apts. 
Our office is located in B Building, 
Clough Street 
352-9302 
Let's have a victory- 
GO FALCONS! 
f£S #80 p 
•A 
Chris *?"   r 
Neal 
TtaMEnd %                    - ■, 
Sr 6 6" 208 be. 
Groeee Porte Woods 
MINorH ft.     ,   . 
MAIN ST. 
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117 East Court 
Bowling GrMn, Ohio 43402 
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Comparm thm cost pv copy... 
Good Luck Falcons 
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GO FALCONS! 
Myks'Dairy 
Queen 
434 E. WOOSTER 
■■^■■^■■^■■■r:, ■ — 
#12 D 
Rick 
Neiman 
Qwfcrtsrt 
Sr. KH" HI h. 
Eudd » 
Mon-Tnurs 7am-9pm 
RitM7p»iopn   1021 S. Main 
Sundt/8an-9pn 
Good Luck Falcons 
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Chris 
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CUttUnetacter 
Jr 6'2%- 2341» 
CWr* 
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gathering place 
Good Luck Falcons 
CALIFORNIA BOWL: HERE WE COME! 
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Rankin 
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DrtrweTW* ^fr 
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(Wnston ChurcM) Uri nip f 
Howard's dub H 
VOTED BEST BAR IN BO 
210 N. MAIN 
NO COVER 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Krmam Kmnt 
MeratoB** 
Jr. 5'9S" 1831«. 
Diyton 
Campus Manor Apts. 
ONE OF THE   FINEST  APART- 
MENT COMPLEXES IN B.G. 
• 2 bedroom units 
• Rent includes heat, air condi- 
tioning, water, and TV cable 
Clough Street, 352-9302 
Good Luck Falcons 
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Rrttr 
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. 
Go Falcons! 
Kentucky Pried 
Chicken 
1020 N. Main 
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Dan 
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Ottawa Gard 
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1432 E. Woostef 
Delivery 
<T .A   "•   All Night 
7daysa 
week 
352-4663 
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GOOD LUCK 
Open 
Mon-Sun Ham-11pm 
located behind 
Op«n Pantry 
Monday - Thursday 
Rent VCR & 2 Tapes 
ONLY $8.99 
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FREE DELIVERY 
176 E. Wooster 352-4600 
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Beat the 
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The campus copy thop 
325 E. Wooster    334-3977 
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Go Falcons 
Seasons & Styles 
123 S. Main 354-3000 
fin Kicker 
Jr.5ri58h. 
BloomfeUHk.MI 
*& 
■■'■ 
Mon-Tturs 7 am-9pm 
FriJSat/pm-IOpm 
Sunday 8anv9rjm 1021 S. Main 
Good Luck Falcons 
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Rocky ^SV Rococo 
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FREE DELIVERY 
176 E. Wooster 352-4600 
